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Hardware Support for Power and A rea Efiicient C onstruction of 

H igh-Q uality B ounding Volum e H ierarchies

A bstract

Rendering methods basal on ray-tracing hold the promise of great realism for interactive applications. 

However, these algorithms still involve a considerable com putational cost relative to the capabilities of 

today’s hardware. In response to this, a large body of research directed towards improving the elficiency 

and performance of interactive ray-tracing systems has emerged in recent years. A lthough modern 

graphics processors have evolved to  support ray-tracing through general-purpose com pute capabilities, 

this approach requires engaging a large amount of hardware resources for optimal performance. Mon;over, 

recent developments, such as the rise of mobile computing, and the emergence of power-efficiency as the 

prim ary limit to processor scalability, have placed power near the top of the agenda.

One approach to  improving the  efficiency of ray-tracing which has received com paratively little 

attention is the design of specialised ray-tracing hardware. The research th a t does exist on this topic has 

consistently demonstrated tha t significant performance and efficiency gains can be achieved with d<jdicated 

microarchitectures. However, previous work on hardware ray-tracing has focused almost entirely on the 

traversal and intersection aspects of the pipeline. As a result, the critical aspect of the management and 

construction of acceleration data-structures remains largely absent from the hardware literature.

This work proposes th a t acceleration da ta  structure construction is amenable to hardware special

isation. To demonstrate this, this thesis presents the first published microarchitecture for the construction 

of high-quality bounding volume hierarchies for ray-tracing. Cycle-accurate simulations show th a t  the 

design achieves significfint improvements in raw performance compared to state-of-the-art software imple

m entations. F\irtherm ore, these results are achieved using minimal hardw are resources, representing a 

large efficiency improvement compared to  existing methods. Power estim ates of the architecture reveal 

the potential for the design to improve power-efficiency, which may help future graphics processor designs 

to reduce predicted technology-imposed utilisation limits.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Importance of Spatial Index S tructures

T h e  generation of convincing interactive simulations is of great importance to a number of fields, in
cluding virtual reality, computer aided design (CAD) and video games. Such interactive simulations 

typically employ some form of rendering engine, along with a wide variety of other subsystems including 
components for physical simulation, animation, artificial intelligence, and dynamic audio processing.

Although these subsystems serve different purposes and present different challenges to the researcher 
or engineer, many fundamentally involve the solution to what are often elementary problems of geometry 
in what is usually 3D space. For example, a rendering algorithm might need to  determ ine the visibility 
between two points in a  scene, a collision detection routine might need to  find the overlap of two objects 
to resolve collisions, and an artificially intelligent agent might need to find a path around several obstacles. 
For any complex scene, there may be millions if not billions of these elementary operations which need to 
be resolved. Given the ever-present drive towards greater and greater complexity in interactive simulations, 
naive solutions quickly become ineffective. Tfiis necessitates some mechanism for accelerating these 
operations.

The fundamental problem of naive solutions to these tasks is that they gather no information about 
the location, relative position or size of the objects of interest. W ithout this information, a naive solution 
is a bru te  force solution. The naive ray-tracer tests all rays against all primitives, even when the ray 
originates far from the primitives of interest and is travelling in the opposite direction. The naive collision 
detection algorithm has no notion of whether two objects are anywhere near each other, yet will spend 
large amounts of time on huge numbers of expensive exact collision tests.

Since many components of an interactive simulation must solve spatial problems, what is needed is 
a mechanism th a t can be quickly consulted to provide information as to the spatial structure of the input 
data. Such a mechanism would be highly beneficial for all kinds of spatial problems. By using information 
provided by such a structure, an algorithm could make much more intelligent and efficient use of compute 
resources to obtain the solution to  a given problem. The spatial index structure (or acceleration data 
structure) constitutes ju s t such a mechanism. Spatial index structures provide a spatial map over the 
scene geometry which may be quickly consulted to  accelerate a variety of geometric search queries. This 
explains why spatial da ta  structures are so fundamental to simulation technology, and are essential to any 
interactive simulation system. Three of the most prominent applications utilising spatial index structures 
are ray-based global illumination, rasterisation and collision detection.
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I n tro d u c tio n

(a) (b)

F ig u re  1.1: Left: A n  image produced using the author’s own interactive ray-tracer, utilising a kd-tree 
data structure. Right: Collision detection in the Bullet Physics engine [Dull3j, visualising the DVH data 
structures used fo r  collision culling.

1.1.1 R ay-based  Global Illumination

Among the most visually impressive rendering m ethods are ray-based global illumination  algorithms. 
Examples of such algorithms include W hitted-style ray-tracing [WhiSO], path-tracing [Kaj86] and photon 
m apping [Jen96]. The com putational cost of such algorithm s has been, until recently, prohibitive for 
interactive applications. However, a general increase in the perform ance of consumer hardware, the 
evolution of multi-core CPUs and G PG PU  computing, and a number of algorithmic advances in the Isust 
decade, have brought these algorithms firmly into the realm of real-time application.

One of the key algorithmic components of this progression has been the advances made in spatial 
index structures [HavOO, WH06, PLIO]. The prim ary use of spatial index structures in ray-based ren
dering algorithm s is to accelerate the process of finding intersections between rays and scene geometry. 
Intersections are found by traversing the spatial index with a ray, and term inating when an intersection is 
found or when the spatial index has been fully searched. Only those portions of the structure tha t the ray 
intersects require further investigation, resulting in dramatically improved efficiency. The most commonly 
used structures for ray-based rendering are BVHs [Cla76, WHG84, WBS07, LYTM06, PLIO], kd-trees 
[Ben75, SSK07, ZHWG08], and uniform  grids (FTI86, WIK*06, K B Sll]. Utilising such structures in 
rendering typically improves the final frames per second by several orders of m agnitude. Such large 
performance improvements are achieved as the com putational complexity of the rendering process is 
significantly reduced, going from an 0 {n )  operation to  an O{log n) operation for many widely used 
structures.

Aside from ray intersections, spatial index structures are useful for o ther parts of a ray-tracing 
pipeline. Some researchers have proposed constructing higher dimensional data  structures containing the 
rays themselves [AK87], and photon mapping techniques estim ate global illumination effects utilising a

2
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spatial data structure of points [Jen96].

1.1.2 Rasterisation

The rasterisation algorithm has become the de facto standard rendering algorithm for interactive graphics. 
This can be a ttribu ted  to  the fact th a t the algorithm is relatively inexpensive compared to global 
illumination m ethods, and also because fast hardware im plem entations have been part of commodity 
GPUs since their inception. Rasterisation algorithms operate on scene primitives, projecting them  onto 
the image plane and determining which pixels they overlap. The im portant notion in this process is the 
idea of triangle ordering. It is necessary to  determine which triangles occlude others in the scene to ensure 
th a t only the closest visible triangles are drawn to the screen. Z-buffering methods, which keep a record 
of distance values to  previously drawn triangles, are commonly used for this purpose.

As with ray-based algorithms, spatial index structures are also very useful for rasterisation methods. 
The BSP tree can be used to provide a front-to-back ordering of primitives from arb itrary  viewpoints 
[HKB80, GC91]. Screen-space spatial d a ta  structures are also utilised in techniques such as irregular 
z-buffering, which allows arbitrary placement of samples in the image plane |JLBM05].

The drawback of reisterisation is tha t it cannot directly model global effects, and various workarounds 
arc needed to approxim ate details such as reflections, shadows and transparency. Ray-based algorithms 
naturally  support all of these effects and give physically accurate results. For this reason, ray-based 
algorithms can yield higher quality renders, while also being simpler to  implement. Nevertheless, the 
performance of rasterisation has resulted! in its continued use in interactive scenarios, and fixed-function 
hardware for rasterisation remains in commodity GPUs.

1.1.3 Collision Detection

Collision detection is a fundam ental com ponent of any physical sim ulation subsystem. The collision 
detection process is usually divided into two or three phases. These phases are the broad phase, the narrow 
phase and sometimes the mid phase. The purpose of the narrow phase is to  take two scene primitives and 
determine if they are in contact. As this is a  relatively expensive operation, the purpose of the broad and 
mid phases is to cull away as many narrow phase tests as possible beforehand, with the aim of accelerating 

performance.

Spatial index structures are used heavily in this process. The broad phase typically operates on 
entire objects, enclosing them  in a bounding volume such as an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) or 
sphere, or in a hierarchical structure such £is an AABB tree [vdB98], oriented bounding box (OBB) tree 
[GLM96] or k-DOPs [KHM*98]. An inexpensive test can be used to determine if the bounding volumes of 
two objects overlap. If there is overlap, this information is passed on to the mid or narrow phases. If no 
overlap exists, no further collision checks need be performed, dram atically decreasing the workload.

The value of spatial index structures to  collision detection also extends to the mid phase. The mid 
phase operates within objects and performs a similar task to the broad-phase. Two objects can be tested 
for possible collision by first building a hierarchical structure within the objects and then traversing both 
structures simultaneously, and following subtrees where overlap exists between the two objects. Once the 
leaves have been reached, a  small set of potentially colliding primitives is generated and sent to the narrow 
phase of the collision detection system which finds precise collision points between individual primitives.

3
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1.2 A Case for Hardware Support

The ubiquitous presence of spatial index structures in computer graphics and sinmlation technology, as 
well as performance concerns in constructing and managing such structures, has led some to speculate 
tha t specific hardware support for constructing and traversing these structures may be beneficial [WSS05, 
NPP*11, DFM12]. At the present time, a num ber of examples of specialised hardware utilising such 
structures exist. However, to the au thor’s knowledge, no examples of specialised hardware for building 
such structures has ever been dem onstrated in the academic literature. The goal of this thesis is to 
investigate in detail this question and to  produce the first m icroarchitecture for the construction of a 
spatial index structure.

We can summarise the motivation for including hardware support for spatial index structures in a 
graphics processor or other heterogeneous computing platform as follows:

• Perform ance

The construction of spatial index structures is a relatively expensive task for many applications, which 
has stimulated a great deal of research into faster construction and traversal of these structures. In 
general, dedicated microarchitectures can typically provide greater performance compared to software 
methods and this has been demonstrated in a  variety of applications relevant to  interactive simulation, 
including rasterisation [LKll], ray-tracing and global illumination [WBS06, NPP*11, Imal2], and 
collision detection [ZK03, RHAZ06]. Given th a t spatial imlex construction is so widely applicable, 
and notable precedents exist for the use of hardware acceleration for other aspects of interactive 
simulation, it is worthwhile to investigate if significant performance gains can be achieved with a 
dedicated microarchitect>ire for spatial index construction.

•  E fficiency

Aside from performance increases, a related and im portant metric is performance efficiency. Efficiency 
can be evaluated in a variety of ways, including performance per chip area, performance per clock 
cycle and performance per W att. The question of efficiency is particularly interesting, as any 
simulation will have several algorithms, each contending for compute and memory resources. Even 
if two alternative algorithms are equal in performance, the most efficient algorithm is desirable eis it 
frees up resources for other computations. Spatial index construction algorithms have been shown to 
scale well, and recent algorithms have been shown to effectively scale on large many-core platforms 
[Wall2, K arl2, GHFB13]. Optimum performance for spatial index construction is therefore obtained 
when most of the resources of the chip are dedicated to it. It is likely tha t a well designed custom 
microarchitecture could exceed the performance of many-core software implementations while using 
much fewer resources. This is true because a dedicated approach is inevitably much more streamlined, 
and the type and quantity  of compute and memory resources used can be carefully tuned and 
partitioned for the algorithm. W ith such a streamlined approach, dedicating almost the entire chip 
to  completing a single task a t high performance would not be necessary, freeing up resources for 
o ther aspects of the  sinmlation loop, thus having a performance impact above and beyond any 
acceleration th a t may be achieved for the spatial index construction itself.

•  M ob ile  D ev ices

Continuing advances in computing power and miniaturisation have enabled the advent of what may 
be term ed the mobile revolution. Smartphones, tablet computers and mobile gaming consoles have
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today reached an unprecedented level of sophistication and capability. Only ten years ago, it was 
almost inconceivable to think th a t one could have a quad core processor in their pocket, bu t now 
such devices are commonplace. The mobile revolution has brought its own goals and challenges. 
W hile mobile devices are advancing rapidly, they cannot deliver performance on par w ith even a 
budget desktop system. Additionally, power and battery life are major concerns for mobile devices. 
In many cases, systems designers have thus elected to include custom microarchitectures in mobile 
chips as a means of obtaining greater performance and also for preserving battery life. The NVIDIA 
Tegra mobile chips which are included in many tablets and smartphones, utilise dedicated support 
for HD video, audio decoding, image processing, and fixefl-function rasterisation supf>ort for this 
very reason [TMCS08, N V Ill]. O ther researchers have proposed tha t fixed-function devices could 
help to enable high-quality global illumination on mobile devices [LLN*12], while remaining within 
the limitations of mobile platforms.

•  Pow er E fficiency and D ark S ilicon

Power efficiency has now become a major concern not just for mobile devices, but also on the desktop 
and in the server room. Moore’s law has predicted in the past tha t transistor counts would double 
every 18 m onths, and this continues to be the case. Power efficiency in the past has scaled in the 
same way, allowing larger and faster chips to  remain within power budgets. However, the failure of 
Dennard scaling [DGR*74] has led many researchers to hypothesise tha t multi-core and many-core 
scaling will quickly become power limited in the near hiture. Esmaeilzadeh et al. show that at 22nm, 
21% of a fixed-size chip must be powered off, and at 8nm, it could be more them 50% [EBSA* 11]. This 
had led some to coin the term dark silicon, for logic which must remain idle due to power limitations. 
Moving forward, these events call for a new wave of power-efficient com puter architectures. Some 
researchers [VSG’ IO, CMHMIO] argue th a t efficient custom m icroarchitectures could help future 
heterogeneous single-chip processors to  overcome these technology imposed utilisation limits. It is 
now a m atter of identifying the most suitable algorithms for custom logic implementations for the 
age of dark silicon.

• F lex ib ility

Flexibility is a highly desirable a ttrib u te  in m odern processors. Therefore, efforts to improve 
efficiency based on specialisation must be concious of this fact. For some stages of an application’s 
pipeline, flexibility may be critical, whereas for others it may be less critical. To construct a highly 
efficient and flexible system, one must be careful of which components to  specialise. Spatial index 
structures are typically what we may term assistive structures, meaning th a t they help to accelerate 
the process of obtaining a result, but do not determine tha t result per se. Taking the specific example 
of ray-tracing, spatial index structures are very often used to determine ray/prim itive intersections. 
In a typical renderer, this is a well-defined mathematical problem with a unique result. Regardless 
of the spatial index used, whether it be a kd-tree, a BVH, or a uniform grid, the final result of a ray 
query will be the same. The principal difference between different structures is therefore a m atter of 
efficiency. Given the rise of real-time ray-tracing in the past decade, future graphics processors will 
likely execute many such operations. If specialised hardware is provided in such system s to  assist 
with spatial index creation or traversal, it will not pleice severe limits on the flexibility of the device, 
while providing potentially large efficiency and performance improvements.
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1.3 Research Question

At the time of writing, the construction and management of spatial index structures is particularly topical 
in the field of ray-tracing, and a large body of recent research has been directed specifically to constructing 
and managing spatial index structures for this application [PLIO, S B U ll, K arl2, W all2, GHFB13]. 
Furthermore, the recent move towards more dynamic scenes has motivated the use of object hierarchies 
such as the BVH as opposed to spatial partitioning structures such as kd-trees.

In this thesis, the author will focus on solving the hardware problem for ray-tracing, as many 
domain-specific practices are in use in this topic, eind also because it represents one application for which 
hardware support might yield the greatest benefit. This leads to the following research question:

Can the adoption of a custom microarchitecture for the construction of BVHs offer benefits to  an 
interactive ray-tracing system in term s of performance and efficiency?

1.4 Contribution

The contributions of the thesis can be summarised thus: A novel m icroarchitecture design for fast and 
efficient construction of SAH-optimised bounding volume hierarchies for ray-tracing is presented. The 
architecture displays high performance, area and power efficiency compared to existing methods. To 
the au thor’s knowledge, this architecture is the first of its kind. Alternative architectures based on this 
design, including a hybrid programmable/fixed-function solution, are also discussed. Applications beyond 
ray-tracing are considered.

1.5 Publications

The following is a list of the au thor’s publications published over the course of this thesis.

1.5.1 Directly Relevant

•  D oyle  M . J., Fowler C., Manzke M.: A Hardware Unit for Fast SAH-optimised BVH Construction. 
AC M  Trans. Graph. 32, 4 (July 2013), 139:1-139:10

• D oy le  M . J., Fowler C., Manzke M.: Hardware Accelerated Construction of SAH-based Bounding 
Volume Hierarchies for Interactive Ray Tracing. In Proceedings of the ACM  SIG G RAPH  Symposium  
on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games (New York, NY, USA, 2012), I3D ’12, ACM, pp. 209-209

1.5.2 Indirectly Relevant

• Fowler C., D oyle  M . J., Manzke M.: Adaptive BVH: An Evaluation of an Efficient Shared D ata 
S tructure for Interactive Simulation. In Proceedings of the 30th Spring Conference on Computer 
Graphics (Smolenice, Slovakia, 2014), SCCG ’14, Eurographics Association.
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• Woulfe M., D oyle  M ., Manzke M.: Collision Detection Hardware Optimised for Ray-Tracers, fn 
Proceedings o f the Conference on High Performance Graphics (Aire-la-Ville, Switzerland, 2010), 
HPG ’10, Eurographics Association

• Woulfe M., Creedon E., Brennan R., D oyle M ., Manzke M.: Program m ing Models for FPGA 
Application Accelerators. In Proceedings of the 1st Workshop on Programming Models for Emerging 
Architectures (Barcelona, Spain, 2009), PMEA ’09, Barcelona Supercomputing Center, pp. 77-83.

1.6 Summary of Chapters

This chapter has established the widespread im portance of spatial index structures, as well as the 
m otivation for the use of custom m icroarchitectures for improving the efficiency of such operations in 
future graphics processors. The remainder of this thesis consists of four additional chapters.

• C hapter 2 (Background and Related Work) begins with a brief review of some basic ray-tracing 
concepts, and looks a t  some of the most im portant ray-based rendering algorithm s in use today. 
Following this, a detailed look a t some of the most widely used spatial index structures used in 
ray-tracing is presented. Particular treatm ent is given to high-performance construction of these 
structures on modern multi-core and many-core architectures. The chapter then moves on to a 
thorough review of published custom m icroarchitectures for ray-tracing. The chapter concludes 
with a brief look a t existing m icroarchitectures for related applications, as well as some relevant 
commercial products utilising these technologies.

•  Chapter 3 (Design and Implementation) begins with an overview of a novel fixed-function microar
chitecture for fast construction of SAH-based BVHs for ray-tracing. The motivation for the various 
algorithmic and design decisions is addressed. A detailed look a t the internal m icroarchitecture of 
individual system components is then presented. Finally, the implementation of the proposed design 
is discussed.

• C hapter 4 (Evaluation) presents an evaluation of the proposed m icroarchitecture in term s of a 
variety of performance and efficiency metrics. The design space of the system  is explored along 
a num ber of param eters. Comparison to  existing multi-core and many-core im plem entations of 
equivalent algorithms is emphasised. The chapter concludes with an in-depth discussion of a number 
of pertinent issues, and places the proposed hardware in a wider context.

•  Chapter 5 (Conclusion and Future Work) considers the obtained results in the context of the original 
research question. A discussion of a variety of avermes for future work is presented.
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Chapter 2

Background

T h e  work in this thesis draws upon three m ajor topics: ray-based global illumination, spatial index 
structures and ray-tracing hardware architecture. In this chapter, a review of the ray-tracing 

paradigm for rendering is presented, inchiding a look a t some of the most irn])ortant ray-based rendering 
algorithms in use today. Secondly, the concept of the spatial index structure is examined in more detail, 
and in particular, a thorough assessment of the state-of-the-art of the bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) 
structure is given. Finally, the chapter concludes with an in-depth catalogue of existing work on ray-tracing 
hardware architecture.

2.1 Rendering Algorithms

The principal goal of much of com puter graphics is the generation of realistic imagery. Generally, the 
more accurate a representation of real world phenom ena th a t a given algorithm  can produce, the more 
satisfactory the result. All rendering algorithm s aim to reproduce the light transport th a t occurs in a 
scene, and to  produce an image representing what would be seen by aii observer if the scene existed in the 
physical world. Given th a t rendering algorithms all try  to achieve the same goal, they can be characterised 
Eis more or less ax;curate solutions to  what has come to be known as the rendering equation [Kaj86]. The 
rendering equation is a recursive integral equation which provides a framework within which to  view all 
rendering algorithm s as the solution to  a single equation. The equation describes the intensity of light 
travelling from point x '  to point x in a scene as the  sum of the light em itted and reflected from point x' 

towards point x.

I ( x , x ' )  = g(x,x ')[e{x,x ')-i-  j  p { x ,x ' , x ”)I{x  ,x")dx"]  (2.1)

where I ( x , x ' )  is the intensity of the light travelling from point x' to x, g{x ,x ')  is a visibility term, 
which will be zero if x  is occluded from the perspective of x', t{x, x ')  is the intensity of light emitted from 
x' towards x  and p ( x ,x ' , x " )  is a term  which captures the  intensity of light reflected onto x  by point x ” 
via the point x ' . The integral in the equation is over every point in the scene S, and thus captures global 
illumination information.

Many rendering algorithms have been developed to solve this equation. Some compute only part of 
the equation. Direct illumination algorithms consider only light coming directly from light sources, while
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global illumination  algorithms attem pt to  capture indirect effects such as reflection and refraction. Even 
within these categories, variations exist as to  how nuich light is accounted for.

2.2 Ray-based Global Illumination

Among the most complete methods for solving the rendering equation are those which directly simulate 
light transport as a means of calculating illumination a t a given point. The basic concept of tracing rays 
through a virtual scene is the foundation of some of the most widely used global illumination algorithms. 
In the following sections, a description of a number of these algorithms is given. Some of these algorithms, 
such as Whitted-style ray-tracing and Photon Mapping, are more suited to interactive use, and are the focus 
of this thesis. O ther algorithms, such as Path-Tracing and Metropolis Light Transport, have historically 
been used for high-quality offline rendering, but a description of these is also given to  illustrate the 
pervasive influence of the ray-tracing paradigm in rendering systems. Furthermore, such algorithms are 
beginning to emerge in more interactive contexts [Jacl3].*

2.2.1 Ray-Casting

The simplest ray-based rendering algorithm can be attributed to the work of Appel [App68], and may be 
termed ray-casting. Although it models only direct lighting, it illustrates well the basic concept tha t is at 
the core of all ray-based illumination algorithms. The input to the ray-casting procedure is a mathematical 
description of a set of geometry, some number of light sources and the position and orientation of a virtual 
camera relative to the scene.

Rendering an image essentially involves the projection of a three-dimensional scene onto a two- 
dimensional projection plane. In ray-casting, a projection plane is erected at a distance d from the virtual 
camera and is divided into a regular grid of elements. Each element of this grid corresponds to a pixel of 
the target display device. To render the image, it is necessary to determ ine the appropriate colour for 
each pixel in this grid.

To achieve this, a ray is cast from the virtual cam era through each element of the viewing plane 
(Figure 2.1). The first intersection of this ray with the scene geometry is found. The point of intersection 
represents the point in the scene visible to the virtual camera through the current element of the projection 
plane.

Once the intersection point has been found, the point is shaded. Additional rays are cast from the 
point of intersection to each of the light sources. These rays are often termed shadow rays. Shadow rays 
are used to  determ ine which light sources are visible from a given point, and thus to determ ine which 
light sources contribute to illumination a t th a t point. M ultiple light sources may exist in the scene and 
thus many shadow rays may be cast from a single intersection point. Once the incoming illum ination 
from light sources is determined, the material properties of the point are used to calculate the final pixel 
colour. This operation is performed for all pixels in the image plane to produce the entire image.

The principle of tracing rays beginning at a virtual camera is sometimes referred to  as backwards 
ray-tracing. In reality, vision is determined by light entering the eye (or other sensor) ra ther than being 
em itted from it as this method suggests.

'A lth o u g h  this thesis focuses on ray-based algorithms, o ther approaches to global illum ination have been proposed. A 
commonly used exam ple of such an algorithm  is Radiosity [GTGB84]. However, ray-based algorithm s rem ain some of the 
most widely used.
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F ig u r e  2 .1 : Ray C asting}

2.2.2 Whitted Ray-Tracing

T h e algorithm  described  by A ppel only accounts for light th a t  o rig ina tes from  ligh t sources. However, 
real-world illum ination includes m any indirect effects such £is reflections and refraction. To accom m odate a 

greater variety of optical phenom ena, th e  algorithm  proposed by Appel was further developed by W hitted  

[WhiSO]. W h itte d ’s algorithm  is com m only  referred  to  as W hitted  ray-tracing. T h e  algo rithm  is of a

recursive n a tu re . As w ith  ray-casting , W h itte d  ray -tracing  casts  rays th rough  th e  p ro jec tion  p lane and

also to  light sources, b u t casts additional secondary rays originating a t intersection points. Secondary rays 

are so called to distinguish them  from prim ary rays, which are those initially cast from the v irtual camera. 

T hese secondary  rays cap tu re  ind irect reflection and refraction  illum ination  effects. If th e  in tersection  

surface is specular, a reflection ray is cast in to  th e  scene. T he reflection ray r  is calculated in accordance 

w ith  th e  Law o f Reflection:

r =  i — 2n{i ■ n)  (2-2)

where i is a  un it vector representing the  incident ray, and n  is a  un it vector representing the norm al 

to  the surface a t  the po in t of incidence.

If the  surface is transparen t, a  refraction ray is traced th rough  th e  object. A refraction ray t m ay 

be calcu lated  according to  S n e ll’s Law:

t =  — i — {— cosOi -|- \ / l  — siri^Ot)n  (2-3)m m

w here rii and  t]2 are th e  refractive indices of the  ad jacent m ateria ls a t  th e  po in t of in tersection, 6i 

and 9t a re  th e  angles of incidence and  refraction  respectively, an d  i and  n  a re  th e  incidence and norm al 

vectors respectively.

'im age reproduced under the Creative Commons license.
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F ig u re  2 .2 : Ray based Global Illumination: Figure (a) shows a rendering utilising only direct lighting, 
hard shadows and no reflections. This image is similar to what is produced with ray-casting or a Whitted- 
style approach. Figure (b) shows an image rendered with bidirectional path-tmcing, but which has not yet 
fully converged to acceptable noise levels. Figure (c) shows a high quality ray-based global illum ination  
render which has had time to converge. Reflections o f the cube and the ground plane can be seen, as well 
as indirect lighting on the cube towards the left o f the image. Images produced with LuxRender [Luxl2j  
and an original scene.

These secondary rays are traced though the scene in turn, recursively producing further secondary 
rays on intersection with scene geometry. The recursive casting of secondary rays leads to  a ray tree, 
with each ray contributing to some degree to  the  final colour of the pixel. Allowing this algorithm  to 
continue for several bounces will yield more accurate results, and could in theory continue indefinitely. In 
reality, when light reflects from and refracts through surfaces, it loses energy on each interaction with an 
object. Eventually, the energy being transm itted is small and its contribution to the illumination becomes 
minimal. I t is thus conmion to limit the depth of the ray tree, either by specifying an explicit depth or by 
triggering term ination of a ray’s traversal when a large proportion of its energy has been absorbed.

The W hitted-style algorithm can be augmented through a variety of techniques which make further 
use of the ray-tracing concept. Such techniques include super-sampling to remove aliasing effects (C0086], 
distribution ray-tracing [CPC84] to produce soft shadows and motion blur effects and sampling of diffuse 
inter-reflection for global illumination [WRC88].

2.2.3 Path-Tracing

Although W hitted ray-tracing captures some indirect illumination effects, it captures only a small fraction 
of light transport. More advanced algorithms such as path-tracing [Kaj86] a ttem p t a more complete 
solution to  the rendering equation. The standard  path-tracing process begins by tracing rays from the 
cam era in much the same m anner as W hitted-style ray-tracing. Instead of casting shadow, reflection 
and refraction rays, path-tracing follows a M onte Carlo random sampling approach over the integral 
in the rendering equation to solve for the light transport in the scene. The rays spawned from this 
random sampling are traced through the scene in turn, producing more randomly sampled rays at further 
intersection points and so on. This process calls for a very large number of rays to be traced, bu t can 
produce very high quality images which intrinsically include global illum ination effects th a t must be 
explicitly handled in o ther rendering algorithms. Although it is capable of generating higher quality
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F ig u re  2.3: Examples o f the realistic results possible with ray-tracing methods. Images generated using 
Intel Embree [E m l2] and NVIDIA O ptiX  [PDD* 10].)

images than Whittecl-style ray-tracers, the core operation of casting rays is the same, and the algorithms 
differ largely in how rays are generated at intersection points.

Bidirectional path-tracing [LW93, VG94, VG95] is a related algorithm  which can he seen as a 
generalisation of regular path-tracing. The basic difference in bidirectional path-tracing is th a t rays are 
shot not only from the eye, bu t also from the light sources. Two random walks are performed for an 
image sample; one from the light source and one from the eye. Ray directions are selected via importance 
sampling and a Russian R oulette [AK90] term ination scheme is used. W hen both walks have been 
constructed, each point along one walk is connected to each point on the other walk using shadow rays. 
Weighted contributions from all the  points are then accumulated. The algorithm is shown to reduce to 
conventional path-tracing by the correct choice of weighting strategy. Bidirectional path-tracing shows 
significantly faster convergence compeired to conventional path-tracing and thus can produce images with 
less noise for a given amount of work.

Metropolis Light Transport (MLT) [VG97] is a technique base<l on path-tracing which improves the 
efficiency of rendering in difficult situations such as bright indirect lighting. It achieves this by sampling 
light paths to a degree which is proportional to their contribution to the image. The basic algorithm  
begins by sampling a set of n  paths using bidirectional path-tracing. R ather than  continually tracing 
random paths, MLT continues by “m utating” the current light paths. It achieves this in a number of ways, 
including deleting part of a pa th  and inserting a new p a rt in its place. M utations are proposed by the 
algorithm and then accepted or rejected based on an acceptance probability, which is chosen to  promote 
paths which contribute substantially to the image. Wlien an important region in the path space is found, 
the MLT algorithm can explore it locally through small path  mutations, and since new paths are produced
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from old ones, work can be amortised over many paths. In typical scenes, MLT is competitive with other 
path-tracing methods, but excels in difficult scenes where much of the illumination arises from a small set 
of paths. In such situations, it can achieve significantly higher quality images for the same execution time.

2.2.4 Photon Mapping

The photon mapping algorithm  was developed by Jensen [Jen96]. It is a two-pass algorithm, which is 
capable of generating realistic global effects such as diffuse inter-reflection and caustics. The first pass of 
the algorithm  involves the creation of the photon map. Photons are em itted from the light sources and 
followed until they meet a surface in the scene. This operation is essentially the same as tracing rays as 
in the other algorithms discussed here. A probabilistic algorithm is then used to  decide if a photon is 
absorbed, reflected or refracted through the given surface. The intersection points are then stored in the 
photon map. The most conmionly used d a ta  structure for photon maps is the kd-tree, although the BVH 
(Section 2.4) has also been used to good effect [FD09], Specialised photon maps can be constructed for 
photons which follow certain types of light paths. One example is the caustic map, which only stores 
photons which interact with specular surfaces along their path, and can be constructed along w ith the 
global photon map. The second pass of the photon mapping algorithm involves ray-tracing the scene and 
estim ating global illumination effects at the intersection points from the photon maps.
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2.3 Spatial Index Structures

To produce high resolution, realistic images using ray-tracing, a large rmmber of rays must be cast. 
To calculate intersection points, a naive ray-tracing algorithm  would simply check each ray against all 
primitives in the scene. Given that a display may consist of several million pixels, and a scene may consist 
of a  similar number of primitives, rendering even a single frame leads to  vast amounts of computation. If 
interactive or real-time applications are to make use of ray-tracing, then acceleration mechanisms m ust 
be introduced. W hitted determined tha t approximately 75% of the running time of a naive ray-tracer is 
spent in intersection tests between rays and scene geometry, and tha t this figure can rise to as much as 
95% for more complex scenes [WhiSO]. It would thus be prudent to look for more sophisticated methods 
for finding intersection points.

Perhaps the most effective method proposed to date for accelerating intersection testing is through 
the used of spatial index structures. Spatial index structures achieve acceleration by eliminating large 
numbers of intersection tests from consideration by first performing inexpensive rejection tests to determine 
if a ray could possibly result in an intersection. Rays which do not pass tliis test can be discarded from 
consideration. The simplest form of spatial index is the bounding volume, or extent (Figure 2.4) [RW80].

Bounding
Volum e Ray

F ig u re  2 .4 : A simple bounding volume. Intersecting the bounding sphere first can eliminate the need to 
check the complex prim itive inside for intersections.

The purpose of the bounding volume is to fully bound scene geometry within a simple geometric 
shape, such as a sphere or rectangular solid, and to  test rays against this shape before checking the 
geometry contained within it. This provides a very low-cost way to  eliminate those rays which have no 
possibility of intersecting the contained geometry, and thus significantly reduces the average cost per ray. 
All spatial index structures are based on the idea of knowing the extent of collections of scene primitives. 
The operation of searching a spatial index with a ray in this manner is known as traversal.

2.3.1 Flat vs. Hierarchical S tructures

Spatial index structures can be classified as either flat or hierarchical. Flat data structures are distinguished 
by the property th a t only a single level of subdivision is present in the d a ta  structure. Tiie bounding
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F ig u re  2.5: A uniform grid in 3D (left), and a 2D representation of grid traversal for a sample ray 
(right). Only primitives residing in voxels which are visited by the ray (shown in red) need to be tested for 
intersection.

F ig u re  2.6: A kd-tree showing interior nodes (0, 1, 2) in grey and leaf nodes (3, 4, 5, 6) in green. 
Traversal of the structure is achieved by examining the relationship of a my with the axis-aligned splitting 
planes, which allows for rejecting large numbers of scene primitives as possible intersection candidates.

sphere in Figure 2.4 would thus be cltissified as flat, as no further spatial information is captured beyond 
the outer bounding volume. A more useful example of a flat da ta  structure  in the  unifonn grid (Figure 
2.5) [FTI86]. The uniform grid imposes a regular lattice of rectangular spatial regions (known as voxels) 
over the scene geometry. Decomposing a scene into multiple spatial regions in this manner provides finer 
spatial detail for ray traversal operations compared to a simple bounding volume.

Traversal w ith the uniform grid is accomplished by visiting only those voxels encountered along 
the ray in order (right of Figure 2.5). In this manner, only those subsets of the scene geometry which 
overlap this set of voxels need to be examined for intersections. For a well constructed uniform grid, this 
subset should be very small relative to the total number of primitives in the scene. The uniform grid is 
classified as a flat structure, as once a ray enters a voxel, no further spatial information is provided as to 
the organisation of the contained primitives, and thus the ray must intersect all primitives residing within 
the voxel to be sure of finding all ray intersections.

Most spatial index structures used in ray-tracing today are hierarchical. In a hierarchical d a ta  
structure, subdivision of the scene is accomplished in multiple levels, forming a tree structure. The kd-tree 
[Ben75] represents the classic example of a hierarchical spatial index (Figure 2.6).
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The classic kd-tree is a binary tree which subdivides space using a hierarchy of sp litting planes. 
Each interior node in the kd-tree represents an axis-aligned splitting plane, and each leaf node represents 
a  spatial region delineated by those planes. Figure 2.6 shows the correspondence between nodes in the 
kd-tree hierarchy with splitting planes and spatial regions.

Traversal of liierarchical data  structures is well exemplified by the kd-tree. Traversal begins a t the 
root node of the hierarchy. By intersecting the ray with the root splitting plane (plane 0 in Figure 2.6), it 
is possible to determine which of the two spatial regions delineated by this plane must be further examined 
for intersection. If the ray crosses the splitting plane within the scene boundary, then both children of the 
root m ust be visited. If the ray remains on one side of the plane as it travels through the scene, then 
all primitives residing on the o ther side can be safely rejected as intersection candidates. To complete 
traversal, this procedure is repeated for descendants of the root until a leaf node is reached. At which 
point, all primitives referenced in th a t leaf are tested for intersection with the ray.

The principal advantage of hierarchical structures such as the kd-tree is tha t they allow for adaptively 
subdividing regions where additional spatial information would be beneficial, such as very dense areas of 
the scene. In contrsist, flat structures such as the uniform grid provide uniform subdivision over the scene 
and cannot adapt to uneven geometry distributions, leading to  a less efficient d a ta  structure.

2.3.2 Spatial Subdivision vs. Object Partitioning

Spatial index structures are typically categorised as either spatial subdivision structures or object par
titioning  structures. T he kd-tree and the uniform grid both represent examples of spatial suVjdivision 
structures. Spatial subdivision structures organise space itself into sul)-volumes, with no strict regard 
for the extent of constituent scene primitives. In such a structure, a primitive may overlap the division 
between several spatial regions, and can be referenced in multiple hierarchy nodes. Figure 2.6 shows that 
this property holds true for kd-tree.

Object partitioning structures represent the second m ajor category of spatial index. Examples of 
such structures include the bounding interval hierarchy (BIH) [WK06] and the bounding volume hierarchy 
[Cla76]. Object partitioning strategies can be considered the dual of spatial subdivision structures, in that 
geometry itself is the subject of partitioning rather than space. Nodes in an object partitioning structure 
represent the extent of groups of primitives, ra ther than spatial regions per se. The consequence of this 
approach is th a t the spatial regions encompassed by nodes may themselves overlap.

Early work on interactive ray-tracing established spatial partitioning structures such as kd-trees as 
the structure of choice for static scenes [HavOO]. However, the move to dynamic scenes has motivated the 
increased use of object partitioning strategies, as dynamically updating these structures is more easily 
achieved as they do not strictly  subdivide space, but ra ther collections of primitives. By far the most 
widely used structure in this category has been the BVH, and indeed, the BVH is likely the most widely 
used spatial index in real-time ray-tracing today. A detailed treatm ent of the BVH data  structure is now 
given, as it is central to  the work of this thesis.
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2.4 Bounding Volume Hierarchies

The BVH was first proposed by Clark [Cla76]. The classical BVH is a tree structure, in which each node 
in the hierarchy represents a bounding volume such as a sphere or rectangular solid. W eghorst et al. 
[WHG84] experimented with the use of different bounding volume types within the same hierarchy, and 
discussed the im portance of tightness of fit for achieving maximum traversal efficiency. For ray-tracing 
applications, the vast majority of implementations utilise AABBs as the bounding volume, as simple and 
efficient ray/A  ABB intersection algorithms are known [KK86, Smi98, WBMS05].

An example BVH d a ta  structure  is shown in Figure 2.7. Each leaf in the BVH (shown in green) 
represents the AABB of some subset of scene primitives. In the basic BVH structure, these subsets are 
disjoint. A reference to this subset is stored in the leaf, as well as its AABB. Interior nodes in the BVH 
store an AABB representing the union of all AABBs of their descendant nodes. Each interior node also 

stores pointers to its two child nodes.
Although BVHs have historically been binary trees, some more recent implementations have argued 

for generalising BVHs to higher brandling factors of four or more children per node [EGOS, WBB08, GLIO], 
which allows for more efficient use of SIMD hardware in the absence of high ray coherence (the property 
of multiple rays to have similar origins and directions).

Classical BVH traversal is accomplished as a recursive procedure. Rays are first intersected with 
the root bounding volume (represented as node 0 in the hierarchy of Figure 2.7). If the ray does not 
intersect the root node, then it misses the scene entirely, and tracing continues with the next ray in the 
queue. If the  ray does intersect the root volume, one child node (often the right child) is pushed to a 
stack, and traversal continues with the left child. Traversal continues by repeating the same intersection 
process for the AABB stored in the left child, and so on until a leaf node is reached. At this point, the 
ray is intersected with the primitives referenced within the leaf. After processing a leaf node, traversal 
can contiime by popping a node from the stack, or term inating the traversal if the stack is empty. If at 
any given node, the ray does not intersect the AABB stored in that node, all descendants of the node can 
be safely discarded from consideration.

Modern liigh-perforinance ray-tracers often employ more advanced traversal methods, such as packet 
tracing [WSBWOl, GPSS07] or friistum  culling [RSH05, ORM08]. These algorithm s characteristically 
gather rays into coherent groups and traverse these groups with the data structure as opposed to traversing 
individual rays. In doing so, it is possible to amortise traversal operations over many rays, and to more 
readily take advantage of SIMD operations commonly found in today’s processors. However, the basic 
premise and flow of the traversal remains very similar. Furthermore, such methods generally rely on ray 
coherence, and may not provide benefit for very incoherent ray distributions.

2.4.1 BVH Construction

Constructing efficient BVHs for ray-trsicing is a precise process. As any possible permutation of assigning 
scene primitives to leaf nodes is valid for the BVH, this leads to an extraordinarily large number of possible 
BVHs for any substantial scene. The strategy adopted for construction can have a profound effect on the 
efficiency of rendering. This necessitates a sound strategy for constructing the hierarchy.

For static scenes, BVH construction need only be performed once a t the begirming of the simulation, 
fn this case, construction of the BVH is amortised as a pre-process to rendering. For dynamic scenes, the 
BVH m ust be constantly regenerated in order for the spatial map provided by the structure to  remain 
valid from frame-to-frame. This leads to significant per-frame overhead in the Tenderer. In recent times.
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0

F ig u re  2.7: A B V H  showing inner nodes (0, 1, 2) in grey and leaf nodes (3, 4, 5, 6) in green. The 
DVH is the quintessential example o f an object partitioning structure, where groups o f primitives are the 
subject of subdivision. Contrasting with Figure 2.6 highlights the fundam ental difference between spatial 
subdivision and object partitioning approaches.

the focus of real-time ray-tracing research has increasingly shifted to addressing the challenges posed by 
rendering dynamic geometry. As a result, the significant cost of spatial index construction has motivated 
the development of a wide variety of efficient construction algorithms.

BVH corLstnictioii algorithms for ray-tracing may be categorised as belonging to  one of the following 
classes:

• T o p-dow n  The BVH is constructed by recursively splitting nodes into two child nodes, begirming 
at the root of the hierarchy and proceeding to  the leaf nodes.

•  B o tto m -U p  BVH construction begins by first constructing the leaf nodes, and grouping nodes into 
increasingly larger clusters until a root node is formed.

•  L B V H -s ty le  The BVH construction procedure is rephrased as a highly parallel sorting operation. 
The BVH is then extracted from a sorted list of primitives.

•  R e fin e m e n t-b a se d  A low cost, low-quality BVH is first constructed, and one or more rounds of 
refinement are performed to arrive at a higher quality tree.

A fifth class of construction algorithms. Insertion-based builders, construct the BVH by inserting 
primitives one at a time into a partial tree such tha t the expected tree cost is minimised on each insertion. 
Insertion-based builders have seen very little  use in recent times, and are not known to  be effective for 
interactive applications, and so the au thor will lim it discussion to  the other four categories. Notably, 
however, some of the earliest construction algorithms were based on this idea [GS87].

The large per frame overhead of BVH construction has aJso motivated the complementary approach 
of B V H  updating mechanisms. BVH updating m ethods are used in combination with full construction 
methods, and take advantage of frame-to-frame geometry coherence as a means of more cheaply procuring 
a valid BVH for some frames in the  animation. These related m ethods of BVH regeneration are of 
particular relevance to interactive contexts, and so are also discussed here.
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A lg o r ith m  1 Generalised pseudocode for top>-down recursive BVH construction.

1: ImildDVH{nodeN)
2 :

3: if  terniinationCondition(N) th e n  
4: m a keL ea f{N )
5: return
6: else
7: bestCost ■(— oo
8 :

9: fo r a ll candidate partitions P of N do
10: if  expectedCost{P) < bestCost th e n
U: bestCost <— expectedCost(P)
12: bestPartition P
13: e n d  if
14: e n d  for
15:
16: partit ionNode{N , bestPartition)
17: buildBV H (N .le f tC h ild )
18: buildBV H {N.rig  htChild)
19: return
20: e n d  if

Top-down Builders

For ray-tracing, many BVH construction algorithms follow a top-down procedure. The root node of the 
hierarchy is first constructed by computing the AABB of all scene primitives and storing this in the root. 
To construct multiple levels of the BVH, nodes beginning at the root may be split by assigning primitives 
referenced in the node into one of two new child nodes. For each new child node created, a tight AABB is 
calculated for the subset of primitives assigned to it. Hierarchy construction proceeds to the leaf nodes 
by recursively splitting descendants of the root in the same manner, until a term ination criterion is met. 
Termination criteria can be based on a variety of factors, including the number of primitives referenced by 
a node, the depth of the node in the hierarchy, or predictions based on various cost formulae.

For each node to be split, the choice of how to assign primitives to the new child nodes can have 
a profound effect on rendering efficiency. Some of the simplest heuristics include calculating the spatial 
median of the node AABB along a given ajcis, and assigning prim itives to child nodes based on which 
side of the median they reside. A similar partitioning strategy is the object median, in which primitives 
are sorted along a given axis, and the centre of the sorted list is chosen as a pivot point for assigning 
primitives to the child nodes. Algorithm 1 shows generalised pseudocode for the top-down construction 
method, with lines 9 to  14 representing the splitting heuristic.

Perhaps the most widely used strategy for splitting nodes in the BVH is the surface area heuristic 
(SAH), which was first proposed by McDonald and Booth [MB90]. The SAH estimates the expected ray 
traversal cost C  for a given geometry partitioning, and can be w ritten as:

+ +  (2 4̂)

where V  is the original volume, Vl and are the subvolumes of the left and right child nodes, 
N l and Nji are the number of primitives in the left and right child nodes, and 5^4 is the surface area.
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K j  and K x  are implementation-specific constants representing the cost of ray/prim itive intersection and 
node traversal respectively. The SAH takes into account the geometric probability of a ray intersecting 
the resulting child nodes based on their surface area, as well as the cost of ray intersection with the 
child nodes based on the number of primitives residing w ithin them. This widely used fornmla for the 
SAH utilises only an approxim ation of the true subtree cost of the child nodes, as it assumes th a t they 
will become leaf nodes, which will likely not be true for many SAH splits over the course of hierarchy 
construction. Nevertheless, the SAH gives very good results in practice, and is known to be among the 
best known construction heuristics for ray-tracing.

In a top-down builder, the SAH can be evaluated for a num ber of split candidates and the best 
candidate chosen. A number of strategies have been proposed for generating candidate partitions. Sweep 
biiilders sort all primitives along a given axis and evaluate the SAH for each possible sorted primitive 
partitioning, which yields highly efficient trees. For this reason, SAH sweep builders remain the de facto 
quality benchmark for ray-tracing hierarchies. The downside of the sweep build is tha t it is very costly to 
construct due to a large number of heuristic evaluations. Construction times on modern machines are on 
the order of seconds or hundreds of milliseconds for scenes featuring more than a few hundred thousand 
primitives.

Given tha t the sweep build approach to  top-down construction is particularly time-consuming, 
a  number of fast approxim ations have been developed with the goal of improving construction times. 
One widely used approxim ation is the Dinned SAH, and indeed the binned SAH m ethod is particularly 
relevant to the work in this thesis. Instead of evaluating the SAH formula a t each primitive along a given 
axis, the birmed SAH method selects only a small number of such candidates that are spread evenly over 
the candidate range. Prim itives are first bucketed (or binned) by the their location along an axis. This 
forms a number of SAH bins, which are represented by an AABB which corresponds to the union of 
all primitive AABBs in the bin, and a primitive count representing the immVjer of primitives in the bin. 
This information can be obtained with a single pass though the primitives, eliminating the need for a 
full sort of the list. By constructing such bins, it is possible to  evaluate Equation 2.4 for this limited 
number of candidate positions. Fortunately, it has been established that, even for relatively large scenes, 
a  small number of bins (typically 8-32) is in many cases sufficient to  achieve almost the same rendering 
efficiency as a full sweep build, while providing construction times which are an order of magnitude faster 
[Wal07, LGS*09]. Figure 2.8 illustrates the binned SAH samphng process.

A immber of high-performance top-down BVH construction algorithms have been proposed in recent 
years, mostly utilising the binned SAH method and targeted towards modern multi-core and many-core 
architectures. Since nodes in the BVH represent disjoint subsets of primitives, multiple nodes may freely be 
split in parallel. Furthermore, given th a t many operations within a node are independent, parallelisation 
can be achieved w ithin nodes also. The proliferation of multi-core and many-core architectures has 
prom pted the investigation of many parallel algorithm s for top-down construction of BVHs. Recent 
implementations have utilised many forms of parallelism, including assigning subtrees to individual cores 
(which corresponds to spreading calls to buildB V H  in Algorithm 1 to multiple processing elements) and 
building single nodes using multiple cores (which corresponds to parallelising lines 7 to 16 of Algorithm 1). 
Most such algorithms have made good use of SIMD datapaths found on modern machines.

Multi-core CPU construction of binned SAH BVHs was dem onstrated by Wald [Wal07]. The 
algorithm  distinguishes between the upper and lower nodes in the tree, utilising a more da ta  parallel 
approach for the upper nodes in which each core is assigned a subset of the scene primitives and is 
responsible for assigning those primitives to their correct SAH bin. For lower nodes, a task-parallel per
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F ig u re  2.8: Illustration o f binned SA H  sampling. Primitives (triangles in  this case) are first placed in  
their correct SAH  bin, according to the centre of their AAD B or similar positional attribute. Once formed, 
these bins represent all the necessary information fo r  evaluating the SA H  form ula at the bin boundaries 
(shown as dotted lines). Eight bins are pictured, allowing fo r  seven splits to be evaluated. Generally, the 
split candidate resulting in the lowest SA H  cost is chosen as the partitioning plane.

subtree scheme is used, where each core independently constructs its own set of subtrees.

Lauterbach et al. describe a parallel breadth-first scheme for binned SAH construction for GPUs 
[LGS*09]. Each new child node produced generates a new tliread in the build process, allowing for a large 
number of concurrent threads to effectively engage the GPU architecture. The drawback of this approach 
is th a t an insufficient num ber of nodes are present at the top of the tree to  fully engage the G PU, and 
thus parallel resources are under utilised in an early stage of the computation.

Another fast GPU approach to binned SAH BVHs is dem onstrated by Sopin et al. [SBUll]. The 
algorithm is implemented in OpenCL on an NVIDIA GTX 480 and distinguishes between three different 
node sizes during processing as Large, Secondary and Small nodes. Large nodes are those nodes containing 
greater than 32k triangles. Small nodes contain fewer than 256 triangles, and Secondary nodes are those 
tha t lie in between. At the Large node stage, all cores of the GPU cooperate to  split the node in parallel. 
At the secondary stage, multiple OpenCL work groups are assigned to each node, with many nodes 
processed in parallel. At the Small stage, a single workgroup is assigned to each node. Construction times 
on the order of tens of milliseconds are observed, using 32 SAH bins and medium-sized scenes.

A further interesting implementation of parallel binned SAH BVH construction is demonstrated by 
Wald [Wall2], and is targeted toward the Intel Many Integrated Core (MIC) arcliitecture. The Intel MIC 
architecture in this paper is simulated and consists of thirty-two x86 cores, each operating at a speed of 1 
GHz. FVom an algorithmic perspective, this implementation resembles an earlier CPU BVH construction 
method [Wal07], The system controls work distribution by allowing threads to request work from a task 
queue. The system splits build tasks into two kinds, “standard” binning tasks (used for larger nodes), 
and “local” binning tasks (for nodes w ith fewer than 512 prim itives). In a standard  binning tasks, a 
d a ta  parallel approach is used, and the primitives are partitioned into blocks of 512 each. Each thread 
is responsible for assigning the contents of its block to  the correct SAH bin, and results from m ultiple 
threads are merged to  split the node. For local build tJisks, a single thread builds a full subtree. The 
im plem entation takes advantage of the MIC architecture by utilising wide SIMD instructions during 
biiming operations. In addition, da ta  quantisation of primitive coordinates is employed to improve cache 
performance.
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Garanzha et al. [G P B G ll]  present a method for fast SAH-optim ised B V H  construction on GPUs. 

T h is  bu ilde r is no t a conventional binned SAH builder, as i t  uses a p re -bu ilt g rid  to  guide construction, 

and generally results in  s ligh tly  lower q u a lity  hierarchies than those produced w ith  conventional birnied 

SAH algorithm s. On the other hand, it  exhib its s ignificantly higher construction speed, as tiie  technique 

is capable o f bu ild ing  a tree in  0 { k  * n) in the number o f prim itives. The p rim ary feature o f th is builder is 

to  perform  all SAH binning in a single sweep, by b inning all triangles in to a very fine grid in advance. For 

each triangle, the cell in  the aux ilia ry  grid in  which its centroid lies is computed, and the resulting lis t o f 

cell IDs for each triang le  is sorted w ith  a compress-sort-decompress technique [GLIO], Several detail levels 

o f the grid  are constructed, w ith  the coarsest grid at 8^ voxels. G rid  voxels are assumed to  approxim ate 

the A A B B  o f the ir contained triangles. Long th in  triangles are sp lit in to  m ultip le  references in  advance to 

ensure th is  assumption is reasonable. C onstructing the hierarchy is performed in a breadth-first manner, 

and begins by exam in ing the coarsest g rid  and evaluating the SAH  along the voxel boundaries in  th is  

g rid . W hen a s p lit is chosen, the node is subdiv ided and its  ch ildren are added to  a bu ild  queue. As 

deeper levels o f the tree are computed, the finer grid  detail levels are used to ensure tha t at least four sp lit 

candidates per axis are available du ring  sp lit operations. Once the approxim ate hierarchy over the grid  

voxels is b u ilt, the true  hierarchy is computed by using the true  A A B B s  o f the p rim itives  to  determ ine 

tig h t A A B B s  for the hierarchy nodes.

The Linear Bounding Volume Hierarchy (LBVH)

A re la tive ly recent and im portan t development in fast construction o f BVHs is the linear bounding volume 

hierarchies (L B V H s) m ethod [LGS*09]. The o rig ina l L B V H  m ethod rephrases B V H  construction  as a 

h igh ly parallel rad ix sort, and fo r th is reason is very suitable for rnaiiy-core platforiiLs such as GPUs. The 

LBVH  method firs t eissigns 3fc-bit Morton codes (integer keys) to  scene prim itives by b inning them in to  a 

regular 2*̂  X 2*̂  x  2*̂  v irtu a l grid imposed over the scene. Using a fc-bit code per axis, each M orton code is 

constructed by interleaving three codes. The lis t o f M orton codes is then sorted by parallel radix sort. The 

interleaved assigimient o f codes results in  a lis t o f prim itives which follows a M orton curve in  the scene. A 

B V H  can then be extracted from  th is lis t of M orton  codes by moving through all bits o f the M orton  codes 

in  order, and sp lic ing  the  lis t a t positions where tw o consecutive codes d iffe r in  the  curren t b it  under 

exam ination. Splicing the lis t in th is way essentially corresponds to  bucketing prim itives according to the 

o rig ina l regular v ir tu a l grid , and thus produces a B V H  very s im ila r to  w ha t would be produced w ith  a 

top-down spatia l median bu ild . F igure 2.9 illustra tes the ordering o f M orton  codes in  the im p lic it grid.

Construction times for recent LB V H  implementations on modern hardware can be less than twenty 

milliseconds for scenes containing up to  one m illion  prim itives. A lthough extremely fast to  construct, the 

L B V H  method almost always results in lower qua lity  hierarchies compared to SAH driven methods, as i t  

does not employ such h igh-qua lity  bu ild  heuristics. To improve tree quality, i t  is possible to  combine the 

L B V H  method w ith  more conventional top-down construction a lgorithm s. Lauterbach et al. proposed to 

construct the upper levels o f the  hierarchy w ith  the L B V H  m ethod, where insu ffic ient paralle lism  was 

present fo r th e ir top-dow n SAH  bu ilde r to  be efficient on the G P U , and sw itched to  the  SAH method 

once a sufficient number o f tasks were made available by the L B V H  |LGS*09],

The L B V H  concept can be extended to  the hierarchical linear bounding volume hierarchy (H LB V H ) 

[P fjfO ], which improves construction performance by tak ing  advantage o f data  coherence assumed to  be 

present in  the in p u t mesh. The H L B V H  builds a hierarchy by firs t sorting  p rim itives  in to  coarse voxels 

using a compress-sort-decompress rad ix sort, and then sorts w ith in  each coarse voxel, instead o f perform ing
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F ig u re  2.9: Illustration showing the M orion curve ordering of implicit grid elements in the LB V H  
construction algorithm. B y sorting prim itives along the curve and splicing the sorted list, it is possible 
to construct a hierarchy closely resembling a spatial median top-down recursive build at a much lower 
construction cost and in a m anner highly suited to many-core architectures.

a global radix sort as in the original LBVH [LGS*09]. Tliis work also proposes a hybrid builder similar to 
Lauterbach et al., but uses the SAH for the upper levels of the tree (with a full sweep build) as opposed 
to  the lower levels, using the actual SAH cost of the lower subtrees (which are built first) as a  guide for 
construction. The SAH construction is performed on a host CPU. The HLBVH is shown to be around 
three to  four times faster than  the original LBVH and consumes significantly less memory bandwidth. 
Garaiizha et al. further improved the HLBVH, by moving the SAH construction to the GPU and using a 
binned SAH builder ra ther than  a sweep builder [G PM ll]. This im plem entation is approxim ately one 
order of magnitude faster than the original HLBVH.

A further improvement of LBVH type techniques was presented by Karras [Karl2]. Tliis algorithm 
is m otivated by the observation th a t earlier LBVH algorithms build the tree in a sequential fashion by 
processing each level in tu rn . This limits the am ount of parallelism available in the construction and 
can inhibit parallel scalability. To overcome this lim itation, K arras presents a method of constructing 
LBVH-style trees which builds levels of the tree in parallel. The algorithm maintains one array each for 
internal nodes, leaves and Morton code keys (which are sorted in M orton curve order). The construction 
is based on ordering all nodes of the tree in the nodes array such th a t the index of a given node in this 
array corresp)onds either to  the first or to  the last index of its corresponding range of M orton codes in 
the key array. A thread is spawned simultaneously for each node in the tree. These threads determ ine 
the range of primitives th a t corresponds to each node by examining the neighbouring groups and the 
current node’s Morton codes. Once this range is determined, a binary search is performed to  find the split 
position in this node, based on the M orton codes residing within it. Finally, the algorithm ou tpu ts the 
child pointers for the node. Results show that this method of constructing LBVHs results in significantly 
higher construction performance, as well as greater scalability on highly parallel architectures. The work 
also describes how the method can be adapted for constructing kd-trees and octrees of points.

Bottom-Up Builders

Bottom-up construction of BVHs is usually achieved by the agglomerative clustering solution to hierarchy 
construction. Agglomerative clustering is achieved by grouping scene primitives into successively larger
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A lg o r ith m  2 Pseudo-code for the naive agglomerative clustering algorithm.

1: aggloinerativeCluster(set S of scene primitives)
2: clusterL ist <— S
3: w h ile  cluster List.length{) > 1 do
4: bestCost oo
5: for a ll A  in clusterList do
6: for a ll D in clusterList do
7: if  ^  ^  Z? A distance{A, E) < bestCost th e n
8: bestCost <— distance{A, D)
9: bestPair (A, B)

10: e n d  if
11: en d  for
12: en d  for
13: clusterList.remove(A)
14: clusterList.remove(B)
15: clusterList.add(bestPair)
16: en d  w h ile

clusters until the root node of the hierarchy is formed. At the beginning of construction, primitives 
are considered to be clusters of size one. A fundam ental com ponent of agglomerative clustering is an 
arbitrarily defined cluster distance or similarity function which assigns a score to each potential cluster 
grouping. For each iteration of the clustering, the pair of clusters with the highest sim ilarity is found, 
and combined into a single new cluster. Similarity functions are often based on properties such as the 
distance between the two clusters, or geometric properties of the newly formed cluster, such as surface 
area. Although more sophisticated agglomerative clustering algorithms for achieving the same result are 
available, the naive agglomerative clustering algorithm conveys the basic premise quite clearly. Pseudocode 
is shown in Algorithm 2.

More sophisticated heap-based m ethods utilise a min-heap to  keep track of the  closest pair of 
primitives for every iteration of clustering, and a kd-tree for accelerating the search for the best match for 
each cluster.

Walter et al. applied the concept of agglomerative clustering to BVHs for ray-tracing, and proposed 
a new locally-ordered agglomerative clustering algorithm which is much more efficient than earlier naive 
and heap-based m ethods to  clustering [WBKP08]. Naive and heap-based solutions to the clustering 
problem group the closest two clusters on each iteration. Successive iterations of clustering can thus result 
in highly incoherent accesses to scene clusters. The insight of locally-ordered agglomerative clustering is 
th a t individual clustering operations may be reordered while still producing the same hierarchy. If two 
clusters both agree on the other being their best m atch, then the agglomerative clustering solution is 
guaranteed to combine these clusters eventually, meaning th a t it is safe to  combine the clusters a t any 
point. To take advantage of this, the locally-ordered algorithm begins by first building a kd-tree over 
the clusters. One cluster. A, is selected and its closest match, B , is found. If A  and B  both  agree th a t 
they are each o ther’s closest match, then they can be safely combined. If they do not agree, then the 
algorithm proceeds with cluster B  and its true closest match, performing the same test as was performed 
with A  and B. Since subsequent clustering operations are based on finding the closest match of one of the 
clusters which was examined in the previous iteration, closest m atch search operations are much more 
coherent. An additional advantage is tha t the algorithm does not rely on a method for finding the globally 
closest pair in the cluster list at a given time, removing the need for a heap or other structure. These
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two properties allow the locally-ordered algorithm  to outperform  earlier m ethods by a factor of 2-3x. 
W alter et al. applied this technique to  BVHs for ray-tracing, by employing a distance function based on 
the resulting surface area of combined clusters. Their results show th a t this method can often achieve 
significantly higher quality than top-down binned SAH methods, but at a much higher construction cost.

Based on the work of Walter et al., Gu et al. have recently proposed a high-performance algorithm 
based on agglomerative clustering [GHFB13]. This algorithm, named Approximate Agglomerative Cluster
ing (AAC), approximates the agglomerative clustering solution to achieve interactive rebuild speeds. To 
achieve this, AAC limits the clustering search space to a smaller subset of the scene a t any given time. 
The first step in AAC is to construct an initial, implicit LBVH called the constraint tree. Leaf nodes in 
this tree consist of a small number of scene primitives, and are considered as singleton clusters. The next 
step is to recursively traverse the constraint tree top>-down, until a region encompassing fewer than a 
threshold number of clusters is found. Once a suitable region is found, an agglomerative clustering step is 
performed on the subset of scene clusters. Clustering continues until the num ber of clusters is reduced 
to a certain amount, controlled by a cluster count reduction function. Depending on this function, this 
is typically several, rather than  a single cluster. The result of this clustering phase is then passed back 
up the constraint tree. As newly clustered subsets are passed back up the tree, they are combined with 
o ther subsets which share the same parent nodes, forming a larger subset. Clustering is performed on 
these newly combined subsets all the way to the root node of the constraint tree. If the cluster reduction 
function is chosen such tha t more than one cluster is returned at each step, a final clustering stage is 
performed a t the root node of the constraint tree to complete the hierarchy. Results indicate th a t very 
high construction performance (on the order of a few tens of milliseconds for complex scenes), as well as 
good scalability can be achieved with this m ethod on rrmlti-core CPUs. Furtherm ore, the algorithm  is 
generally capable of constructing trees of higher quality than SAH sweep builds.

Refinem ent-based Builders

The development of LBVH techniques has given rise to a further, and very recent approach to BVH 
construction, which we may term  refinement-based construction. The basic premise of refinement-based 
construction is to first construct a low-cost, low-quality hierarchy using a technique such as HLBVH, and 
to  use the ordering information in this hierarchy to assist in the construction of a higher quality tree.

Karras and Aila demonstrate one such approach [KA13| .The strategy of this work is to first build a 
low-quality BVH of the scene using the highly-parallel LBVH builder presented in an earlier publication 
[Karl2]. The next step in the algorithm  is to perform several rounds of tree optim isation  to  transform  
the low-quality LBVH into a high-quality tree. Finally, a post-processing step is run to  collapse small 
leaf nodes if it is expected to further improve tree quality. The optimisation stage is based on finding a 
number of treelets (small subtrees of fixed size within the full hiereirchy) and optimising their topology to 
yield an optim al expected ray-tracing cost. The optim isation step first performs a parallel bottom -up 
traversal of the BVH starting at the leaf nodes. When a node is encountered th a t has a sufficient number 
of descendants such tha t it can form the root of a treelet, the treelet is formed and the optimisation proper 
begins. The optim isation works by using a dynamic programming method to exhaustively test every 
possible topology of the treelet, and then reinserting the best topology back into the tree. As treelets are 
chosen to be of a small size (around seven nodes), such an exhaustive search is feasible. The search for 
treelets continues to the root of the hierarchy, with a treelet being formed for every node with a sufficient 
number of descendants. In addition, the authors introduce a novel triangle splitting strategy to  further
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improve performance for scenes with non-uniform triangle sizes. Before the initial construction, a fixed 
si)lit budget is first chosen, and then triangles are assigned a splitting priority, which takes into account 
whether they will overlap splitting planes which occur early in the initial LBVH, and also if there is a good 
potential for reducing the surface area of their bounding AABBs by splitting them into multiple AABBs 
(which may represent a tighter fit). The split budget is then distributed over the triangle set eiccording to 
their priority. Hather than splitting triangles individually as earlier methods have done [EG07], the idea 
is to  split a large number of triangles by the same splitting plane, as this has the greatest potential for 
reducing node overlap. To select the splitting planes, the authors utilise the planes defined by the initial 
fjBVH, splitting triangles by the plane nearest to the root of the tree tha t it overlaps. Results show tha t 
trees constructed with this method offer rendering performance comparable to SAH sweep builds in most 
cases, while exhibiting construction performance on the order of tens of milliseconds for complex scenes. 
A further interesting aspect of tliis work is that the authors evaluate in detail the impact of the total time 
to image of their novel build strategy, showing that for a wide range of ray budgets, their total rendering 
times can be be highly competitive for many applications.

BVH Updating

The BVH data  structure has enjoyed wide use in interactive ray-tracing system s in recent times. One 
reason why this is true is tecause a number of update methods for BVHs which can be used in comf)inat.ion 
with full rebuilds have been devised. The simplest form of updating mechanism is refitting. For deforniaf)le 
scenes where no geometry is added or subtracted, it is possible to preserve the geometry groupings 
expressed by the BVH of a previous frame, and to merely update the node AABBs to reflect new primitive 
positions in the scene. This approach is much cheaper than  reconstructing a high quality BVH, but 
with tlie disadvantage tha t very inefficient hierarcfiies may be produced if the  scene is higlily dynam ic 
or chaotic. However, if the trade-off of higher BVH construction speed and lower traversal efficiency is 
a net win, then these m ethods can be useful. In such cases where refitting results in lower rendering 
performance, full rebuilds can l>e periodically performed.

Laterbach et al. [LYTM06] present a simple strategy for refitting BVHs. The method copes with 
dynamic scene changes by refitting the BVH using a bottom-up approach. First, the bounding AABBs of 
hierarchy leaves are updated to reflect the new extent of their referenced primitives. The refitting process 
is completed by propagating the new extents of the leaves up the tree towards the root, and adjusting 
the  AABBs of interior nodes to reflect the extents of their descendants. Lauterbach et al. proposed a 
degradation heuristic to detect if the BVH becomes too ill-conditioned through repeated applications of 
this refitting method, and a full rebuild is performed when a quality degradation threshold heis been met.

Selective restructuring of BVHs has also been proposed [YCM07]. The notion of selective restruc
turing involves rebuilding only certain subtrees in the hierarchy and refitting others. To identify subtrees 
for rebuilding, a heuristic based on estimating the degree of subtree degradation {CM-IQ) and a heuristic 
for predicting the benefit of rebuilding the subtree {RM-IQ)  are employed. The algorithm begins by 
refitting the hierarchy after each frame and traversing the tree to  identify pairs of nodes which overlap 
to a significant degree. By applying the two heuristics, it is decided whether to rebuild the subtree 
encompassing the union of these two nodes. The technique is combined with a lazy evaluation strategy 
and overall produces significant improvements in total time to image versus full hierarchy reconstruction 
fjased on top-down build methods.

The concept of tree rotations was introduced to ray-tracing acceleration structures by Kensler
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[Ken08]. Originally conceived as a method of optimising the tree cost of a pre-built BVH, tree rotations 
are based on the observation that in an existing BVH, the cost of individual subtrees can be more precisely 
estim ated than is possible during construction. Using this information, child nodes representing the root 
nodes of a subtree can be exchanged between parent nodes if a cost metric indicates th a t this will result 
in a higher quality tree. K opta et al. adap t the  notion of tree rotations for use in interactive updates 
[KIS*12]. As with other update m ethods, a refit of the tree is first performed. During refitting, this 
update method has the option to exchange child nodes between two parents if it is expected to result in a 
lower SAH cost for the subtree. Once the exchange occurs, refitting for those nodes is performed again. 
In addition to this, splitting and merging of leaf nodes is allowed. For example, if two triangles referenced 
by a leaf diverge considerably, it may make sense to split tha t node in two to reduce the traversal cost of 
the subtree. The paper investigates these techniques on both CPU and GPU platforms, and demonstrates 
competitive time to image figures compared to simple refitting and full recursive binned SAH rebuilds.

Although BVH updating can be useful, they do not represent a replacement for full rebuilds, as they 
are applicable in only limited circumstances. Furthermore, for many applications such as photon mapping, 
refitting is not applicable as insufficient geometry coherence exists over the course of rendering. As such, 
they represent a way to augment rebuilding approaches, as ofjposed to being a complete, alternative 
method.
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2.5 Special Purpose Ray-Tracing Hardware

A mimber of micro-architectures for ray-based illumination algorithms have been proposed. This section 
begins by first locking at architectures for ray-tracing which have been developed in academic settings 
and reported in the academic literature. These architectures are categorised as either fixed-functio7i, 
fully programmable or hybrid fixed-function/programmable designs. Secondly, a summary of commercial 
products utilising ray-tracing hardware is given. Finally, a brief description of the related class of volume 
rendering architectures is presented.

2.5.1 Fixed-Function D esigns

Kobayashi et al. [KSS*01] present an architecture for an apf>lication-speciflc integrated circuit (ASIC) 
design for producing photo-realistic images known as the SDCGiRAM. The proposed architecture supports 
two rtiodes of operation; radiosity mode for calculating view-independent globally diffused intensities 
and a ray-tracing mode for calculating view dependent intensity calculations. The processor is first 
run in radiosity mode once to  calculate the view independent effects, and then the ray-tracing m ode is 
activated repeatedly to  render subsequent frames. The unit itself consists of a 3D Differential Analyser 
unit to  traverse the uniform grid structure  utilised by the architecture. In addition, it features th irty  
two intersection calculation units  (ICUs), a secondary ray generation unit and an intensity calculation 
unit. An object space table (OST) maintains a mapping of grid elements to their corresponding memory 
locations, f^irtherrnore, an object existence table (OET) keeps track of which grid cells are empty, thus 
preventing unnecessary accesses to  the OST, reducing latency. lYaversal is performed with the hardware 
3DDA, and using the OST and OET, triangles located in the visittxl voxels are fetched from a geometry 
memory. Rays are intersected with triangles in the ICUs, and partial results are stored in a frame buffer 
cache. Depending on the surface, secondary rays are generated by the secondary ray generation unit. 
Results show that the SDCGiRAM is capable of sustaining one ray/triangle intersection per cycle a t peak 
performance.

Todman and Luk [TLOl] discuss the use of reconfigurable hardware for accelerating the ray-tracing 
process. They focus on the intersection calculation (a ray/sphere intersection) as it represents one of the 
most expensive operations of the process. Although little detail is given of the actual hardware design, the 
authors do note the use of a breadth-first approach to ray-tracing. T hat is, instead of tracing a primary 
ray and then im m ediately tracing all secondary rays related to  th a t prim ary ray, all prim ary rays are 
processed in one batch, the results are stored, and then all secondary rays are traced in one batch. The 
purpose of this is to optimise the number of bus transactions, and increase the efficiency of the pipeline.

Schm ittler e t al. [SWS02] present an architecture for real-time ray-tracing of static scenes on a 
single chip. The SaarCOR  chip consists of three main units; the ray generation and shading unit (RGS), 
the ray-tracing core (RTC) and a memory management unit (RTC-MI). The system supports multiple 
RGS and RTC functional units in cascade. A m aster unit assigns pixel coordinates to  each RTC, which 
carries out all computation for th a t pixel. The RTC traverses rays through a BSP tree of the scene. A list 
unit fetches the required triangles when a leaf node is hit, and an intersection unit intersects rays with 
triangles. The design utilises packet-tracing techniques [WSBWOl] to  amortise operations over groups of 
rays. The traversal of a packet is split over each RTC, with each performing computation relating to an 
individual ray. The results of each RTC are then combined to produce the final result. In this manner, n 
RTC units in cascade appear as one larger RTC unit. Multiple packets are executed simultaneously, via a 
nmlti-threading approach, which mitigates the impact of memory stalls. Caches are maintained for each
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of the traversal, list and intersection units.
The SaarCOR architecture was further developed to accommodate dynamic scenes and to demon

strate a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) prototype [SWW*04]. The approach to dynamics taken is 
similar to that of Wald et al. [WBS03], wliich involves splitting the scene into objects, maintaining a local 
kd-tree for each object, and a top-level kd-tree over the objects. In this manner, only the top-level kd-tree 
has to be rebuilt when objects move throughout the scene, provided that the objects are rigid bodies. A 
major addition to the architecture is the transformation unit, which is responsible for transforming rays 
into the local coordinate spaces of the objects. As this transformation unit involves a matrix multiplication, 
it translates into relatively expensive hardware real estate. This motivated the reuse of the unit for other 
purposes throughout the design. The transformation unit is reused by the intersection algorithm and the 
generation of rays is reformulated £is a matrix transformation to further increase unit utilisation. The list 
unit is also updated to include rnailboxing to eliminate redundant intersection calculatiorLs. The prototype 
itself consists of four traversal units operating in parallel. However, the limited capacity of the FPGA 
results in a single intersection unit on chip. Thus, packets nmst be intersected sequentially. To allow 
for larger scenes, the architecture utilises a virtual memory scheme [SLS03] to stream data from disk as 
needed. Although very positive results are reported, memory bandwidth, especially for large scenes, is 
identified as the major bottleneck of the architecture.

Fender and Rose [FR03] propose a hardware ray-tracing solution utilising two FPGA chips. One 
FPGA is responsible for calculating ray object intersections, and is based upon the efiicient barycentric 
coordinate test as described by Moller and Ttumbore [MT97]. The intersection unit is pipelined and can 
only intersect a single triangle at a time, but does so in groups of three rays per triangle. However, the 
rays are independent and do not represent a packet. A register file is used to store the closest intersection 
points discovered for each ray. Another FPGA implements the traversal unit for the BVH utilised by the 
design. An interconnect exists between the two to allow for inter-chip communication. This hardware 
uses fixed-point arithmetic as opposed to floating-point to reduce hardware cost.

Park et al. [PhNP*08] present an architecture for ray-tracing on an FPGA chip. Similar to many 
other designs, the system consists of a raj/ generation unit, a traversal and intersection unit, and a shading 
unit. A kd-tree data structure is built on a host CPU, and sent over a USB interface to DRAM chips 
local to the FPGA board. Scene data is also stored in 512Mb of local DRAM on the FPGA board. The 
traversal unit differs from other designs in that it does not trace ray packets, but rather implements a full 
MIMD unit that traces individual rays. The hardware utilises caches for kd-tree nodes, primitives and 
textures to reduce access time to RAM.

CREMA is a fixed intersection architecture which proposes to utilise a nano processor for each 
triangle in the scene [0807]. Each nano processor computes the intersection of a ray with its assigned 
triangle in parallel. A selector unit is used to perform a log reduction of all of the intersections. Although 
it is likely not feasible to store the entire scene on-chip, it is possible this design could be utilised in some 
way in a ray-tracing processor for subsets of the scene.

A recent traversal and intersection architecture known as the T&I engine is presented by Nah et al. 
[NPP*11]. It is a MIMD style processor which operates on single rays (i.e. rather than packets). The 
architecture consists of a number of units, notably a ray dispatcher (RD), twenty-four traversal units 
(TRV), six list units (LIST) and two varieties of intersection unit, eight of the first type and one of the 
second (ISTl and IST2). Separate caches are maintained for each of these, excluding the IST2 unit. The 
T&I core is designed to work with a kd-tree data structure using an ordered depth first layout (ODFL) 
[NPK*10]. Ray generation is assumed to occur in separate programmable shaders, and the ray dispatcher
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is responsible for transferring such rays to the T&I core. Once in the core, the TRV performs a traversal 
step  w ith the required kd-tree node utilising a short stack approach. If a  TRV encounters a leaf node, 
it is passed to the  LIST which is responsible for finding the primitives associated with the leaf. These 
primitives are then sent to  the IST l, which perform a ray/plane test and a  barycentric coordinate test to 
decide if an intersection is possible. If both of these tests have passed, the intermediate values are used to 
calculate the final intersection point in the IST2. The advantage of this is that da ta  need not be fetched 
for the final intersection calculation if the ISTI can guarantee it will produce a negative result. The T&I 
engine utilises a latency hiding strategy on cache misses. If a cache miss occurs, a ray can be placed in 
a ray accumulation unit (RA), which postpones the ray’s execution. Rays which require the same da ta  
are placed together in the RA unit. While fetching the data from main DRAM, processing can switch to 
other rays for which d a ta  is available. Once the da ta  request cah be fulfilled, stalled rays in the RA are 
preferentially ou tput to the pipeline. Assuming a 500MHz clock, four T& I engines together dem onstrate 
44-1188 M rays/s, which exceeds the performance of a GTX 480 GPU by around 5 - lOx.

2.5.2 Fully Program m able Designs

Aside from fixed function designs, progrannnable ray-tracing architectures have been demonstrated. A very 
early example of one such architecture is the TigerSHARK architecture [Hiun96]. R ather than focusing 
on a single-chip solution like most other ray-tracing hardware, this architecture is proposed for inclusion 
in a large scale cluster-type environment. The basic atom  of this architecture is a processing element 
containing a group of fully-featured programmable DSP chips which are connected to a central memory 
used for storing the scene database. Each chip is responsible for performing ray/prim itive intersections. 
The chips operate in lock-step against the memory, meaning th a t they all m ust read the same word 
at every access. Each processor has a small am ount of local memory and the processors are connected 
via serial communication ports. Rays are distributed to each DSP chip along the serial ports and they 
each intersect a different ray with the current primitive read from memory. Rays are distributed to  the 
processors as coherently as possible, and a bounding volume subdivision is used. These processors are 
implemented on PC I cards, and multiple PCI cards may be placed in a  host system, w ith the object 
database distributed across the cards and the same rays supplied to each. Results are collected from the 
processors by a host and closest intersections resolved. For additional parallelism, multiple hosts may be 
used and an image space partitioning may be applied. The authors compare their system to the ART 
AR250 chip (discussed later in Section 2.5.4) and conclude th a t the prim ary advantages of their system 
lie in flexibility and also price/performance ratio.

A nother fully program m able design is the  Ray Processing Unit (RPU) [WSS05]. The design of 
the RPU  is quite influenced by the architecture of conventional GPUs. Each RPU consists of m ultiple 
program m able Shader Processing Units (SPUs), which include their own vector instruction set. Each 
SPU is multi-threaded and avoids memory latencies by switching threads when necessary. The SPUs can 
be used for a variety of purposes, including geometry intersection and shading determinations. SPUs are 
grouped into chunks containing a small num ber of units. Each SPU in a chunk operates in a lock step 
m anner with the other SPUs in its chunk. Multiple asynchronous chunks work in parallel to complete a 
task. Coupled w ith each SPU is a dedicated T\-aversal Processing Unit (TPU ), which utilises a kd-tree 
da ta  structure, and can be controlled by the SPUs via the instruction set.

The TRaX architecture [SBK*08, SKKB09] is a fully-programmable ray-tracing architecture which 
consists of a num ber of top-level parallel cores connected to memory via a shared L2 cache and also
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connected to a frame buffer memory. Inside each top-level core is a set of thread processors. Each tliread 
processor possesses its own private functional units, and all thread processors in a core share a group of 
larger, less frequently used functional units to maximise utilisation. The thread processors contain sta te  
information for a number of threads, and each thread corresponds to  a ray. The design is optimised for 
single ray execution and therefore does not rely on coherent packets. Results indicate th a t performance 
compares favourably to the RPU [WSS05], and allows for more flexibility in programming. A very detailed 
exploration of the design space for a very similar architecture has also been published [KSBDIO], with 
additional d a ta  illustrating not only high performance bu t also greater performance per die area than  
competing GPU implementations. A mobile processor utilising a very similar architecture has also been 
presented [SKBD12].

A further evolution of TRaX is seen in the STRaTA architecture [KSS*13]. STRaTA follows the 
same basic TRaX design but includes a rmmber of im portant additions which are designed to  reduce 
bandw idth and power consumption. The first addition is th a t the spatial index (a BVH in this case) 
is explicitly decomposed into treelets [AKIO], small subtrees of the F3VH th a t fit entirely into the LI 
cache. The goal of using treelets is to improve LI cache efficiency by scheduling rays which traverse the 
same treelet in close succession. To achieve this, a portion of the L2 cache is replaced with dedicated ray 
queues, and rays which cross the boundary of the current treelet are collected in these queues for later 
processing of their next associated treelet. The second m ajor improvement over TRaX  is the inclusion 
of reconfigurable pipelines. These pipelines allow execution units to be dynamically connected into a 
pipeline which imi>lements a given im portant ray-tracing operation (such as a ray/box test). Energy per 
operation is reduced as multiple instructions need not be fetched for each data  item which must undergo 
the operation, as items are simply passed into a pre-configured pipeline. The reconfigurable pipelines are 
under software control, allowing for a degree of flexibility. Combining both techniques in the STRaTA 
processor yields significantly better energy efficiency compared to TRaX, while not significantly impacting 
rendering performance.

Govindaraju et al. [GDS*08] conduct an investigation of a novel hardware/software co-design for 
ray-tracing. Insights from profiling a novel software ray-tracing architecture, named Razor, are used to 
inform the hardware design process. The hardware architecture consists of a set of tiles, each containing a 
number of progranm iable cores which share an L2 cache which is private to th a t tile and connected to 
each core via a crossbar network. Each core possesses LI instruction and data  caches. The cores utilise a 
specialised instruction set architecture (ISA) appropriate for ray-tracing. Each core allows simultaneous 
m ulti-threading with between 2 - 8  threads and 4-wide SIMD units are employed within cores. Each tile 
is designed to accommodate an accelerator block, which may contain specialised hardware for graphics 
operations. However, the authors do not implement the accelerator block for this particular publication. 
The software application maps to the hardware by distributing chunks (sections) of the image plane to 
individual tiles on the processor, and within each tile, packet tracing is performed by the cores. The 
authors find through analysis th a t individual chunks in the image require relatively disjoint subtrees in 
the data structure, and therefore each tile builds its own copy of the data  structure on demand according 
to which nodes in the data  structure it needs to  complete its set of rays. This allows parallelism and also 
removes the need for synchronisation. A system simulator, in combination with an analytical model for 
larger experiments, is used to determine that with 128 cores running at 4 GHz, the system is predicted to 
be capable of sustaining 10 - 75 Mrays/second.

The StreamRay architecture [RGD09) utilises the stream filtering concept [GR08], where a working 
set of rays are partitioned into active and inactive groups by a filter depending on their traversal or
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intersection branch decisions. This extracts high ray coherence as it gathers all rays following the same 
path  in the group before beginning the next processing step. The hardware itself consists of two main 
units, the ray engine and the filter engine. The ray engine consists of a parallel address fetch unit (AFU), 
a control block and a scratchpad memory. Also included in this un it are a set of paired, m ulti-banked 
buffers. The AFUs assemble streams into one of the buffers in each pair, while the filtering engine operates 
on the stream  in the other pair. Thus the two operations can occur in parallel. T he filtering engine 
consists of a number of programmable SIMD cores operating in parallel, which implement the filtering for 
each step of the ray-tracing process. An on-chip interconnect allows data  transfers to occur between the 
ray and filter engines, as well as between neighbouring SIMD cores within the filtering engine. Results 
based on a 500MHz implementation of the design indicate that high SIMD efficiency and frame rates can 
be achieved while running a Monte Carlo ray-tracer on the system.

Aila and K arras [AKIO] present a study of a hypothetical program m able architecture designed 
to effectively handle incoherent ray distributions. Their design is baseti on recent commodity G PUs 
(F'ermi-type architecture) and consists of 16 processors, each featuring 32-wide SIMD lanes and 32x32 
threads. A private LI cache is included in each processor, as well as a shared L2 cache between processors. 
Efich processor also includes a Launcher, which schedules rays to  the SIMD units. This architecture focuses 
mostly on re<lucing memory bandwidtli requirements, as it assumes this to be the primary bottleneck for 
future workloads. Work compaction is used to improve SIMD utilisation and a stack caching mechanism 
similar to  a short stack is used. The authors also introduce the concept of treelets, which is fundamental 
to their scheduling mechanism. They first partition the spatial index into subtrees which are small enough 
to fit either in the LI or L2 cache, and create a ray queue in memory for each treelet. During traversal, 
rays th a t enter a region of the tree corresponding to  the treelet are collected in a queue. Queues are 
then chosen by the scheduler for processing, and since all rays contained in a queue require the same 
treelet data, good cache performance can be achieved, lowering external memory bandwidth. The authors 
compare two alternative schemes for deciding which queues to  schedule next, which they call lazy and 
balanced scheduling, as well as comparing a number of ways for allocating these queues in memory. The 
authors show th a t their performance is insensitive to  the order in which rays are supplied to the unit, 
which they argue improves the usability of the system. Overall, the design is shown to reduce total memory 
bandwidth requirements for ray traversal and intersection by up to 90% compared to a baseline system.

2.5.3 Hybrid Fixed-Function/Programmable Designs

Sanchez-Elez et al. [SEDT*03] present a m apping of ray-tracing to a hybrid reconfigurable hardware 
processor. The architecture is based on the MorphoSys reconfigurable processor which includes an 8x8 
array of Reconfigurable Cells (RC array), a Tiny RISC instruction set processor [ACG*92], a frame buffer 
and a cache. For the ray-tracing architecture, additional specialised units are added, including a pointer 
buffer, a pointer update unit and a Spatial Partitioning Tree (SPT) buffer. The pointer update unit 
provides hardware support to  offload pointer calculations for traversal from the TinyRISC processor 
as it is deemed too expensive. The pointer buffer is used to  offload stack operations. The SPT buffer 
controls access to  main memory, and includes eight banks, one for each column of RCs. The SPT can 
detect duplicate requests from columns of RCs and combine them to reduce bandwidth requirements. The 
columns in the RC array are capable of operating in a 8-wide SIMD fashion, and are used to  implement 
the majority of the algorithm, including traversal and intersection of rays. A context memory supplies the 
configuration da ta  specifying the current kernel implemented in each RC. An octree da ta  structure is
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used as a spatial index and a SIMD algorithm for its traversal is proposed. The implementation supports 
primary, shadow and reflection rays and also sphere mapping and spherical harmonic coefficients to model 
environm ent light sources. The chip operates a t 300MHz, with a 32MB external memory operating at 
133MHz and consumes only IW . The architecture exhibits competitive perform ance in to tal rays per 
second compared to a variety of other software and hardware ray-tracing implementations for small scenes. 
Earlier work on implementing ray-tracing on this architecture (using block fixed-point arithm etic) was 

also presented by mostly the same authors [ATD*02].

The DynRT architecture [WMS06] is designed to provide limited self-contained support for dynamic 
scenes. It achieves this by employing its novel B-KD tree da ta  structure, th a t is updated by an Update 
Processor over subsequent frames. In addition, a Skinning Unit implements a skinning model over the 
geometry for updating of the scene. The design also features dedicated traversal and intersection hardware 
which traces packets of rays in a m ulti-threaded scheme to hide memory latencies. However, the design 
relies on CPU support for the initial construction of the B-KD tree and through refitting can efficiently 
support coherent dynamic scenes. A further publication by the same author extrapolates a similar design 
from an FPGA to aii ASIC, and estimates the memory bandwidth and die area requirements, as well as 
the overall performance of such an approach [WBS06]. This project was also covered in detail in Woop’s 
PhD thesis [W0 0 O6 ].

Steffen and Zambreno present a hybrid architecture for tree traversal in two publications [SZG9, SZIO]. 
The idea is based on a traditional GPU architecture and proposes to incorporate a fixed-function unit 
for traversal of the upper levels of the hierarchy and to use conventional stream  f)rocessors for the lower 
traversal steps. The fixed function component of the traversal operates on a novel hash function based 
concept. To begin the process of traversal, a uniform grid is first built over the scene. A kd-tree d a ta  
structure is then built over tliis in order to group cells together in the uniform grid, such that the immber 
of leaves in the kd-tree is normally much fewer than the number of original grid cells. Each of these cell 
groupings is referred to as a GrUG group. Once a set of GrUG groups is determ ined, a custom d a ta  
structure of any type may be built inside each group, forming a hybrid da ta  structure. Diu'ing traversal, a 
hash function first takes a ray and computes the cell of the original uniform grid that it originates in. This 
computed cell is then mapped to the GrUG group in which it resides. This GrUG group is then mapped 
to the root of the custom data  structure within the GrUG and traversal can continue with programmable 
processors. This scheme allows nmch of the traversal operation to be performed with very few operations 
and no external memory reads. Compared to a conventional kd-tree d a ta  structure, adding the GrUG 
scheme is shown to improve traversal performance by an average of 1 .6 x and can also reduce bandwidth 
per frame by a similar factor, while partially preserving programmability of the traversal operation.

The Mobile Ray-Tracing Processor (M RTP) [KKKIO, KKK12] is a program m able design which 
takes a unique hardware approach to solving SIM T/SIM D utilisation problems due to diverging ray 
distributions. The design is targeted particularly for mobile platforms. The basic architecture consists of 
three reconfigurable stream multiprocessors (RSM P) which are used to execute one of three kernels: ray 
traversal, ray intersection and shading. These kernels are stored in three on-chip instruction memories 
which are shared by the RSMPs. Kernels can be adaptively reassigned to RSMPs to enable load balancing. 
Rays are passed between RSM Ps via a crossbar network to complete all phases of ray-tracing. Each 
RSM P is a SIMT processor consisting of 12 Scalar Processing Elements (SPE). The unique Eispect of 
this architecture arises from the ability of the 12 SPEs to reconfigure into either a 12-wide regular scalar 
SIMT operation, or a 4-wide 3-vector SIMT operation. The system uses the regular scalar SIMT mode 
for traversal and shading, and reconfigures into the vector mode for triangle intersection, which exhibits
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greater code divergence. The goal of this organisation is to improve datapath utilisation by relying less 
on ray coherence while executing typically divergent code such as ray traversal. Similar to the TRaX 
architecture, special functions such as square root and reciprocal which are expensive in terrns of area, but 
less frequently used, are shared among SPEs. While mostly progranunable, the architecture employs a 
small amount of fixed-function logic in the form of a ray generator. The authors report that performance 
of this design compares favourably to the DRPU [WBS06], while preserving more flexibility due to the 
use of programmable components for a greater portion of the pipeline.

Davidovic et al. [DMSll] present a traversal and intersection architecture based on the RPU, known 
as the ray traversal engine (RTE). It is proposed that this unit be incorporated into a programmable 
GPU. In this work, the authors consider a range of configurations for their design, but the design consists 
basically of an I/O  unit, a Traversal Processor and a Geometry Processor. The I/O  unit is responsible for 
reading and writing ray queues to/frorn memory. The traversal processor is responsible for traversing 
either a B-KD tree or a BVH, depending on the configuration. The geometry unit is responsible for both 
ray/prirnitive intersection and also ray transformation, as two-level hierarchies are supported. Each unit 
is connected to main memory via a separate LI cache, and again depending on the configuration, a L2 
cache may be included, which is shown to improve performance. The unit processes threads containing 
four rays each, and supports different threads in each pipeline stage, with no switching overhead. This 
design can also be configured to schedule rays based on the treelet concept [AKIO] which splits the data 
structure into sub-hierarchies which can be fit entirely inside the cat:he. The authors also consider the 
effect of both continuation-type shading and also tail recursive shading on their design’s performance. 
Results indicate that this design can operate at clock frequencies as high as 2 GHz, and deliver high ray 
throughput (around lOOMrays/sec) with low die space and bandwidth requirements.

The Samsung Reconfigurable GPU based on Ray-Tracing (SGRT) [LLN*12, LSL*13] is a mobile 
GPU designed for ray-tracing applications. The primary building block of this GPU is the SGRT core, 
which consists of two principal components. The first component is a fixed-function T&I core which is 
responsible for traversal and intersection of rays. The T&I unit of the SGRT is an updated version of that 
presented by Nah et al. [NPP*11]. It is adapted to operate on a BVH data structure (as opposed to a 
kd-tree), and utilises a novel parsillel-pipelined structure which reduces average ray latency and improves 
cache performance [KLLH12]. The second major component of the SGRT is a programmable Samsung 
Reconfigurable Processor (SRP), which consists of a combination of a very long instruction word (VLIW) 
processor and a coarse-grained reconfigurable array (CGRA), and is designated for ray generation and 
shading operations. The CGRA consists of a number of inter-connected functional units and connected 
register files, that can be configured to perform a variety of operations. The SRP supports a standard 
C-type language, and its associated compiler extracts compute-intensive portions of the algorithm and 
targets these to the CGRA array, with the remaining portions (such as control flow) mapped to the VLIW 
processor. The top-level of the GPU consists of a number of SGRT cores coupled with a multi-core ARM 
processor which is used for BVH construction. Cycle-accurate simulations and FPGA verification indicate 
that the design offers ray-tracing performance on-par with recent GPU implementatioas, while achieving 
a much higher performance-per-area, indicating that this GPU has very good potential for achieving 
high-performance ray-tracing in a mobile environment.

2.5.4 Commercial Products

A small number of commercial products featuring hardware ray-tracing support have been released.
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The AR series of processors (AR250, AR350) were a commercial hardware solution for high 
performance ray-tracing, produced by ART VPS [HalOl]. A number of products utilising these processors 
were available, including the PURE system, which was a PCI card containing eight such processors, and 
^llso a RenderDrive machine which included 48 AR processors. The processors themselves consisted of fixed 
geometry intersection and ray generation hardware, as well as on-chip da ta  caches and a progranmiable 
shading processor. Each processor contained m ultiple cores and several processors could cooperate to 
produce aii image through ray-parallel computation and broadcasting of the scene database. The system 
conformed to a standard RenderMaii-type interface, which allowed integration with existing systems. As 
the AR processors were p art of a commercial venture, only limited technical inform ation about them  
is available. However, unlike other hybrid systems such as the RPU or SGRT, it appears th a t specific 
hardware support for ray traversal was not included in the design. A publication dealing with the extension 
of the AR processor’s capabilities to include support for path-tracing via special RenderMan shaders was 
also published [CRR04].

A more recent commercial venture producing custom hardware for ray-tracing is Caustic Graphics 
[Iinal2]. In 2009, Caustic announced the CausticOne accelerator board which reportedly contained 
hardware support for handling incoherent ray distributions with great efficiency. The card contained two 
FPGAs, presumably for implementing the ray-tracing logic. The CausticOne card was designed to work 
in cooperation with a CPU or GPU for shading and other calculations. In 2010, Caustic was acquired 
by Im agination Technologies [InialO], which m anufactures the PowerVR line of graphics accelerator IP. 
A recent SIG G RA PH  presentation has revealed some technical details of this technology [KKW*13], 
The presentation shows the use of fixed-function ray/A A BB intersection pipelines for EWH traversal, 
coupled with programmable shader hardware. In addition, details on memory bandwidth optimisation via 
queue-based ray coherence extraction have been shown. Numerous patents relating to  this technology 
have also been filed, including hardware and methods for novel bounding volume techniques |PMSP12], 
parallel intersection and shading [PMSP12] and management of ray groupings [PSGClO].

2.5.5 Volume Rendering Architectures

A related class of hardware architectures are those designed for volume rendering. Volume renderers 
are used extensively in medical and scientific visualisation [DCH88, SG93, SPLB97, BHWB07]. Volume 
rendering shares the concept of ray shooting and traversal with other ray-based algorithms, but it differs 
significantly from the algorithms previously described in this chapter on many details. As volume rendering 
is not quite the focus of this thesis, the author will restrict discussion of these architectures to a few 
examples for the sake of brevity.

The VIRIM system [GPR*94] is an architecture designed for real-time volume rendering. The 
design consists of a num ber of modules which are connected to a host system over a VME bus. Each 
module consists of a dedicated rotation board, and a DSP board. Four such modules are required for 
real-time performance. The rotation board includes a rotator unit comprised of a geometry processor, an 
interpolation processor, and a gradient processor, and is used for rotating voxels to arbitrary viewpoints. 
The DSP board contains 16 programmable DSP chips rumiing a t 40MHi! wWch can be used to implement 
a variety of ray-casting algorithms. The host system executes software to provide a graphical interface 
and handle communication for user input. This system  is targeted towards medical use and various 
applications in this field are discussed.

The VIZARD system [KS97] is a microarchitecture targeted for interactive volume rendering. The
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system is based on a PCI accelerator card. Two such cards are included in a host PC and operate in parallel. 
T he PCI cards themselves are implemented largely with several reconfigurable hardware com ponents 
(Xilinx FPG A s). Two FPG A s on each card are designated to ray-casting operations. A custom cache 
controller based on the M anhattan distance of voxels relative to each other is implemented in another 
FPGA, and is connected to a 64Kx32 SRAM which stores the data. A multiply-accumulate unit is also 
present on the board as a separate chip, as well as a PCI interface implemented with another FPGA. The 
entire scene database is assumed to  fit entirely into the host processor’s main memory. Before rendering 
begins, various pre-processes including segmentation, precomputed shading and data.set compression are 
performed in software. W hen rendering begins, load balancing is achieved by assigning screen tiles to 
each of the four ray-casting engines present on the two boards. An updated  version of this system, the 
VIZARD II, is presented in a second publication [MKS98]. The VIZARD II system includes dedicated 
memory on each of the PCI cards to hold the dataset, the data  compression is removed, and precomputed 
shading is no longer utilised such th a t interactive changing of shaders during rendering is possible.

The VolumePro Realtime Ray Casting system [PHK*99] is a single chip solution for fast volume 
rendering. It is designed to  achieve real-time performance with datasets of up to 256^ voxels. The 
VohnnePro system consists of a PCI accelerator board which includes a vg500 processor for ray-casting 
and a array of SDRAM DIMMs for storing voxel data. The vgSOO chip operates a t a clock frequency of 
125MHz. The internal architecture of the vgSOO chip consists of four rendering pipelines, each containing 
hardware for interpolation, gradient estimation, classification and shading, and compositing. 2M Bits of 
on-chip SRAM is also included. Fotjr 16-bit interfaces to off-chip SDRAM voxel memory are present. 
Four SDRAM DIMMS may be connected per interface, and using 64MBits DIMMs, as much as 128MB 
of on-board SDR AM can be included. The authors also discuss the possibility of connecting nniltiple 
PC I cards, or including multiple vgSOO processors and SDRAM banks on a single board for greater 
performance.

Summary
In this chapter, the widespread use of the ray paradigm  of rendering was illustrated w ith a look a t a 
variety of ray-I)ased illumination algorithms, ranging from those used in interactive Tenderers to  those more 
suitable for offline rendering tasks. The concept of the spatial index was introduced, and an in-depth look 
a t the BVH was given. The wide variety of high performance BVH construction algorithms was detailed, 
highlighting the importance of efficient construction of this spatial index for interactive ray-tracing systems. 
Furthermore, a detailed state-of-the-art on specialised microarchitectures for ray-tracing was presented.

In the next chapter, the author will build upon some of the existing research discussed here, 
and present the  first design for a specialised m icroarchitecture for BVH construction for ray-tracing 

appHcations.
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Chapter 3

Design and Implementation

T h e  primary contribution of this thesis is a novel microarchitecture for fast and efficient construction 
of bounding volume hierarchies for ray-tracing. In this chapter, the design and implementation of 

the system is documente<i in detail. Tliis chapter begins by first identifying a number of guiding design 
decisions which were adopted early in the design process. Next, an overview of the final design is given, 
with a high-level description of its operation. Each major design unit is then treated in turn, with detailed 
schematics presented for each. Finally, the author’s implementation is described, including information on 
the evaluation and testing framework put in place for the project.

3.1 Broad Design Decisions

To bring any complex hardware design to fruition, a number of design decisions naturally nm st be made. 
In the following section, the reasoning behind the major design choices for the BVH construction hardware 
is described.

•  F ix e d -F u n c tio n  H a rd w a re  The first major design decision to consider is what type of processor is 
to be built. The considerable variety of ray-tracing hardware discussed in Chapter 1 illustrates that 
many approaches are of course possible, from flexible programmable solutions utilising specialised 
instruction sets, to ultra-efficient fixed-function devices. Early in the BVH builder design process, it 
was decided to  proceed with a fixed-function design for a number of reasons.

Firstly, fixed-function designs naturally lead to optimally efficient hardware for a given computation, 
a-s they can be completely streamlined for a given task. BVH construction is a repetitive and high 
utilisation task in ray-tracing, justifying the expense of including fixed-function support for it in a 
graphics processor. Furthermore, many researchers have predicted tha t in future processors, die area 
will be plentiful, with power being the limiting factor [Tayl2, H FFA ll], This situation mitigates 
the cost of including special-purpose logic on the die, if such logic is powered off when not in use.

Secondly, the  inherent loss of flexibility of a fixed-function design can be justified for a spatial 
index construction solution, especially if integrated into a dedicated ray tracing chip. Spatial index 
structures allow for accelerating the search for ray/prim itive intersections, for which there exists 
a single valid result. Regardless of the type of spatial index used, the result of a ray query will 
be the same. If the spatial index is fixed in hardware, any ray-based illumination algorithms may
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still be implemented w ithout m ajor restrictions, while benefiting from a highly efficient hardware 
accelerator.

Finally, a num ber of m icroarchitectures incorporating fixed-function traversal of spatial index 
structures have been proposed [W00O6, NPP*11, LSL*13]. In this case, fixed-function construction 
of the spatial index is a natural counterpart to these arcliitectures, and would have limited additional 
impact on system flexibility.

• B in n e d  S A H  B V H  C o n s tru c tio n  If it is decided to pursue a fixed-function approach to spatial 
index construction for ray-tracing, then it is im portant to carefully select an efficient and useful 
spatial index structure. The first decision to  be made is which spatial index structure  type to  
construct. As shown in Chapter 2, the BVH has become by far the most widely used structure in 
interactive ray-based illumination algorithms. This has occurred for a number of reasons; BVHs are 
typically faster to construct compared to alternative structures such as kd-trees, many updating 
schemes are available for BVHs, and memory footprint is generally predictable. Based on these 
observations, it was reasoned to be the most useful structure for modern interactive ray-tracing 
systems, and thus the BVH was chosen for hardware implementation in this project. Furthermore, 
heterogeneous ray-tracing processors utilising fixed-function traversal of BVHs already exist, and 
could directly benefit from hardware construction of the BVH |LSL’ 13].

The second major decision to be made in regards to the type of data structure to be supported relates 
to the construction strategy which is to be adopted. As shown in Chapter 2, a considerable array of 
BVH construction strategies is to be found in the present literature. At the beginning of the project, 
two m ajor BVH construction strategies were in use in interactive ray-tracing systems: top-down 
recursive builders and LBVH/HLBVH type builders. It was eventually decided to proceed with a 
bimied SAH top-down BVH builder for a number of reasons. Firstly, binned SAH methods generally 
produce higher quality hierarchies compared to  LBVH methods. Secondly, many hybrid LBVH 
builders utilise binned SAH methods for part of their liierarchy, in order to preserve reasonable tree 
quality [LGS*09, G P M ll]. The potential for the binned SAH method to be useful in both types of 
builder greatly influenced the decision to proceed with this construction strategy.

• IE E E  754 F lo a tin g -P o in t C o m p lian ce  Most commodity computer hardware supports floating
point arithm etic through floating-point ALUs in the datapath . Interestingly, some proposals for 
ray-tracing hardware, and indeed, software, have advocated the possibility of using fixed-point 
or integer arithm etic for many parts of the pipeline [HK07]. This is especially interesting from 
a hardw are p>erspective, as it has potentially significant implications for circuit area and power 
consum ption. On the other hand, difficulties arise when utilising fixed-point arithm etic, which 
can even produce rendering artifacts in the resulting image. In order to ensure a good degree of 
numerical precision, and to  facilitate easy integration with existing systems, it was decided th a t the 
BVH builder would utilise IEEE 754 compliant floating-point arithm etic [IEE08] for all stages of 
the construction process. The investigation of fixed-point arithm etic is left as future work.
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3.2 System Overview

W ith these design guidehnes in mind, the basic architecture for the BVH construction hardware was 
arrived at. At a first approxim ation, the  design is split into two m ajor components, the upper builder 
and the subtree builder, shown in Figure 3.1. The upper builder directly interfaces to external memory 
and is capable of processing tree nodes encompassing an arbitrary  number of primitives. It is thus used 
for processing larger nodes present in the upper levels of the hierarchy. The second m ajor component is 
the subtree builder, which allows for construction of BVH nodes referencing fewer primitives than a fixed 
maximum threshold, determined by the capacity of the internal memory resources of the subtree builder. 
Both the upper and subtree builders are designed to operate on the AABBs of scene primitives. Also 
visible in Figure 3.1 is a DRAM interface consisting of a number of R A M  pairs. Each RAM pair consists of 
two memory channels. These memory channels need not be physical memory channels, but could also be 
virtual ports, provided tha t sufficient bandwidth was provided to each port from the underlying memory 
system.
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DRAM DRAM
2 3
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F ig u re  3.1: Top-Level Overview o f the B V H  Builder Microarchitecture.

Decomposition of the design into upper and subtree builders was adopted to  most efficiently deal 
with the different properties of building the upper and lower parts of the hierarchy. Construction of the 
lower nodes in the hierarchy naturally  exhibits very good da ta  locality which allows for buffering small 
sections of the scene on-chip, and taking advantage of high-bandw idth, on-chip memory resources to 
exploit more parallelism. Construction of the upper levels of the hierarchy is typically limited by external 
memory, and thus a simpler solution is justified here. Having a clear distinction between these two units 
also improves system m odularity and flexibility. It is envisioned th a t the hardware BVH builder should 
represent a piece of IP which will be useful to a variety of heterogeneous com puting architectures. A 
modular design thus improves the ease of integrating the IP in other hardware contexts. In fact, examples 
of how subtree builders could be used by themselves in an alternative setup are described in Section 3.4.
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Construction begins with the upper builder computing the root node of the hierarchy. The upper 
builder continues construction of the upper tree nodes until a node encompassing fewer primitives than a 
predeterm ined threshold is found. In practice, this threshold is envisioned to be of the  order of several 
thousand primitives. This threshold is determined by the maximum capacity of the internal buffers of the 
subtree builders. The primitives corresponding to  this node are then loaded from the upper builder into 
one of the subtree builders. The subtree builder then builds a complete subtree from these primitives. 
Once all primitives are passed to a subtree builder, the upper builder continues building the upper levels 
of the hierarchy, passing further subtrees to other subtree builders and stalling if none are available. The 
upper and subtree builders are therefore capable of operating in parallel.

The upper and subtree builders are largely the same hardware, except th a t the upper builder 
interacts with external DRAM, while the subtree builders intereict with their own internal memory buffers. 
The core logic of the subtree builder is actually mostly a superset of the upper builder. A clear description 
of the system is readily achieved by first describing the subtree builder, and then explaining how it differs 
from the upper builder.
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3.3 Subtree Builder Microarchitecture

The architecture of the subtree builder is shown in Figure 3.2. A relatively small instantiation is illustrated, 
so as to maintain clarity. The architecture is designed to op>erate on the AABBs of scene primitives, as is 
common with high-performance BVH builders, and is therefore suitable for any primitive type for which 
an AABB can be calculated.
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F ig u re  3.2: Top Level-Overview o f the Subtree Builder Microarchitecture.

On a behavioural level, the subtree builder implements the classic binned SAH recursive algorithm 
for tree construction, similar to that presented by Wald [Wal07]. The subtree builder consists of a number 
of units which implement the various stages of this recursive algorithm.

The first units of interest are the prim itive buffers. Prim itive bufTers are instantiated  in pairs, 
and two pairs are visible in Figure 3.2, labelled BuffO and B uffi. Prim itive buffers are a set of on-chip, 
high-bandwidth/low-latency buffers (similar to a cache memory). The purpose of the primitive buffers is 
to hold primitives on-chip as they are processed by the subtree builder.

Primitives are stored in the primitive buffers as 216-bit AABB-index pairs, with the index consuming 
24 bits, with the remaining 192 bits consumed by the AABB. The index is used to m ap each AABB to 
the prim itive it originated from, so primitives can be retrieved for intersection during traversal. This 
index-AABB pair format was arrived a t by considering the storage requirements of a number of alternative 
formats. One such alternative is to  store primitives (in most cases, triangles) directly in the prim itive 
buffers. However, this option significantly increases the required memory resources in the subtree builder, 
as a 32-bit float-point triangle consumes 288 bits of storage. Furtherm ore, storing the triangle directly 
would either require recalculating or storing its AABB also. Moreover, operating on AABBs provides 
a simple way to  handle a wide variety of primitive types, as any primitive for which an AABB can be 
calculated is supported. The data  width of these buffers is set large enough for a full primitive AABB to 
be read in each cycle. They could also be implemented with several narrower memories in parallel.
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Connected to esich pair of primitive buffers is a partitioning unit. Two partitioning units are visible 
in Figure 3.2, labelled PUnito and P U nit\. The purpose of the partitioning units is, given an SAH split 
in a certain axis, to read a vector of primitives from the primitive buffers to which they are connected, 
and to partition those primitives into one of two new vectors, depending on which side of the splitting 
plane they reside. Each partitioning unit is hardwired to one pair of primitive buffers, and only that 
partitioning unit can access the primitives contained in that buffer pair. Primitive buffers are orgeinised in 
pairs to allow partitioning units to swiftly partition lists of primitives, by reading primitives from one 
buffer and writing a newly sorted list into the opposite buffer concurrently. On subsequent partitioning 
operations on the sublists, the roles of the buffers are reversed, and the primitives are read from the buffer 
they were last written.

Below the partitioning units in Figure 3.2 is the logic which determines the SAH split for each node 
in the hierarchy. The subtree builder is capable of searching all three axes concurrently for SAH split 
candidates. SAH split determination is achieved in the subtree builder with two types of unit. The first 
such unit is the binning unit. Each partitioning unit is connected to three binning units, one for each axis 
(labelled Bin X /Y/Z). The purpose of each binning unit is to take a scene primitive AABB, to calculate 
its centre, and to determine in which SAH bin the centre lies in its designated axis. As will be explained 
in Section 3.3.1, partitioning and binning of primitives occurs in parallel, and so the binning units latch 
data  from the output of primitive buffers as they are being read by the partitioning unit. The binning 
units must also keep track of the AABB of the hierarchy node currently being evaluated for splitting.

The binning unit passes SAH bin locations, and also forwards the original primitive AABBs to 
the last set of units, the SAH calculators. Eight SAH calculators are shown in Figure 3.2, labelled SAH  
CALC. Primitive AABBs and their chosen bin positions are fed into the SAH calculators which £iccurnulate 
an AABB and a counter for each SAH bin in each axis. Once all primitives are accumulated, the SAH 
calculators evaluate the SAH cost for each possible split, and output the lowest-cost split found across all 
three axes. In the subtree builder, SAH splits are always calculated in pairs, which correspond to a pair 
of sibling nodes in the hierarchy. Multiple pairs of SAH calculators are used to support multithreading, 
which is described in Section 3.3.1.

The number of each type of unit in a given instantiation of the subtree builder can be altered 
somewhat independently. The following parameters control the instantiation of a subtree builder:

• W idth  (w) The width of the architecture. A width of w creates a subtree builder with w partitioning 
units, w X 3 binning units and w pairs of primitives buffers, w is limited to being a power of two.

• P rim itiv e  B u ffe r  C apacity  (Psize) The number of primitives each primitive buffer can hold. 
Psize  can be any positive integer value. The number of primitives which can be stored in the 
subtree builder for processing is Psize  x w, whereas the total capacity of all primitive buffers is 
double this value.

• N u m b er o f  C oncurrent Threads (Tsize) The number of different construction paths in the tree 
that the subtree builder can pursue at any given time. The subtree builder utilises context switches 
in order to hide the latency of the various units in the design and to keep the pipelines as full 
as possible. One pair of SAH calculators is instantiated for each thread, yielding T size  x 2 SAH 
calculators. T size  must be a power of two. Multithreading in the subtree builder is described in 
detail in Section 3.3.1.
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3.3.1 Sequence of Operations

Now th a t the function of each unit has been estabhshed, the sequence of operations th a t the subtree 
builder performs to generate a hierarchy can be described. Coordination of the hierarchy construction is 
largely managed by the partitioning units, as they perform m ost of the decision making in the builder. 
The partitioning units manage the da ta  flow through the builder, providing the other units with the data 
they need to perform their respective tasks. In this way, the other units are chiefly data path components. 
The Upper Control Logic shown in the upper left comer of Figure 3.2 coordinates only simple sequencing 
operations, such as controlling the initial filling of the subtree builder with scene primitives, sis well 
generating external signals such as “READY” and “DONE” signals.

Before construction begins in the subtree builder, it is necessary to fill the primitive buffers with the 
scene primitives for which a BVH is to be constructed. Each subtree builder provides one external port 
for each primitive buffer pair which allows for filling th a t pair with primitives. During filling operations, 
only one buffer in the pair is filled, with the other being left empty. Ideally, an equal number of primitives 
will be randomly assigned to each buffer pair, so as to facilitate load balancing across units. Once filling is 
complete, a subset of the scene will reside in each buffer pair. Each partitioning unit is now in control of 
the subset of scene primitives which reside in the  primitive buffer pair it is hardwired to. The bounding 
AABB of all primitives is also loaded into a register at this point, and this constitutes the root node of 
the hierarchy.

Once filling is complete, construction can begin. P’igure 3.3 illustrates the state machine iniplernente<I 
inside each partitioning unit as a flowchart. The reader may also find it useful to refer to Figure 3.2 
during this description. The builder begins in the idle sta te  SO, waiting to receive a GO signal to  begin 
construction. Once th a t signal is received, the  initial split phase (state S I ) is run. Each partitioning 
unit reads all prim itives resident in its prim itive buffer pair, and passes these to  the  binning units it 
is cormected to (as shown in Figure 3.2). As prim itives pass through the binning units, the root node 
of the hierarchy is used to determ ine the SAH bin in which the primitive lies. As three binning units 
are connected to  each partitioning unit, a bin is resolved for each axis in parallel. As bin locations are 
determ ined, the binning unit passes these to  one of the SAH calculators. W hen a partitioning un it has 
finished reading all of its prim itives from the buflTer, it moves to s ta te  S2  where it waits to receive the 
split for the root node.

As shown in Figure 3.2, each SAH calculator is connected to  all binning units. As each partitioning 
unit controls only a subset of scene primitives, and each binning unit is connected to only one partitioning 
unit, the SAH calculator must collect all primitive bin decisions from each binning unit to determine the 
split for the node. Once the split has been determ ined, it is passed back up to  the partitioning units. 
Specifically, the SAH calculator outputs the chosen SAH split bin, the chosen axis and, importantly, the 
AABBs and primitive counts of the two resulting child nodes. Detailed descriptions of how t.ie binning 
units and SAH calculators operate are given in Section 3.3.3 and Section 3.3.4 respectively.

Once the split information is available, the partition phase beginning a t sta te  S2 can p.'oceed. As 
each primitive buffer pair is hardwired to a single partitioning unit, only that partitioning unit can eiccess 
the primitives in th a t buffer pair. Once the split for the root node is ready, the partitioning units each 
leave state S2 of Figure 3.3 and move to the partitioning phase of the algorithm in sta te  S3. In this phase, 
the partitioning units read each primitive in the current node from one of their connected primitive buffers, 
and determine on which side of the chosen split the primitive resides. Once this has been detem ined, the 
partitioning unit writes the primitives into one of two sublists in the opposite buffer of its primtive buffer
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pair. Prim itive buffers are arranged in pairs, as this allows for concurrently reading from one buffer and 
writing to  another, which accelerates partitioning operations.

Partitioning is achieved in each pair by m aintaining two address registers, a lower- .and an upper 
register, inside each partitioning unit. The lower and upper registers begin a t the bottom  and  top address 
respectively of the subset of primitives tha t belong in the node currently being processed. These registers 
are then multiplexed onto the address of the primitive buffer as appropriate. In a real im plem entation, 
buffer pairs could be implemented with two physically distinct buffers, or alternatively a m ulti-port buffer. 
By performing this operation for each primitive in their primitive subsets, the partitioning units in effect 
cooperate to partition all primitives in a da ta  parallel manner.

After a partitioning unit has placed each primitive into its correct sublist of primitives (left and right 
of the split), it moves onto the next phase (state S4), in which it decides how to recuree w ith hierarchy 
construction. Each partitioning unit will always make the same decision as to  whether to  proceed with 
the right or left child node (or to pop the stack). It is possible th a t, after a split, one o r more child 
nodes will represent a leaf node. The current implementation of the subtree builder supports term inating 
construction a t a specified maxinumi loaf size in term s of the number of primitives encompassed by the 
leaf. T he logic for making this decision is visible in sta te  S4 of Figure 3.3. If neither child node is a 
leaf node, then the right child is placed on the stack, and the partitioning unit moves back to  s ta te  S2  
to wait for the split for the left child to  be calculated. If both child nodes are leaves, then the stack is 
popped to  retrieve the next node to  be processed. Since several partitioning units all partition  a subset 
of the current node’s primitives in their respective buffers, several partitioned lists exist, which when 
added together form the full list. To keep track of this information, a wide stack is employed. Wide stack 
elements include the full AABB of the pushed node, the chosen split position and axis for the  node, and 
also separate primitive ranges for each primitive buffer pair detailing the range in which primitives reside 
in t^ a t particular pair for a given node. In the event of a stack pop, the partitioning unit can immediately 
proceed to  sta te  S3, as the required split information will be present on the stack.

The last piece of the puzzle is how the splits are determined for the two new child nodes, if indeed
they are to  be partitioned. In the subtree builder, determ ining the splits for the  two new child nodes 
occurs in parallel with the partitioning of their parent node. The fact tha t partitioning is occurring means 
tha t the SAH split information (which includes the AABBs of the two resulting child nodes) is available. 
Therefore, all the information necessary to  begin binning primitives into the new child nodes is available 
at the time of partitioning. During partitioning, primitives are not only written into the opposite buffer, 
but are also fed into the binning units at the same time. This fact is reflected in the decision logic of state 
S3  in Figure 3.3. The binning units bin each prim itive into either the left or right child, depending on 
which side of the partition it belongs to, by multiplexing the correct node AABB into its pipeline.

Since partitioning implies th a t two new nodes will be created, SAH calculators are placed in pairs 
(shown as green blocks a t the base of Figure 3.2). The binning units output the bin decisions and primitive 
AABBs which are then fed into one of the SAH calculator pairs. If a primitive resides on the left side of 
the split in the previous node, it is fed into the left SAH calculator of the pair, otherwise the right. Both 
calculators in a pair operate concurrently. If both child nodes are to  be split, the chosen split for the right
child is placed onto the stack, along with its primitive ranges in each buffer pair.
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Thread 0 Thread 1
F ig u re  3 .4 : Organisation of threads in the Subtree Builder.

M ultithreaded SAH C alculation

Once the partitioning units pass all of their primitives into the binning units, they m ust wait in sta te  
S2  for each of them to be binned and for an SAH calculator to re tu rn  the next split so th a t they can 
begin partitioning again. In an implementation such as the one presented in tliis work, the total combined 
latency of the binning and SAH calculators can be of the order of 1(X) cycles or so. Stalling frequently in 
state S2 would represent a large performance penalty because it would be incurred on every internal node 
in the tree. To combat this, a m ultithreaded approach is taken.

G jn tex t for multiple threads is maintained in the system, as shown near the top of Figure 3.2. Each 
thread represents a different path in the tree. Initially, there is only one thread in the system, representing 
the root node of the hierarchy. As new cliild nodes are created, they spawn new threads, until a maximum 
number of thretids is reached. Each thread context stores the ranges in each of the primitive buffers of the 
prim itives in the thread, a split position and axis, a stack and stack pointer and a node AABB. Each 
thread context (minus the stack) is relatively smsill (<  50 bytes), so they are stored in registers inside the 
partitioning units. The new threads represent different subtrees, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. M ultiple 
SAH calculator pairs are visible in Figure 3.2, as each new thread is statically assigned to  one of these 
pairs.

W hen a  partitioning unit finishes partitioning a node, instead of stalling for the SAH calculation 
in sta te  S2, it can switch context to the next thread in the system. It then proceeds through the 
flowchart in precisely the same m anner. Once it has completed its work for the last thread, it can 
return to  the  first thread for which the split will often be ready. Each partitioning unit is free to  switch 
threads asynchronously of the other partitioning units. However, since all partitioning units contribute to 
processing each node in the hierarchy, a partitioning unit cannot proceed with a thread until all other 
partitioning units have computed their respective contributions towards determining the split for the next 
node in th a t thresid.

3.3.2 Partitioning Unit Datapath

Along with coordinating the flow of data  through the subtree builder, the partitioning unit also implements 
da tapath  components for determining on which side of a given SAH split a primitive resides.

Figure 3.5 shows a detailed diagram of the partitioning unit datapath, which is under the direction
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of the control path, shown on the left hand side of the figure. The core of the partitioning unit datapath is 
the logic wliich determines on which side of the split a given primitive AABB lies. This logic is marked Side 
Decision Resolve in Figure 3.5, and is fully pipelined. When a partitioning operation begins, primitives 
are read from the buffers. Since source primitives can arrive from either buffer in the primitive buffer pair, 
a multiplexer is used to decide which port to read from and enable signals are used to decide which buffer 
to write to. As they are read from the buffer, they are placed in a F'IFO. Primitives are read from this 
FIFO and routed through the side decision logic which first calculates the centre of the AABB in the 
given split axis and determines on which side of the split the centre resides.

As each thread at any given time is operating on a different node of the hierarchy, fine-grained 
temporal multithreading is implemented in the partitioning unit. Data from individual thread states 
(shown at the bottom of Figure 3.5) is multiplexed in at each stage of the pipeline, depending on which 
thread is active in that stage. This allows many threads to be present in the pipeline at once, improving 
overall throughput of the partitioning operations.

To write out the newly partitioned list of primitives, two address registers are used for each thread, 
rngJow and mgJiigh which are placed at the beginning and end of the primitive list at the start of 
processing. As primitives pass through the pipeline, any primitive on the left of the split is placed in 
location mgJow, and the mgJaw  address register is incremented. If the primitive resides on the right 
side of the split, the mg-high address register is used and decremented after the write. Using the mgJow  
and mgJiigh registers in this way means that the set of primitives from one buffer ends up in the same 
address range in the opposite buffer in new partitioned order.

When a partitioning unit finishes one thread, it immediately (within two cycles) switches to the 
next thread. Wlien primitives from this new thread begin passing through the datapath, new values such 
as the chosen split axis and node AABB will be multiplexed into individual pipeline stages as appropriate. 
This process will continue until all threads have been processed, at which point the partitioning unit 
will halt, and wait for a signal from the upper control logic that a new split is available for it to begin 
processing again.

As primitive AABBs are written back into the buffers in their new partitioned order, they are also 
being passed concurrently to the binning units (Figure 3.2) so that the splits for the two child nodes can 
be calculated. As this occurs in parallel, by the time the partitioning units have finished the current 
iteration for all threads, the new split for Thread 0 may already be available. In this case, the partitioning 
units can continue processing all threads from the beginning without stalling.

3.3.3 Binning Unit

The binning units are responsible for determining the bin positions for each primitive AABB that must 
be binned into the current node. While the partitioning units are rearranging the primitive AABBs to 
perform a split of a parent node, the binning units collect the primitive AABBs in the same order and 
bin them into either the left or right child node AABB, depending on which child the primitive belongs 
to. This is possible because after a split is chosen for a node, the AABBs of the resulting child nodes 
are known. To determine the bin position, of a primitive P  in a given ajcis n, the centre C  of the
primitive is first calculated. If S  is the number of bins to be used to sample the SAH, the formula for 
determining the bin position of the primitive in node bounding box B B  is given by:

Cn-BE .miU n  „Bnin  — . X S  (3.1)
B U .m aX n  — B B .m in n
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F ig u re  3.6: Top Level Schematic o f a Dinning Unit group, including auxiliary logic.

The floating-point value obtained from the formula is converted to an integer to yield the bin ID. 
To avoid invalid bin values due to numerical precision problems, the result is capped to  the valid bin 
range. The ou tpu t of a binning unit is the bin position of the prim itive AABB in one axis, as well as 
the primitive AABB itself. Figure 3.2 shows how binning units occur in groups of three, so th a t the bin 
position of the primitive can be obtained in all three axes. Bin decisions and primitives are then fed to 
the SAH calculators which use this information to update both a primitive counter and AABB for each 
bin in each axis. All binning units in a group operate in parallel and share tem porary storage for the 
original primitive AABB while its bins are being calculated.

Figure 3.6 shows how a group of three binning units is instantiated  in the design, coupled with 
auxiliary logic. Each group takes a primitive AABB and node AABB as input, and provides the bin 
position in all three ajces. Accompanying each group of binning units are various auxiliary units. Visible 
in the upper half of this diagram is an A A B B  centre unit, which calculates the centre of each incoming 
primitive AABB, and which is shared between the three binning units. To the right of the AABB centre 
unit are two FIFOs. The leftmost FIFO serves as tem porary storage for the  current hierarchy node’s 
AABB [B E  in Equation 3.1), which will be used once the AABB centre unit finds the centre C  so that
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F ig u re  3 .7: Internal structure of Dinner X,Y,Z shown in Figure 3.6. Each binning unit performs the 
binning of a prim itive AADD p into the node AADD DD fo r  one axis. A FLT-FXD stage is needed to 
convert the floating-point bin value to an integer which can be used to address the bin to be updated.

Equation 3.1 can be evaluated. The rightmost FIFO serves to store the primitive AABB such tha t it can 
be ou tpu t to the SAH calculators once the bin positions of the primitive have been determ ined. These 
FIFOs are also shared between the three binning units.

Once the centre of the primitive AABB has been calculated, it is passed down to the tlu-ee binning 
units in the lower half of Figure 3.6. There are three identical modules, one for each of the three axes. A 
detailed internal diagram  of each of these modules is shown in Figure 3.7. The function of these units 
is to evaluate Equation 3.1. The ou tp u t of one of these units is the bin position in the  u n it’s assigned 
ajds (X,Y or Z). When a valid result exits these units, a read signal is sent to the rightmost FIFO, wliich 
outputs the original primitive AABB along with the bin positions. This information is then passed on to 
the SAH calculators.

On the left hand side of Figure 3.6, a sta tu s  shift register can be seen. The purpose of this shift 
register is to  record various items of information concerning the operands present in each pipeline stage 
of the birming units. Like partitioning units, the binning units and their auxiliary units are also fully 
pipehned, and allow for operands from different threads to be processed in different pipeline stages in any 
given cycle. The sta tus shift register facilitates this by keeping track of which thread is present in each 
stage, as well as storing various other low-level control signals.
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3.3.4 SAH Calculator

Figure 3.8 shows a top-level diagram  of the SAH calculator. At any one time, each SAH calculator is 
working to determine the lowest-cost SAH split position and axis for a single node. The SAH com putation 
flows from the top of the figure to  the bottom , where the final SAH split information can be seen on the 
ou tpu t. The very first stage of the SAH calculation is performed by the SA H  Din Collectors, shown a t 
the top of the figure. The purpose of an SAH Bin Collector is to  accumulate, for each SAH bin in each 
axis, an AABB and the number of primitives residing in th a t bin. Since each group of three binning units 
are operating  on a subset of the primitives in any given node, there exists one SAH Bin Collector per 
binning unit group, and binning unit groups are hardwired to an SAH Bin Collector. The purpose of 
this is to allow binning units to pass da ta  into the SAH calculators w ithout contention, as binning units 
will be operating on their assigned subsets of node primitives in parallel. Each SAH Bin Collector thus 
accurimlates only a partial set of AABBs and primitive counts that correspond to  its subset of primitives.

Once a partial vector for each axis has been generated in each SAH Bin Collector, the vectors are 
then merged into the final lists. To achieve this, the SAH  Din Merge units are utilised. When all primitives 
have been accum ulated, control logic inside the SAH calculator instructs each SAH Bin Collector to  
dum p its full contents into the SAH Bin Merge units. There is one SAH Bin Merge unit for each fucis, 
and all operate in parallel. Each SAH Bin Merge unit accepts one partial vector from each SAH Bin 
Collector, according to which axis it is responsible for. For example, the unit labelled “SAH Bin Merge 
X” in P’igure 3.8 will accept a partial X-axis vector from each SAH Bin Collector. Each SAH Bin Merge 
unit combines the partial vectors from the SAH Bin collectors to produce the final stream of AABBs and 
primitive counts for its assigned axis.

Once these stream s are available, the SA H  cost evaluators are activated. There exists one SAH 
cost evaluator per axis, and each axis is evaluated in parallel. Each SAH cost evaluator takes a stream  of 
AABBs and primitive counts from the SAH Bin Merge unit it is connected to, and evaluates the SAH 
formula for each bin in the stream, ultim ately outputting the lowest-cost SAH split for its axis, as well as 
the AABBs and primitive counts of the resulting child nodes.

Finally, the last stage of the SAH calculator is activated. The lowest-cost SAH splits found for each 
axis are then compared, and the final axis and split are chosen ( “MUX Lowest Cost” at the bottom  of 
Figure 3.8). All relevant information, such as the child node AABBs and primitive counts are multiplexed 
though this stage. Once the split has been determ ined, the SAH calculator raises a “READY” signal, 
which indicates to the partitioning units th a t this node is ready for splitting.

SAH Bin Collector

The SAH Bin Collectors are responsible for accumulating the vector of AABBs and bin counts. In order to 
achieve this, the SAH Bin Collectors are themselves constructed of a set of three SAH  uni-collectors. Each 
SAH Bin Collector contains three Uni-collectors; one for each axis. One SAH uni-collector is pictured in 
Figure 3.9. SAH uni-collectors utilise a small buffer which stores a 216-bit vector for each SAH bin. The 
lower 192 bits of this vector store an AABB and the upper 24 bits store a primitive count (Figure 3.10). 
Primitive AABBs, along with their chosen bin positions are passed into the SAH uni-collectors from the 
binning units. The chosen bin is then used as an address to  the buffer and to fetch the current sta te  of 
th a t bin. W hen the bin has been fetched, the  new primitive AABB and the AABB from the buffer are 
together passed into an AABB accumulation unit which calculates the union of the two, resulting in the 
new AABB for the bin. Similarly, the existing primitive count contained in the word resid from the buffer
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is incremented. The updated 216-bit vector is then w ritten back into the buffer.

The SAH Bin Collector is designed to accept a new primitive on every cycle. In real circuits, buffers 
typically show a latency of some number of cycles. In the current im plem entation, these buffers have a 
latency of one cycle, which means data  arrives on the read port the cycle after it is addressed. To deal 
with the constant stream  of primitives into the unit, a two-stage pipeline is employed. T he first stage 
reads the current s ta te  of the bin from the buffer and the second performs the  update  and w rite back. 
This results in a possible da ta  hazard, as if a fetch and an update are performed to  the same location on 
the same clock cycle, outdated operands are obtained in the fetch. To overcome this, additional logic is 
employed to cache the most recently updated location in a register, and if the pipeline detects an access 
to the same location twice in a row, the cached value is used instead of the previously read value. This is 
similar to operand forwarding in CPU pipelines, and eliminates stalling on account of the buffer latency, 
allowing for maximum throughput.

W hen the list of bins in each buffer has been ufxlated with all primitives, the bins are ou tput 
consecutively from the Uni-collector using the dump state machine shown near the bottom  left of Figure 3.9. 
This forwards the bins to  the next set of units in the SAH calculator.

SAH Bin Merge Unit

The SAH bin merge units shown in Figure 3.8 are the simplest unit in the SAH calculator. There is one 
SAH bin merge unit for each axis. The input to  each SAH Bin Merge is one partial stream  of primitive 
AABBs and counts from each SAH Bin Collector. The SAH bin merge units combine these partial vectors 
via logarithmic reduction, by employing a tree of AABB union operators to produce the final AABB for 
each bin, and a tree of integer adders for the primitive counts. Finally, they ou tput the final bin stream 
for their assigned axis.

SAH Cost Evaluator

Figure 3.11 shows a detailed diagram of the SAH cost evaluator. The input to the SAH cost evaluator is 
a stream  of AABBs and primitive counts, each representing a  bin in the binned SAH calculation. For 
each element in the stream , the SAH cost evaluator computes the SAH formula. This formula is restated 

for convenience:

=  +  +  (3.2)

In this form, V  is the original volume, and Vr are the subvolumes of the  left and right child 
nodes, and N r  are the number of primitives in the left and right child nodes, and 5 ^  is the surface 
area. K j  and K t  are implementation-specific constants representing the cost of ray/prim itive intersection 
and traversal respectively. For finding the lowest cost, the constants in the  equation can be removed, 
as well as the  common divisor of the remaining term s, as doing so does not affect the relative
magnitudes of the costs. Therefore, the SAH cost evaluator uses the well-known simplified expression:

C (V  ^  {L, B j )  =  SA(Vs.)N„ +  SA(Vji)Nji (3.3)
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F igure 3.9: Architecture of the SA H  Uni-collector. This unit is responsible fo r  accumulating SAH  
bin A A B B s and prim itive counts in  a single axis fo r  a given stream o f prim itives. Once the stream is 
accumulated, the unit can dump the accumulated vector to its output using the dump state machine.

Count [215:192] AABB [191:0]

1 ...... i r " ..... 1

F igure 3.10: Data layout o f the SAH  bin record in the SAH  Uni-Collector internal buffer. The record is 
216 bits in  size. The lower 192 bits are used to store a 32-bit floating-point A A B B  and the upper 24 bits 
are used to store the number of prim itives in the bin. One such record is needed fo r  every bin used to 
calculate the SAH  split.
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F ig u re  3.11: The SA H  cost evaluator takes an input stream o f bin AADDs and prim itive counts and 
performs a bidirectional sweep through the stream to obtain both terms needed for Equation 3.3. The two 
terms are ultimately added together to get the final SA H  cost o f each split candidate in the stream.

To obtain all terms of the equation for each split candidate, it is necessary to know the union of all 
bin AABBs and the sum of all primitive counts left and right of each split candidate. To achieve this, the 
unit first calculates all the SA{V i )N l terms for all split candidates. The SAH cost evaluator receives the 
list of AABBs and primitive counts in left to right order. The list is immediately passed into the AABB 
union and integer adder units shown near the top of Figure 3.11. Visible underneath the AABB union 
and integer adder units are registers labelled “Sweep AABB” and “Sweep Count” . These registers keep 
track of the union of aJl AABBs and the sum of all primitive counts in the stream so far. A feedback loop 
exists between this register and the AABB union and integer units to implement this accumulation. This 
yields the V i and terms in order from left to right.

As the new stream  of terms is leaving the AABB union unit and adder, the surface area of each 
AABB is calculated in tu rn  by the unit labelled A A B B  SA, near the left hand side of Figure 3.11. The 
output of the integer adder is delayed by the same number of cycles as it takes to  calculate the surface 
area of the AABB. Once ready, both are sent to  a floating-point multiplier. The output of the multiplier 
yields the SA{V i,)N l terms. These terms are then stored temporarily in a FIFO for later use, as shown in 
the figure.
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As the SA{Vl )N l terms eire being calculated, the raw, unmodified input strecim is also stored in the 
LIFO show near the top left of the diagram. The purpose of the LIFO is to help calculate the SA{Vfi)Nii  
term s. Reading from this LIFO provides the original input stream in reverse order (from right to  left).

Once all the SA(Vl )N l term s have been calculated and stored in the FIFO, the original input 
stream  is read from the LIFO and is passed through the same data  path  to obtain the SA{VR)N[t terms. 
As these terms begin to emerge, they are placed in a second LIFO, to  the right of the FIFO in the diagram. 
By reading the SA(Vl )N l and SA{Vn)Nfi terms from the FIFO and LIFO respectively, it is possible to 
calculate the full SAH cost of each split candidate in order by ptissing the terms into a final adder circuit, 
shown near the bottom of the figure. The unit keeps track of the lowest-cost split found so far. Once the 
cost for each split has been calculated, the unit outputs the lowest-cost split candidate in its assigned axis.

3.3.5 Tree Output and Format

The last m ajor component of the subtree builder is the logic which handles the BVH tree ou tpu t. Any 
design for such logic must first establish the storage format and data layout of the BVH data structure in 
memory. The AABB-index pair primitive format elected for use with the subtree builder naturally lends 
itself to a BVH storing indices at its leaves, as opposed to  the primitives themselves. It was therefore 
decided to utilise this format for the contents of the BVH leaves. 'Fhe first responsibility of the tree output 
logic is to  produce a compact list of primitive indices which leaf nodes of the BVH can index.

Indices Output

Before construction of the subtree begins, the subtree builder’s primitive buffers are first loaded with 
primitives. Since many pairs of primitive buffers can exist, primitives may be distributed over multiple 
pairs, and under the control of several different partitioning units. In fact, as each node in the hierarchy 
is constructed in a d a ta  parallel manner across multiple partitioning units, indices w ithin a given node 
are likely to be distributed over several buffers. Although this approach provides a way to  parallelise the 
com putation, it complicates tree output, as it is necessary to recombine several (and often a variable 
number) of indices from multiple sources which are operating somewhat asynchronously.

To solve this problem, a simple scheme was devised. Coupled with each partitioning unit in the 
design is a set of index output FIFOs, one for each thread present in the system. In term s of the design 
constants defined near the beginning of this chapter, the total number of such FIFOs in the subtree builder 
is therefore w  x Tsize .  When a partitioning unit encounters a leaf, if it controls any primitives contained 
in this leaf, it will write them  into its index ou tpu t FIFO tha t corresponds to the thread th a t the  leaf 
belongs to.

Each of these indices is stored in the FIFO along with two additional bits. The first bit is a valid 
bit, and indicates if the index is a true index, or whether it is a “null” index. The second bit is the last bit. 
The last bit constitutes a mechanism by which a partitioning unit can signal tha t this is the last index 
th a t it pMDSsesses for this particular leaf. As the build progresses and multiple leaves are encountered, it is 
possible for indices belonging to multiple leaves to be present in an index output FIFO a t any given time. 
The last bit allows the tree output logic to  delineate between indices belonging to these different leaves.

Figure 3.12 illustrates how index ou tpu t FIFOs are used to  reorder the indices for tree output. 
T he figure illustrates how index output occurs for a single thread, and a copy of this setup will exist for 
each thread in the subtree builder. Two FIFOs are shown to serve as a clear example of how the scheme 
operates, bu t the number of such FIFOs in a subtree builder will be greater in most instantiations. As
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each partition ing  un it possesses its own FIFO  for each th read , the two F IF O s shown in the figure belong 

to  different partition ing  units, bu t contain indices from the sam e thread  which m ust be recombined. Below 

the F IF O s is the logic which perform s this recombination. It achieves this by taking advantage of the  fact 

th a t since partition ing  un its cooperate to  construct a  leaf, they  will visit each leaf node in the  sam e order, 

and thus groups of indices will be in the sam e “leaf order” across the two FIFO s. Furtherm ore, valid and  

last b its  delineate  indices from different leaves.

T he selection logic collects indices from these FIFO s one leaf a t  a tim e, by keeping track  of the  last 

b its of th e  indices. A t th e  beginning of a  new leaf, th e  selection logic will read  p rim itives round -rob in  

from th e  F IFO s. If upon  reading an index it encounters a  la s t b it, it will s to p  read ing  from  th a t  F IF O  

until i t  has encountered  a  last b it from  all the  o th e r F IF O s. T h is ensures th a t  th e  read ing  of indices 

belonging to  fu tu re  leaves is postponed un til all indices from th e  cu rren t leaf have been read.

T his scheme depends on the  fact th a t a last b it m ust be received from each FIFO . However, the re  

will be a  reasonable chance th a t one or more partition ing  un its will no t be in control of any prim itives in a 

given leaf, especially when dealing w ith small leaf sizes. To address this case, a partition ing  unit can w rite 

a  “dum m y” index into its F IFO , w ith the  last bit set and  the valid b it imset. This signals to  the selection 

logic th a t the partitioning un it associated witli this F IFO  does not posses any prim itives contained in this 

leaf, bu t th a t  it is ready to  proceed w ith the next leaf. T he selection logic will thus discard the fake index 

and record th is fact in its in te rnal s ta te . Indices are read th rough  a  nm ltip lexer one a t  a  tim e from  th e  

group of F IFO s, and deposited  in to  a  24-bit x n  sh ift register. T h is sh ift register collects indices in to  a 

group of 71 so as to  m atch the  ou tpu t memory d a ta  w idth. One copy of th is selection logic exists for each 

th read  in the system . To w rite ou t indices to  memory, the sub tree  builder m ultiplexes the o u tp u t of th e  

shift registers into a  final o u tp u t FIFO .

A t th e  beginning of construction , the sub tree  bu ilder m ust be provided w ith an  address to  begin 

w riting indices. Since the  required m em ory size for indices is p redictable, dynam ic m em ory allocation  is 

not needed. In a  full system , it is the responsibility of the  logic calling upon a sub tree  builder to  ensure 

th a t sufficient space is available beginning a t the provided address to  w rite all of th e  indices.

BVH Node Output

T he second com ponent of th e  tree o u tp u t is the hierarchy nodes themselves. A sim ple form at was chosen 
for the nodes, and consists of two 192-bit words per node. T he first word stores a s tandard  32-bit floating 

point AABB. T he second w ord of th e  node contains two 32-b it po in ters which rep resen t po in ters to  its 

child nodes. O ne add itiona l b it in  th e  second w ord is used to  signify if th e  node is a  leaf or not. In the 

event th a t  th e  node is a leaf, th e  first of th e  32-bit po in ters is used to  sto re  an  index in to  th e  lis t of 

prim itive indices, and the second 32-bits are  used to  sto re  the num ber of prim itives in th e  leaf. T h e  rest 

of the  second word (127 b its ) is padded  to  sim plify the  h ardw are  design. T h is fo rm at thus resu lts  in a 

BVH node d a ta  s tru c tu re  384 b its in size, which is still reasonably  com pact.

T he node o u tp u t is in some ways sim pler than  the indices ou tpu t, and in o ther ways is much more 

complex. A lthough m ultiple partition ing  units cooperate to  construc t a  node, th e  required inform ation for 

assem bling the BVH node d a ta  struc tu re , such as th e  AABB, has already  been com bined from m ultip le 

sources w ith in  th e  su b tree  bu ilder itself and is available in ex isting  reg isters in the  system  (e.g. in th e  

th read  s ta te  registers). In addition , the sequencing of when to  w rite ou t the node can largely be derived 

from m onitoring the  o u tp u t signals of the various units; for example, m onitoring “D O N E” and “R E A D Y “ 

or “G O ” signals in th e  partition ing  units and SAH calcu lators is sufficient to  infer when the  tree o u tp u t
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F ig u re  3 .12: Schematic of the index selection logic showing multiplexing of two index sources associated 
with different partitioning units. The selection logic decides which source FIFO to read from next based on 
a simple scheme utilising two additional bits per entry in the FIFOs. The multiplexer reads an index from  
the source FIFO and places it into a n x24-b it shift register. This shift register is used to group indices 
together into data words that match the memory interface o f the subtree builder.

logic can safely latch the contents of these existing registers for the purposes of writing out a node.

Although indices are simply written as a consecutive list from the subtree builder, the BVH node 
da ta  layout is slightly more complex. As the subtree builder uses strict depth-first construction ordering, 
a depth-first tree ou tpu t is chosen also. During construction, when a node is w ritten out, construction 
proceeds with the left child, and the right child is pushed to  the stack. One difficulty with doing this is 
th a t if neither child node resulting from a split represents a leaf node, construction m ust proceed with 
one of them . It is not possible to know in advance how many nodes will be created before the other 
child will be popped from the stack and w ritten out (although the value is bounded by the remaining 
number of indices in the subtree). To deal with this, the A ABB of any internal node is first w ritten out, 
and the address is incremented by two, leaving a gap which will later be filled in by the child pointers. 
Simultaneously, the address of this gap is pushed to a stack. Gap addresses are continually pushed to 
a stack until a leaf node is encountered. In the case of a leaf, the stack is not needed and the pointers 
may be written out immediately along with the node A ABB. After writing the leaf, the stack is popped 
and since the next address represents the location needed to complete the child pointers a t the popped 
address, the child pointers can now be written out, filling the gap left earlier.

The second uncertainty w ith writing nodes is how many nodes will be w ritten  in to tal. For the 
BVH, this value is bounded by 2N  — 1 where N  is the number of primitives referenced by the BVH. 
However, in order to avoid wasting memory, a dynamic memory allocation scheme is built into the subtree 
builder. Wliile writing child nodes to  memory, the subtree builder will request blocks of a fixed size from 
an external source via its output ports. In a real system utilising the subtree builder, it is the responsibility 
of logic outside the subtree builder to respond to these requests, and to ensure th a t the blocks provided
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to  the subtree represent em pty memory. The node outpu t logic will w rite nodes consecutively into its 
currently assigned block, requesting a new block once it has exhausted its allocated space.
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3.4 System Integration and the Upper Builder

T he subtree builder represents a hardware device which is capable of constructing BVHs for a set of 
primitives up to a maximum size. Given th a t each primitive in the builder consumes 27 bytes of storage, 
even a few thousand primitives begins to consume a considerable quantity of memory, which would lead to 
prohibitively large primitive buffers for large scenes. The subtree builder is therefore by itself not capable 
of constructing BVHs for the kinds of scenes which modern interactive ray-tracers can render at interactive 
rates (such scenes are typically of the order of several hundred thousand to millions of primitives). This is 
not a problem, as the subtree builder is not designed to achieve this, but is a component intended to be 
included in a modular system alongside other components.

Ultimately, it is envisioned that the kind of hardware described in this thesis will be useful to future 
graphics processors. In its current form, the BVH construction hardware is most useful to ray-tracing 
processors specifically, but the broewd importance of spatial index structures laid out in Chapter 1 motivates 
its use in more conventional GPUs.

The decomposition of BVH construction into several components, one of which being the subtree 
builder, provides a immber of options for how to utilise the subtree builder in a real processor. Many 
architects propose that future processors will take advantage of heterogeneous architectures incorporating 
conventional multicore processors, stream  multiprocessors such as G PGPUs, and also custom logic to 
achieve efficiency by distributing different com putations to the most suitable subsystem s [CMHMIO). 
Such a computing model is already visible in a number of processors, including mobile processors such as 
NVIDIA Tegra [TMCS08], and even the recently proposed SGRT mobile ray-tracing processor [LSL*13]. 
Both of these systems combine conventional multicore, manycore and fixed-function components on the 
same die. Figure 3.13 shows the baaic model of how hardwiire BVH construction may be integrated into 
such a processor.

System Bus

Cache

CPU-type
Cores

GPGPU-type
Cores

Hardware
BVH

External DRAM

Figure 3.13: System  integration model. The hardware B V H  is connected to programmable cores to 
comprise a heterogeneous computing system.

The subtree builder is capable of constructing only binned SAH BVHs, but incorporating a subtree 
builder in a processor in this manner leads to quite a flexible BVH construction system. The programmable 
components could be leveraged to construct the upper levels of the hierarchy, while relying on the subtree 
builder to construct the lower levels, allowing full BVH construction for large scenes. It is likely th a t this 
approach would still realise the benefits of the custom BVH hardware to a large extent, as the majority of 
the workload even in a large scene will occur in the lower levels of the hierarchy. O ther possibilities for 
utilising one or more subtree builders in this kind of system include;
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•  Many Tenderers utilise a combination of rebuilding the BVH and refitting/updating mechanisms. By 
coupling the subtree builder with programmable components in this way, such an im plem entation 
would be trivial. This would particularly hold true for schemes such as selective restructuring 
[YCM07], which identifies subtrees in the hierarchy for rebuilding, while refitting others. Typically, 
subtrees near the bottom  of the hierarchy will undergo the most perturbation during scene motion, 
and thus the subtree builder would likely incur the greatest fraction of rebuilding duties under such 
a scheme.

•  Lazy hierarchy construction would likely be straightforward to implement. Programmable compon
ents could identify subtrees which are actually visited by rays, and request construction of these 
subtrees from the subtree builder,

•  Programmable components could also act as a “scene pre-processor” by implementing, for example, 
triangle pre-splitting using techniques such as th a t proposed by Ernst and Greiner [EG07], or 
techniques which build an SAH BVH over clusters of primitives, such as occurs in HLBVH-style 
builders [PLIO, G P M ll], or in pre-clustering methods such as the technique proposed by Garanzha 
[Gar09]. Many such techniques require little or no modification to the actual hierarchy construction, 
as, like scene primitives, clusters are typically also represented as AAfBBs. Moreover, these techniques 
often reduce the number of primitive elements involved in the build, potentially allowing the entire 
hierarchy construction portion of the algorithm to occur on-chip in the subtree builder.

A further interesting observation of integrating the subtree builder in this m anner is tha t existing 
on-chip memory resources, such as the  cache, could be utilised in place of the primitive buffers inside 
the subtree builders if desired. Interestingly, the recently proposed STRaTA architecture [KSS*13] builds 
upon the TRaX  traversal architecture by specialising a portion of the L2 cache for storing ray streams. 
Taking a more tightly integrated approach to the system in this m anner could improve efficiency by 
eliminating the hardware cost of dedicated buffers for the subtree biiilder.

3.4.1 U pper Builder

Although coupling the suV>tree builder by itself into a heterogeneous processor would allow for full hierarchy 
construction and support a variety of construction techniques, it may be desired to  construct the hierarchy 
entirely within a fixed-function BVH construction subsystem . To achieve this, subtree builders must 
be accompanied by logic to construct the upper levels of the hierarchy. This logic must be capable of 
interacting with external memory in order to deal w ith the larger working set involved in constructing 
upper nodes. As described a t the begiiming of Section 3.2, such logic was implemented as part of this 
project, and is term ed the Upper Builder.

The upper Vjuilder is responsible for performing exactly the same operations as the subtree builder, 
but for upper hierarchy nodes. This naturally leads to a component which is very similar to the subtree 
builder. The upper builder also contains partitioning units, binning units and an SAH calculator pair 
which are only modified slightly from their counterparts in the subtree builder. The principal differences 
between a subtree builder and the upper builder are as follows:

1. The upper builder reads and writes primitives frorn/to external memory in lieu of accessing on-chip 
prim itive buffers. It includes additional logic for efficiently utilising m odern DRAM systems, by 
reading primitives in bursts and buffering writes into bursts before they are requested.
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2. The upper builder contains no multitlireading support (only one thread is active in the upper builder). 
M ultithreading is unnecessary for the upper builder because it only constructs the uppermost nodes 
of the hierarchy, which usually contain thousands of primitives a t least, and which are read in 
long stream ing consecutive reads. Therefore the  stall incurred by waiting on the binning units 
and SAH calculators represents a negligible fraction of the overall execution time. Implementing 
m ultithreading in the upper builder would spend hardware resources while garnering almost no 
performance benefit.

3. Alongside constructing the upper levels of the hierarchy, the upper builder is responsible for providing 
subtrees to any subtree builders it is coimected to. When the upper builder encounters a node which 
encompasses a set of primitives th a t will fit inside the primitive buffers of a subtree builder, it fills 
the subtree builder with the primitives and issues a ‘GO’ signal to the subtree builder.

4. As described in Section 3.3.5, subtree builders m ust be provided with an address to  begin writing 
indices to. Additionally, they periodically request blocks of memory in which to w rite hierarchy 
nodes. The upper builder provides these services. The upper builder maintains a simple memory 
pool and arbitrates between potentially simultaneous block requests from multiple subtree builders.
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3.5 Implementation

To evaluate the architecture described in this chapter, it was implemented as a VHSIC Hardware 
Description Language (VHDL) model using only the synthesizable subset of the language. The model is 
written as synthesizable register transfer level (RTL) code (i.e. on the level of individual arithm etic units, 
shifters, registers, multiplexers, wires etc.). Each module in the system is im plem ented as a separate 
VHDL entity.

3.5.1 Primitive Modules

To implement such a large and complex design a t this level, library modules are required for the various 
floating-point units, SRAMs and register files as shown in schematics through this chapter. For these 
purposes, a library of configurable modules was created by the au thor and used throughout the design. 
Tat)le 3.1 summarises the characteristics of the floating-point (FP) units utilised throughout the design. 
All floating-point cores are IEEI3-754 compliant [IEE08], Similarly, Table 3.3 summarises the memory 
components used in the design. Unless otherwise stated , these characteristics apply system-wide. All 
units are fully pipelined. Latency refers to the pipeline length of the unit. A throughput of n  indicates 
tha t a result may be obtained every n  cycles.

IP  ty p e L a te n c y T h ro u g h p u t D e sc r ip tio n
FPADD 4 1 32-bit IEEIS-754 cxjmpliant floating-point adder.
FPSUB 4 1 32-bit IEEE-754 compliant floating-point subtracter.
FPMUL 4 1 32-bit IEEF^754 compliant floating-point multiplier.
FPDIV 12 1 32-bit IEEEI-754 compliant floating-point divider.
FPCM P 1 1 32-bit IEEI5-754 compliant floating-point comparator.

T ab le  3.1: The essential characteristics of the floating-point (FP) modules used in the implementation.

IP  ty p e L a te n c y T h ro u g h p u t D e sc r ip tio n
SRAM 1 or 2 1 Fast internal SRAM, various sizes.
FIFO 3 1 First-In, First-O ut Buffer, various sizes.
LIFO 1 or 2 1 Last-In, First-O ut Buffer, various sizes.

T ab le  3.2: The essential characteristics of the memory resources used in the implementation.

U n it L a te n c y T h ro u g h p u t
Primitive Buffer 2 1

Partitioning Unit 36 1
Binning Unit 32 1

SAH Calculator 73 73

T ab le  3.3: The essential characteristics of the higher-level units in the design.

3.5.2 Higher-Level Modules

Given these characteristics for primitive hardware components in the design, the following characteristics 
of the higher-level modules are obtained. The SAH Calculator is the only unit which has not been fully
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pipelined, and therefore has a much lower throughput. Pipelining of the unit would be possible, and 
would likely lead to  a more efficient architecture, but this is left to future work.

3.5.3 DRAM Model

To model DRAM interfaces, a generic Verilog DDR model from DRC com puter was used. This DDR 
model provides an interface with address and da ta  lines, a read /w rite  signal, burst length etc. Each 
memory chamiel at peak is capable of delivering one 192-bit word per cycle and supports burst and single 
transactions. Simulations were performed assuming th a t each memory chaimel could always provide data  
quickly when requested. This results in a somewhat “ideal” model of a real DRAM chip interface, as real 
systems are subject to a num ber of factors which reduce their real-world performance relative to  their 
theoretical maximum. However, as will be seen in C hapter 4, the bandw idth supplied from the DRAM 
ports to the BVH hardware is only a fraction of the bandw idth available to  most modern processors 
(less than a quarter in some cases). Furthermore, the BVH hardware for the most part generates highly 
contiguous access patterns (sweeps through memory) of the same type (either reads or writes), which is an 
ideal case for modern DRAM chips for reaching close to their theoretical maximum performance [RDK’OO]. 
For these reasons, it is highly likely that a real system could supply a similar effective bandwidth to that 
provided by the simplified model. It was thus reasoned th a t the simplified model was sufficient to  give 
reliable results.

3.5.4 Software and Testing

A variety of software was used to carry out the experiments detailed in Chapter 4.

• Q u e s ta s im  R T L  S im u la to r

To carry out RTL simulations of the architecture model, the Questasim RTL simulator from Mentor 
Graphics was used [Menl2]. Versions 6.6 and 10.0 were used throughout the project.

• In C y te  C h ip  E s t im a to r  To perform area and power estim ates of the BVH hardware, the free 
version of the InCyte Chip Estimator tool (version 6.1.0) from Cadence was used [Cad 14]. This tool 
takes a collection of higher-level statistics of a design as input (including clock frequency, technology 
node and number and type of hardware IP cores used in the design) and makes accurate area and 
power estim ates based on these.

• L e o n a rd o  S p e c tru m  To perform small auxiliary logic synthesis tasks to  assist in the InCyte chip 
estimations, the Leonardo Spectrum ASIC synthesis tool from Mentor Graphics was used. Release 
2011a was used in this project.

• m ike_rt

For many exploratory and testing purposes, a rnulticore-eiiabled CPU ray-tracer was implemented 
in full by the author. The application is w ritten in C. Parallel support is accomplished tlirough the 
p threads API, and frame buffer operations utilise the Simple Direct Media Layer (SDL) library 
[SDL13]. Integration with the popular Bullet Physics Engine was implemented also [Bull3]. The 
ray-tracer is a W hitted-style renderer, supporting shadows, reflection and refraction. Support for 
kd-trees, uniforms grids and BVHs is included. Importantly, BVH support includes a binned SAH 
builder which has been specifically tuned to produce identical trees to  the  proposed hardware. A
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O p tio n D e sc rip tio n
-m mode option, used to turn off rendering when only BVH statistics are desired.
-U Dum p all primitives in the order tha t the upper builder should hand them  off to  subtree 

builders in the BVH hardware.
-I Dump the leaf node indices of the BVH to a file after construction.
-N Dump the nodes of the BVH to a file after construction.
-b After loading an obj file into the renderer, dump the primitive AABBs in a format th a t the 

hardware understands.
-t Inform the renderer of the chosen subtree builder capacity. Used in the generation of other 

statistics.
-n Inform the renderer of the maximum number of threads supported in the subtree builder. 

Used in the generation of other statistics.

T ab le  3.4: mikejrt command-line options.

full SAH sweep huikl BVH was also implemented in mike_it for SAH quality comparisons [WBS07]. 
Furtherm ore, the mike_rt application supports many project-specific opierations, accessible via 
conmiand-line options, that cannot be found in other renderers, and th a t were used extensively to 
explore the behaviour of BVH construction under various conditions, and also for design testing. 
Table 3.4 lists project-specific niike_rt options.’

•  T es tin g

Testing of the architecture was achieved through tight integration of the Questasim RTL simulator 
and the mike_rt renderer via Makefiles. The hand-coded VHDL testbenches support extensive file 
logging and reporting. Equivalent procedures were implemented in the rnike_rt renderer, and diff 
operations allowed identification of bugs and issues. For more extensive tests, autom ated regression 
testing was implemented into these Makefiles which could be run outside of lab hours. Finally, 
various auxiliary tasks, such as file processing, were implemented with Python and bash scripts.

Summary
In this chapter, the design goals which guided the design and im plem entation of the BVH construction 
hardware were presented. Based on these guidelines, a top-level view of the architecture was arrived at, 
establishing the decomposition of the system into subtree builders and an upper builder. A detailed look 
a t the subtree builder m icroarchitecture was then presented. Low-level schematics showed the internal 
microarchitecture of each of the major components of the subtree builder, and a detailed account of their 
operation was given. Next, this chapter examined the tree output logic, including the storage format of 
the generated tree, as well as the mechanisms used to  generate it. Once the functioning of the subtree 
builder was established, the issue of system integration was addressed, as well as how the upper builder 
was derived from the more complex subtree builder microarchitecture. Finally, details on implementation 
and testing were documented.

In the next chapter, a thorough evaluation of the presented microarchitecture is conducted along a 
variety of metrics.

*mikc_rt also supports additional options which arc commonly found in o ther ray-traccrs, but they arc not listed here as 
they are numerous and are not of specific interest to the hardware.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter, a thorough evaluation of the proposed hardware is conducted. First, the set of test 
scenes used to evaluate the hardware are presented. Secondly, the param eter space of the subtree builder 
is explored, showing the behaviour of the builder under a rmmber of conditions. Finally, the subtree 
builder is combined with the upper builder presented in Chapter 3 to produce a fully fixed-function BVH 
construction solution. This hardware is evjiluated along a variety of metrics, including performance, area 
efficiency, power efficiency and the quality of the hierarchies j)roduced.

4.1 Test Scenes

To assist with the evaluation, a set of frequently used standard test scenes were collected from a variety of 
sources. Figure 4.1 shows this collection. Test scenes Marbles, Cloth, Fairy Forest and Exploding Dragon 
were taken from the U tah Animation Repository [Unil3], The Conference model was originally created by 
Anat Grynberg and Greg Ward, and the Sponza model was originally created by Marko Dobrovic, but the 
author’s copies of these scenes were obtained from Jacco Bikker’s website [Jacl3]. The Bunny, Armadillo, 
Dragon and Happy Buddha scenes were taken from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository [Stal3]. All 
models are triangle models.

The collection of models was chosen to represent a wide range of scene complexity. The collection is 
also purposely designed to incorporate a variety of triangle distributions, including small uniform triangles 
in models such as Stanford Armadillo and Stanford Dragon, and long, thin triangles found in architectural 
scenes such as Sponza and Conference. All of these scenes are widely used as benchmarks in academic 
publications on ray-tracing.

4.2 Subtree Builder Analysis

Given the separation by-design of the BVH hardware into subtree builders and upper builders (whether 
such upper builders represent further fixed-function or not), it will be informative to  first examine the 
subtree builder component in isolation, to determ ine how performance and efficiency varies across the 
various possible instantiations. Exploring the design space in this way will ultim ately allow the best 
instantiations for particular scenarios to be determined.

As the subtree builder is not designed to construct hierarchies for large scenes by itself (but only 
smaller subtrees), it is not possible to directly utilise the test scenes of Section 4.1 to perform this initial
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F ig u re  4.1: Test scenes used to evaluate the hardware BVH builder: (a) Marbles (8k), (b) Sponza (67k), 
(c) Bunny (69k), (d) Cloth (92k), (e) Fairy Forest (173k), (f) Exploding Dragon (252k), (g) Conference 
(282k), (h) Stanford Armadillo (385k), (i) Stanford Dragon (871k) and (j) Happy Buddha (1087k).

investigation. Rather than generating contrived test cases for the subtree builders, it would seern more 
prudent to utilise data from real-world test scenes in some form, so as to eliminate the possibility of 
anomalies arising from artificial or contrived data-sets.

To achieve this, a set of subtrees were extracted from the larger test scenes detailed in Section 4.1 in 
a specific way. The author’s CPU BVH builder was configured to build hierarchies for the larger data-sets, 
but only down to a large leaf size (8192 primitives for these experiments). As each leaf node naturally 
arises during the construction of the shallow tree, it represents a realistic build task. The contents of 
each shallow leaf was exported as a separate OBJ file from the mike.rt application and imported into the 
hardware simulations. Five subtrees were extracted from the data-sets; one each from Marbles, Cloth, 
Conference, Stanford Armadillo and Stanford Dragon. These models ranged from 4408 to 7488 primitives 
in size.

In these experiments, the capacity of the subtree builder was held constant at 8192 primitives. In 
deciding on the subtree builder capacity for the experiments, a number of factors were considered. In a 
system utilising the subtree builder to construct larger hierarchies, a larger buffer size should result in 
faster construction times, as more of the hierarchy can be built on-chip. On the other hand, the buffer 
sizes should remain within a reasonable hardware cost. In addition to this, the benefit of larger buffer sizes 
is also dependent on the performance at which the upper levels of the hierarchy can be constructed in any 
particular solution. Moreover, the size and nature of the input affects this. Smaller scenes or hierarchies 
being built from a few thousand pre-computed clusters (see Section 3.4) may not benefit from larger 
buffers, whereas a conventional BVH builder likely would (given its larger working set). In summary, the 
optimal subtree builder capacity is highly dependent on the intended use of the builder.

In light of these factors, a buffer capacity was chosen that was sufficient to thoroughly exercise the 
subtree builder, allowing the major trade-offs to emerge, while also being realistic in terms of hardware 
cost. 8192 primitives results in a total primitive buffer capacity of 432KB per subtree builder, whereas
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the L2 cache size of modern high performance CPUs is in the region of 1-2MB.
All results for the subtree builder were measured assuming that the subtree builder was completely 

unconstrained by memory bandwidth in writing out the hierarchy. The time to fill the subtree builder with 
primitives was also factored out. This was done to obtain a pure measure of construction performance, as 
both of these factors could be strongly affected by the performance of other components in any particular 
use case of the subtree builder component. In any case, a quick analysis shows th a t the tim e to  fill the 
subtree builder is 3.6% of the construction time on average (assuming th a t the maximum filling ra te  is 
met), and peaks at 8.8% in these measures. Assuming the maximum filling bandw idth can be m et, the 
filling time is entirely determined by the number of primitives and the number of separate write ports on 
the primitive buffers.

4.2.1 Performance Analysis

The first m ajor target for profiling is to investigate the variation in construction perform ance across 
a variety of instantiations of the subtree builder, and to identify the m ajor factors determ ining this 
performance in a variety of use cases. BVHs for each of the five smaller test scenes were constructed using 
a variety of instantiations, and the execution time (in clock cycles) was measured using RTL sinmlations.

Recall from Chapter 3 that a subtree builder instantiation is defined by three m ajor parameters:

• Wi dth  (w) This determ ines tlie number of partitioning units (w), prim itive buffers (2 x w) and 
binning units (3 x w).

• P r i m i t i v e  B u f fe r  Capac i ty  (P size) The number of primitives each primitive buffer can hold.

• N u m b e r  o f  C o n cu rr en t  Threads  (T size) This determ ines the immber of active construction 
paths being followed in the builder a t once (Tsize),  and also the number of SAH calculators present 
(2 X Tsize).

In addition to  these param eters, the runtim e param eter I determines the leaf size a t which 
construction will terminate. Although it does not affect the hardware instantiation, we will see tha t it has 
a strong effect on the choice of the other variables.

In these experiments, both w  and Tsize  were varied as powers of two from 2 to  16 inclusive. The 
total capacity of the subtree builders was held constant a t 8192 primitives, and the value of Psiz e  was 
varied to achieve this value for each instantiation (the number of primitive buffers is controlled by w, and 
so the size of each buffer Psize  must be changed to hold the capacity constant). The leaf size was varied 
as powers of two from 4 to 64 inclusive, which covers the full spread of leaf sizes commonly found in the 
literature for various traversal implementations. *

Figure 4.2 illustrates the main findings of these m easurem ents as plots showing the relationship 
between w, Ts ize  and speedup compared to  the simplest possible instantiation {w =  2, Tsize  =  2). The 
figure consists of four graphs; the top two graphs show the relationship for the smallest leaf sizes (4 and 
8), and the bottom  two graphs show how this relationship changes for larger leaf sizes (32 and 64).

We first turn our attention to  the upper two plots in Figure 4.2. The most salient feature of these 
plots is th a t they dem onstrate that, for small leaf sizes, the number of active threads (as determined by 
Tsize)  is by far the m ajor bottleneck to performance. Increasing the value of w  has little effect, unless

'M o s t published im plem enta tions utilise leaf sizes of ab o u t 2 - 1 0  triang les p er leaf [W al07, GLIO, E rn l2 ] . However, even 
very large leaf sizes can be  beneficial w ith som e traversal m ethods, as seen for exam ple w ith vertex culling im plem entations, 
which can sto re  dozens o r hun d red s of triang les per leaf while exh ib itin g  near o p tim al rendering  efficiency |Res07].
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F ig u re  4.2: Design space exploration of the subtree builder. Each graph shows the variation in performance 
of the subtree builder when varying w and T size for a different leaf size I. For each graph, w and Tsize  
are varied from 2 to 16. The top two graphs show the scaling behaviour of the subtree builder for relatively 
small leaf sizes, whereas the bottom graphs illustrate the behaviour for larger leaf sizes.

T size  is also increased. As T size  grows, the lines begin to diverge more and more (the effect of increasing 
w itself increases), as can be seen by comparing the T size  =  2 to the T size  =  16 data points in the top 
two plots.

Moving our attention to the bottom two plots reveals that quite a different picture is obtained 
for larger leaf sizes. In particular, the I =  64 plot on the lower right shows that for small values of w, 
increasing T size  has almost no effect on performance. Furthermore, the lines are much more clearly 
differentiated for all values of w compared to the I = 4 case, showing that w is the major bottleneck for 
large leaves.

The tojj-down construction method employed by the subtree builder allows us to view the algorithm 
as a combination of two processes; primitive partitioning and SAH evaluation. Given that w controls 
the number of partitioning and binning units, it essentially controls the throughput of the partitioning 
operations in the subtree builder. Similarly, T size  controls the number of concurrent SAH evaluations, 
and thus determines the throughput of SAH calculation. The much greater influence of multithreading 
for lower leaf sizes can be understood by observing the fact that, as the depth of the tree increases, the 
number of partitioning operations increases linearly (once per primitive per level of the tree), whereas the 
number of SAH evaluations increases exponentially (as the number of nodes in the tree more than doubles 
for each new level). Thus, SAH evaluations become much more frequent at smaller leaf sizes. The time
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F ig u re  4 .3 : Effect o f leaf size on construction performance. Increasing the leaf size always results in 
faster hierarchy construction, but the degree of speedup is dependent on the particular instantiation of the 
subtree builder.

spent waiting on SAH evaluations to complete therefore becomes a larger proportion of the construction 
time, leading to  poor utilisation of the partitioning and binning units if a larger number of threads is not 
available for them to switch between when they become idle.

In any case, these plots show th a t the m ultithreading feature of the subtree builder is effective 
for the most common range of leaf sizes seen in interactive ray tracers (/ < 10). For leaf sizes such as 
these, increasing the number of threads results in as much as a 5x speedup moving from 2 to 16 threads, 
depending on the value of w and I. In fact, increasing T size  is the only way to achieve significant speedup 
for constructing such deep hierarchies, within this range of instantiation parameters. For larger leaf sizes, 
performance is more sensitive to  the value of w, and thus the speed of partitioning operations.

Effect of Leaf Size on Absolute C onstruction Performance

It has now been established tha t leaf size I plays a central role in determining the performance bottleneck 
in the subtree builder. Another im portant question is how absolute performance is influenced by leaf size. 
Figure 4.3 documents this behaviour.

Algorithmically, as the leaf size is increased, smaller trees will be produced, resulting in less work 
being performed. Therefore, we would expect a significant reduction in construction tim e as leaf size 
increases. Figure 4.3 shows the sum of the execution time (in clock cycles) of the five smaller testscenes
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across the full range of subtree builder instantiations. Each plot corresponds to a different value of Tsize ,  
and each plot shows how construction tim e varies by increasing leaf size for each value of w.

Examining Figure 4.3 confirms tha t leaf size is a strong determinant of execution time, but reveals 
th a t the degree to which execution tim e is reduced is strongly dependent on the o ther variables in the 
system also. If we turn our attention to the top left of the figure {Tsize = 2), we notice a large reduction 
in execution time of approxim ately one order of m agnitude moving from a leaf size of 4 to  a leaf size 
of 64. However, when Ts ize  is set to 16 in the bottom  right graph, the reduction in execution tim e is 
only around 2 - 3x . In fact, a consistent downward trend in the speedup achieved is observed as T s i z e  is 
increased from graph to graph.

The reason why such a pronounced difference is observed between the two situations lies in the effect 
of utilisation. Increasing Ts ize  improves utilisation in the subtree builder by allowing the partitioning 
and binning units to switch threads when they become idle. This fact was illustrated in Figure 4.2 as 
increasing w  only had an effect when T si ze  wais also increased.

W hen the number of threads in the system is small (e.g. T s iz e  = 2), the construction of small 
nodes in the hierarchy is disproportionally expensive, £is a low number of these small jobs (low Tsize)  is 
not sufficient to  keep the various units busy. As a result, when building down to a small leaf size, more 
genuine work and more stalling are incurred. Wlien construction is terminated at a large leaf size (such as 
I =  64), utilisation is much improved, as large nodes axe more capable of keeping the units busy, even when 
there is only a small number of them active in the system at any one time. In this case, the reduction in 
execution time is more a result of less genuine work being performed, rather than the avoidance of stalls.

It is clear from these findings, that much attention must be paid to choosing an appropriate number 
of each type of unit in the design for its desired purpose, and th a t poor utilisation can arise if the 
instantiation param eters are not carefully chosen.

Implication for Reconfigurable System s

In this section, it was dem onstrated th a t the chosen leaf size has a strong effect on the performance 
of a given instantiation  of the subtree builder. It was shown, for example, th a t increasing the number 
of SAH calculators is most beneficial when small leaves are desired, and is almost unnecessary when 
large leaves of 64 primitives or more are called for (unless w  is very large). This observation leads to an 
interesting corollary. Some researchers working in the field of ray-tracing hardware have projx>sed the 
use of reconfigurable hardware for implementing more fixed-function aspects of the ray-tracing pipeline 
[KSS*13, LSL*13]. This offers the advantage th a t a hardware algorithm need not be entirely fixed at 
the m anufacturing stage, but can be dynamically instantiated  in the reconfigurable fabric before or 
during execution. As mentioned previously in this section, the optim al leaf size can vary widely across 
different ray-tracing algorithms, generally being below ten primitives per leaf, but rising to several dozen 
or hundreds for vertex culling implementations. As we have also established th a t the dominant bottleneck 
in the subtree builder depends quite heavily on the desired leaf size, it may be beneficial in a reconfigurable 
system to dynamiceJly configure the most effective instantiation depending on the requirements of whatever 
traversal method is currently in use.
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4.3 Full BVH Builder Analysis

Now th a t the behaviour of the subtree builder has been established in some detail, we can tu rn  our 
attention to the ultim ate goal of evaluating the performance of the BVH hardware when integrated in a 
system tha t is capable of constructing hierarchies for scenes of arbitrary size. As discussed in Section 3.4, 
there are many possibilities for constructing such a system, and the current experimental platform adopts 
an upper builder approach, where a cut-down, single-threaded builder is used to construct the upper levels 
of the tree in DRAM.

The RTL code implementing the BVH hardware is highly configurable and a large num ber of 
instantiations are possible. For example, the data  of Figure 4.2 encompasses 64 configurations of the 
subtree builder alone (including I). By including the upper builder, we must also factor in the number of 
RAM pairs and the number of subtree builders themselves, which, within realistic parameters, multiplies 
the design space by a t least another 16 x . Given th a t hardware simulations can take several days, 
comprehensive coverage of this space for substantial scenes is not feasible with such a detailed simulation 
model.

As a result of a num ber of ad-hoc experiments, two instantiations were selected for detailed 
examination. 'I'he first instantiation, which we will call “HWBVH-C” is a compact instantiation th a t is 
designed to  consume few hardware resources, and thus could be suitable for inclusion in a mobile device. 
The second instantiation we shall call “HWBVH-HP” , a high-performance instantiation which is designed 
to com pete with the performance of highly-optimised software im plem entations, while also consuming 
relatively few hardware resources.

As we wish to construct hierarchies th a t will be useful to a typical interactive ray-tracer, both 
instantiations are configured to construct deep trees with a leaf size of 4, which is a typical value for many 
software ray-tracers ’ . As was established in Section 4.2.1, the chosen leaf size strongly influences the 
efficiency of a given subtree builder instantiation, with the number of threads (Tsize)  being much more 
im portant for overall performance for small leaf sizes. This information was used to inform the selection of 
subtree builder for these experiments. Both HWBVH-C and HWBVH-HP utilise the same subtree builder 
configuration. In each case, the subtree builders always use 16 bins (the maximum currently supported 
in the hardware) and always check all three axes for SAH evaluations. Table 4.1 details the full set of 
parameters.

In s ta n c e C lock  F req . #  o f  R A M  p a irs #  o f  S u b tre e  B u ild e rs w T s i z e
HWBVH-C 250 MHz 1 1 4 8
HWBVH-HP 500 MHz 2 2 4 8

T ab le  4 .1: Tested HW D VH  Instantiations.

For clock speeds, very conservative values are assumed for these simulations. Both values are similar 
to those assumed in other works on ray-tracing architecture [SBK*08, NPP*11]. The faster speed of 500 
MHz is only one-third to  one-half the clock frequency of a typical manycore platform. For example, the 
NVIDIA GTX 580, released in 2010, clocks its shader cores at 1544MHz, and the recent Intel Xeon Phi 
Coprocessor 7120D runs its 61 cores a t 1238MHz, and can turbo boost to as high as 1333MHz. For CPUs, 
the AMD FX-9590 runs at 4700 MHz; a clock rate th a t is almost a full order of magnitude faster than is 
assumed here.

'F o r instance, the  default param eters for the  bvh2 da ta  structure in Intel Embrcc produces leaves of approximately this 
size.
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To model external memory, the DRAM model described in Section 3.5.3 was utilised. Each memory 
channel in a RAM pair at peak is capable of delivering one 192-bit word per cycle, and runs a t the same 
clock frequency as its attached BVH hardware instantiation. The highest bandwidth delivered is therefore 
to the HW BVH-HP instantiation, a t around 44G B/s max. Again, this is very conservative, as memory 
systems on modern manycore chips often deliver in excess of 200GB/s of bandwidth.

The BVH hardware is intended to reside on-chip as a device on the system bus, ra ther than  an 
off-chip co-processor. For this reason, no communication with a host CPU  or GPU is included in the 

execution times.

4.3.1 Performance Analysis

To evaluate the construction performance of the BVH hardware, both instantiations were compared to 
four other published BVH builders. Each builder is the highest-performing implementation of its kind to 
the author’s knowledge. All builders are specifically optimised for ray-tracing applications.

The first two builders represent the state-of-the-art in top-down burned SAH BVH construction, with 
an Intel MIC implementation by Wald [Wall2], and the highly-optimised bvh2 binned SAH implementation 
available in the Intel Embree set of ray-tracing kernels [Ernl2]. The Enibree code was executed on the 
most powerful machine available to the author, a dual CPU Intel Xeon E5-2620 system featuring 12 cores 
running a t 2 GHz and 32 GB of RAM. During execution, examining htop confirmed th a t Embree was 
using all 24 hardware threads on this machine.

The second two builders are more approxim ate hybrid-style builders; the first being the fastest 
published im plem entation of HLBVH [G PM ll], and the second being the refinement-based TRBV II 
[KA13]. In the case of TRBVH, results are shown for the “non-splitting” version of the builder, which is 
the fastest version of this algorithm.

As simulating the BVH hardware in the Questasim RTL sinmlator was extremely time-consuming 
(the larger scenes took several days to simulate), it was infeasible to build each frame of the animated test 
scenes used in tliis evaluation (Marbles, Cloth, Fairy Forest and Exploding Dragon). For these scenes, the 
middle keyframe was used. Figure 4.4 summarises the performance results. Note tha t da ta  for all scenes 
was not available for each implementation, as different publications use slightly different test scenes.

Taking first the HWBVH-C instantiation, it is evident from the figure th a t this instantiation is 
capable of constructing hierarchies in some cases more quickly than the Intel MIC im plem entation and 
also Embree running on the dual Xeon system. Only for the two largest scenes (Dragon and Buddha) is 
HWBVH-C significantly slower than these platforms. As HWBVH-C is designed primarily for efficiency, 
this can be considered a positive result. Section 4.3.4 completes this picture by comparing these systems 
in term s of area and power efficiency.

By examining the performance figures for HWBVH-HP, it is clear tha t this instantiation far exceeds 
the performance of state-of-the-art binned builders executing on high performance manycore and multicore 
architectures by a factor of between 3 and lOx. Comparing HWBVH-HP to the TRBVH executing on a 
GTX T itan shows tha t it can approximately match the performance of this implementation, being slightly 
slower only on Buddha and actually faster on some of the other scenes. This is significant, as the TRBVH 
represents a less costly algoritlun, and is executing on one of the most powerful GPUs ever released at the 
time of writing. Once again, the full picture of how these implementations compare will become apparent 
when power and area efficiency are taken into account.

Overall, the HLBVH implementation delivers the fastest construction times in most cases. However,
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F igure 4.4: C onstruction performance o f the B V H  hardware vs. competing software B V H  builders.

comparing H LB V H  d irectly  to  the binned builders shown in th is comparison, and even T R B V H , hides the 

fact th a t H LBV H  represents a vastly different point in the tradeoff between construction performance and 

traversal efficiency. As a result o f th is , H LI3V H  usually delivers considerably lower q u a lity  hierarchies. 

The qua lity  of H fjB V H  hierarchies is fu rther elaborated on in Section 4.3.3. Even so, the B V H  hardware is 

actua lly  cai)able o f constructing hierarchies for some scenes in fewer clock cycles than H LB V H , extrapolating 

from  the construction times and clock frequency o f the GPU.

Overall, we observe tha t our implem entation can deliver high quality, high performance binned SAH 

builds a t speeds faster than current m ulticore and manycore im i)lenientations. Th is  high performance is 

achieved th rough low -la tency /h igh -bandw id th  p rim itive  buffers de livering  very effic ient streamed da ta  

access to  the rest o f the c ircu it, which consists o f a set of very fast dedicated units for the expensive SAH 

evaluation and binning.

4.3.2 Memory Behaviour

Another im portan t consideration for the B V H  hardware is the overall memory behaviour th a t i t  exhibits. 

There are a number of im portan t aspects of memory behaviour, bu t three are o f pa rticu la r importance; the 

to ta l memory bandwidth consumed (i.e. to ta l memory tra ffic  generated), the to ta l foo tp rin t o f tem porary 

da ta  used du ring  construction , and the  m em ory fo o tp rin t o f the o u tp u t h ierarchy itse lf. Furtherm ore, 

meeisuring the relative con tribu tion  o f each type o f data element to  these figures w ill be useful, as i t  may 

in fo rm  fu tu re  optim isations.

Bandwidth Utilisation

We firs t tu rn  our a tten tion  to  the to ta l mem ory bandw id th  consumed d u ring  construction . M em ory 

tra ffic  in  the B V H  hardware can be broken down in to  four sources: 1) the  da ta  read from  m em ory fo r 

calculating the in it ia l scene A A B B ; 2) the data read and w ritten  by the upper builder (A ABBs and indices) 

fo r constructing  the upper levels o f the hierarchy (we shall call th is  “U pper S ort” ); 3) the bandw id th  

consumed in w ritin g  ou t hierarchy nodes; and 4) the bandwidth consumed in w rit in g  out hierarchy indices.

Regardless of the parameters used to instantiate the hardware, the data read to calculate the in itia l 

scene A A B B  and the size o f the o u tp u t hierarchy w ill be the  same. The on ly  other source o f m em ory
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increases reliably with the scene size (scene size is ascending from  left to right). Each cluster o f bars 
shows the memory traffic generated using a different prim itive buffer capacity for the subtree buUders in 
the system. I t is clear that the m em ory traffic generated by the upper builder in constructing the upper 
nodes ( “Upper S o rt”) dominates the m em ory traffic, and becomes an increasingly larger portion o f the 
traffic as the scene size increases.
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T ab le  4.2: Memory footprint (in M B) of hierarchy construction for each of the test scenes.

traffic is the “Upper Sort” , and this will depend on the size of the primitive buffers in the subtree builders 
in any given instantiation of the hardware. Therefore, HWBVH-C and HW BVH-HP will generate the 
same total amount of memory traffic over hierarchy construction, as their subtree builder capacities are 
the same. Increasing the size of these buffers will allow the upper builder to hand off subtrees earlier to 
the subtree builders, thus reducing the traffic generated in the “Upper Sort” phase. To investigate the 
effect of changing primitive buffer capacity on total external memory traffic, each scene was constructed 
using subtree builder capacities of 4096, 8192 and 16384 primitives. Figure 4.5 shows the breakdown of 
the total memory traffic consumed during hierarchy construction.

A number of importsint observations can be made from Figure 4.5. As would be expected, the total 
amount of memory traffic consumed increases as the scene size increases. The AABB cedculation and tree 
output consume only a small fraction of the total bandwidth, whereas the Upper Sort dominates memory 
traffic in all cases. Moreover, increasing the size of the subtree builder capacity has only a  modest effect 
on the total bandwidth consumed. This modest gain can be explained by the fact that, since nodes in any 
given level of the tree will encompass approxim ately half the num ber of primitives as those nodes one 
level up in the tree, doubling the subtree builder capacity should transfer about one level of hierarchy 
construction from the upper builders to the subtree builders. The upper builder will usually build several
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levels of the tree for the larger scenes shown here (around 6 or 7), so the reduction is not dramatic.

Bandwidth figures are typically not given in hierarchy construction papers, and the only figures 
available for comparison were to  be foimd in the HLBVH implementation by Pantaleoni and Luebke [PLIO]. 
Referring to these numbers shows th a t the BVH hardware consumes about 2-3 x less to tal bandw idth 
compared to this implementation. Such bandw idth savings could be an advantage when running other 
tasks in parallel with the builder such as concurrent rendering/hierarchy construction.

Memory Footprint

A second im portant aspect of memory behaviour is the memory footprint required by the construction 
process. These values are insensitive to  all instantiation param eters of the subtree builder. In the case 
th a t multiple memory channels are used, the footprint will be evenly spread over the different memories. 
Table 4,2 lists the memory footprint for each test scene in megabytes. This footprint does not include the 
tree output, but only tem porary data.

The memory footprint consists entirely of two copies each of the primitive AABBs and the list of 
primitive indices. As there is one AABB and one index per primitive, each consumes a fixed portion of 
the memory footprint, regardless of the scene. If 32-bit floating point AABBs and 24-bit indices are used 
(as is the case here), then 89% of the footprint consists of the AABBs.

4.3.3 Tree Quality

In ray-tracing applications, overall performance is determ ined not only by the speed of spatial index 
construction, but also on the efficiency of rendering. While many factors affect the  efficiency of ray 
traversal and intersection in such applications, the efficacy of the da ta  struc tu re  at culling superfluous 
intersection tests is one of the most dominant. Ultimately, the goal in an interactive ray-tracer is to 
minimise the time to image:

tim e to image =  spatial index construction tim e + rendering tim e  (4.1)

The accepted procedure for assessing the quality of any new construction approach is to compare 
its expected traversal efficiency with that of an established “gold standard” reference builder. Easily the 
most widely used method of estimating the efficiency of ray-tracing d a ta  structures is by using the SAH. 
Just as the SAH can be used for estimating the cost of splitting a node, it can also be used for estimating 
the quality of the entire hierarchy. A number of similar formulae have been devised for assessing the ray 
traversal efficiency of a given hierarchy. Most of these have been based on the SAH. In these measures, 
the recently proposed recursive formula for the SAH cost C  was used [PLIO]; '

'A n  a lte rn a tiv e  form ula w hich gives very  sim ilar resu lts w as p resen ted  by W ald c t  al. [WBS07].
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[Wall2] [Ernl2) [PLIO] [KA13] HWBVH
B inned  SA H B inned  SA H SA H  H L B V H T R B V H B in n ed  SA H

Marbles - 106% - - 101%
Sponza - 98% - - 103%
Bunny - 103% - - 101%
Cloth - 103% - - 101%
Fairy Forest 100% 100% - 99% 103%
DragBun 103% 117% - - 105%
Conference 101% 97% - 83% 114%
Armadillo - 108% 109% 106% 100%
Dragon - 101% 112% 107% 101%
Buddha - 103% 114% 106% 102%
M ean 102% 103% 112% 101% 103%
M edian 101% 103% 112% 106% 102%
M in 100% 97% 109% 83% 100%
M ax 103% 117% 114% 107% 114%

T a b le  4 .3 : Com parison of the SAH  costs produced by the BV H  hardware with those of com peting
im plem entations. Tree costs fo r HLDVH are taken from  the original H LBVH  by Pantaleoni and Luebke 
[PLlOj. Although triangle splitting can be enabled in TRBVH , quality results are shown fo r  the “non- 
splitting" version, which is the version used fo r  the performance estim ates in  Section 4-3.1. Actual SAH  
costs and node sta tistics fo r  the BVH  hardware and fo r  the author’s sweep builder are included in Table 4 - 4 -

^ c h i l d r e .n

C{jlodc^ =  T\ ‘ ^children ^   ̂ • Pfini^cHUdi')

C {lea f ')  —  T 2  • ^children  

area{node)
Phitinode) =

area{paren t)

where T1 and T2 are the cost o f intersecting a bounding box and a scene primitive respectively, and 

Phit{node) is the probability of intersecting a node assuming that a given ray has intersected its parent. 

Following the original authors, T1 and T 2  are both set to 1 in these measurements.

Since both BVH hardware instantiations use the same binning method and termination criterion, they 

produce identical hierarchies. To establish the quality of the trees produced by the BVH hardware, their 

SAH  costs were measured using the equation above.  ̂ A full SAH sweep builder was also implemented in 

mike_rt as the gold standard [WBS07], and supports full SAH-driven leaf node termination. By definition, 

the SAH cost of the sweep builder is taken as 100%, and all costs are expressed relative to the sweep builder 

cost. In these measurements, the BVH hardware samples all three axes with 16 bins, and terminates at a 

fixed 4 triangles per leaf. In this comparison, it is SAH cost that is measured, and so lower values are 

better. Table 4.3 summarises the results.

A number of important observations are to be made in this data. Firstly, it is evident from the data  

that the BVH hardware produces quite similar SAH costs compared to the two state-of-the-art binned 

SAH implementations, with similar mean and median values. Furthermore, the table replicates the known

^To o b ta in  m ore com parab le  cost estim ates , th is  equation  was also im plem ented  inside Em bree as an  ad d itio n a l m eth o d  
in th e  “bvh2” class. E m bree’s own quality  m etric  differs som ew hat from th e  m ore com m only used m etrics.
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B V H  H a rd w a re #  n o d es S w eep  B u ild e r #  n o d e s
Marbles 125.6 5,827 124.2 6,009
Sponza 118.4 43,057 115.7 42,903
Bimny 57.85 42,469 57.24 49,157
Cloth 46.52 59,501 46.0 63,445

Fairy Forest 50.43 112,059 49.0 106,387
Drag. Bun. 32.8 168,407 31.4 175,553
Conference 79.0 185,221 69.4 177,255
Armadillo 52.8 208,089 52.6 253,565

Dragon 90.2 575,971 88.8 575,571
Buddha 102.0 719,903 100.6 715,635

T ab le  4 .4 : SA H  costs and number o f hiemrchy nodes for both the DVH hardware and the reference sweep 
builder, with K I  and K T  set to 1.

result th a t biiiiiecl SAH algorithms usually give SAH costs very close to  full sweep builders. For the BVH 
hardware, an exception to this can be seen with the Conference scene (SAH cost of 114%), which is not 
surprising as other researchers have noted difficulty with binned builders in this scene |Wal07, LGS*09]. 
This is likely the result of large triangles in this scene causing a higher degree of node overlap in the 
hierarchy.

Compared to  the HLBVH im plem entation, we see significantly higher quality across the board 
for the binned SAH builders, including the BVH hardware. This is expected, as the HLBVH performs 
SAH-driven splitting on only a small fraction of the hierarchy nodes, with the rest of the hierarchy 
effectively split on the spatial median. Comparing to  TRBVH shows tha t this algorithm performs quite 
well on scenes featuring large triangles (Fairy Forest and Conference) when compared to  the binned 
builders, but seems to  deliver slightly lower quality hierarchies for scenes with evenly-sized geometry, such 
as on the scaimed models like Armadillo and Dragon.

In summary, the BVH hardware delivers hierarchies of competitive quality to many other interactive 
builders, and approxim ately m atches existing binned SAH implementations. Moreover, there are many 
possible optim isations for improving tree quality in future versions of the hardware. Firstly, increasing 
the num ber of bins utilised in the upper builder would result in only a negligible increase in hardware 
cost and construction time, but could deliver significant quality improvements. Increasing the number of 
bins utilised in the subtree builders would be more costly, both  in term s of hardware and construction 
performance, bu t m itigating this cost would be a potentially useful avenue for further investigation. 
Additionally, the BVH hardw are is compatible with various triangle pre-splitting schemes, such as the 
technique of Ernst and Greiner [EG07], which is likely to significantly improve hierarchy quality for scenes 
with uneven triangle sizes such as Conference.

One final point which should be acknowledged is th a t recent work has shown th a t the  SAH is 
a som ewhat imperfect predictor of the ray-tracing performance of BVHs [AKL13]. However, although 
imperfect, this work demonstrates tha t the SAH provides at least a rough estimate of practical ray-tracing 
performance. Specifically, the SAH achieves an average correlation of 0.915 with practical performance 
over 22 test scenes in this paper, which rises to 0.933 on SIMD architectures. Furthermore, it has been 
established in other works th a t the binned approach does indeed yield practical performance very similar 
to full sweep builds when the build param eters are similar to  those used in this thesis [Wal07, LGS*09]. 
Therefore, the author considers these results to be a fair representation of the efficiency of the hierarchies 
produced by the BVH hardware.
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4.3.4 Area and Power

It is envisaged th a t the BVH hardware could be useful to a heterogeneous graphics processor. Since 
including the unit in such a processor would consume additional hardware real-estate, it is im portant to 
estimate the area cost of including it in such a system. Furthermore, as w e is  argued in Chapter 1, power 
consumption heis become one of the most important meeisures of computing efficiency. It is thus important 
to  estim ate the  degree to  which the BVH hardware could contribute to power efficiency in a hardware 
rendering system.

To perform such an analysis, the free version of the Cadence InCyte Chip Estim ator was used to 
estim ate area and power based on a variety of macro-level statistics, including the number and type of 
hardware intellectual property (IP) needed (floating-point units, register space, SRAM, etc.), the expected 
clock frequency, and the desired technology node.

Estimation Procedure

The first step in this estim ation process is to  tabulate  the number and type of the m ajor hardware IP 
components in the design. Table 4.5 shows the required number of floating-point cores, register space 
and SRAM needed for each m ajor design unit in the subtree builder. Similarly, Tables 4.6 and 4.7 
show similar tabulations for the upper builders featured in HWBVH-C and HWBVH-HP respectively. 
Table 4.8 shows the overall totals of the two builder instantiations. These tables in themselves represent a 
technology-generic expression of required resources.

Based on these tabulations, a separate InCyte Chip Estim ator project was created for the HWT3VH- 
C and HWBVH-HP. InCyte allows estimations to be performed for entire cliips, but breaks down resources 
into a number of components, including the core logic, which will allow us to examine the area and power 
of the BVH builder hardware in isolation.

On startup , InCyte launches the Quick Estim ation wizard, which collects the most im portant 
a ttribu tes of the design for estim ation, including expected clock frequency, number and type of the IP 
cores used, and the technology node desired. Using these tabulations, IP cores were selected from the 
InCyte library which most closely matched the IP utilised in the design.

The free version of InCyte used in these estim ates is feature-limited. In particular, the lowest 
technology node which can be used in estimations is 65nm. To perform estimates, InCyte provides a library 
of IP with each technology node, with some IP only available in certain nodes. By careful examination of 
these libraries, it was found tha t the 90rmi IP library provided IP that was most similar to the IP utilised 
in the BVH hardware. Therefore, estimates were performed for the 90nm technology node.

InCyte’s fundamental estimation approach is based on choosing IP from its internal libraries which 
most closely m atch the IP used in the  design. To m atch the floating-point cores featured in the  BVH 
hardware, the corresponding FP units from the Digital Core Design IP library in InCyte were chosen, 
as these closely matched the param eters of the cores utilised in the BVH hardware. As a floating-point 
comparator is not featured in this library, the comparator utilised in the BVH hardware was synthesised to 
an ASIC standard cell library in the Mentor Graphics Leonardo Spectrum tool. InCyte fillows specifying 
custom IP by gate count, and so the results of this synthesis were used to define the comparator in InCyte, 
as consisting of 235 gates.

Given the large size of the primitive buffers, it is likely these would be implemented in SRAM. 
Therefore, we must add 432KB of SRAM for each subtree builder in the tabulations.

The final value to be delivered to InCyte is the number of miscellaneous gates in the  design which
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P a r t .  U n it B in. U nit SA H  Calc. T ree O u tp u t D esign T otal
#  Used 4 4 16 1

FP ADD 1 3 9 0 160
FP SUB 3 9 9 0 192
FP MUL 1 3 12 0 208
FP DIV 1 3 0 0 16

FP CMP 0 0 144 0 2304
FXD-FLT 0 0 3 0 48
FLT-FXD 1 3 0 0 16

REG 2KB 4KB 9KB 256KB 422KB

Table 4.5: Total number of floating point cores and register space needed to implement the subtree builder.

P a r t .  U n it B in. U nit SA H Calc. Tree O u tp u t D esign T otal
#  Used 1 1 2 1

FP ADD 1 3 9 0 22
FP SUB 3 9 9 0 30
FP MUL 1 3 12 0 28
FP DIV 1 3 0 0 4
FP CMP 6 0 36 0 78
FXD-FLT 0 0 3 0 6
FLT-FXD 1 3 0 0 4

REG 147KB 4KB 6KB 4KB 164KB

Table 4.6: Total number of floating point cores and. register space needed to implement the HWBVH-C  
upper builder.

P a r t .  U n it B in. U nit SA H Calc. Tree O u tp u t D esign Total
#  Used 2 2 2 1

FP ADD 1 3 9 0 26
FP SUB 3 9 9 0 42
FP MUL 1 3 12 0 32
FP DIV 1 3 0 0 8
FP CMP 12 0 72 0 168
FXD-FLT 0 0 3 0 6
FLT-FXD 1 3 0 0 8

REG 147KB 4KB 7KB 4KB 316KB

Table 4.7: Total number of floating point cores and register space needed to implement the HWBVH-HP 
upper builder.

H W B V H -C H W B V H -H P
FP ADD 182 346
FP SUB 222 426
FP MUL 236 448
FP DIV 20 40
FP CMP 2382 4776
FXD-FLT 54 102
FLT-FXD 20 40
REG (KB) 587 1161

SRAM (KB) 432 864

T able 4.8: System totals for HWBVH-C and HWBVH-HP.
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HW ^BYH-C H W ^B V H -H P
Technology Node 

Random Logic 
Clock Speed 

Number of SRAM bits 
Number of RF bits

090 nm 
2,480,000 gates 

250 MHz 
3,538,944 
4,808,704

090 nm 
4,850,000 gates 

500 MHz 
7,077,888 
9,510,912

T ab le  4.9: Values chosen fo r  the InCyte chip estimator options. All other values in the tool were left at 
defaults.

H V ^ V H - C H W B V H -H P
Die Area 

Die Dimensions 
Total Equivalent Gates 

Active Power 
Standby Leakage 

Total Power 
Technology

55.947 mm^
7.480 m m x 7.480 mm 

13,479,356 gates 
5.902 W 

120.312 mW 
6.023 W 

90nm/Generic Foundry

105.787 mm"  ̂
10.285 m m x 10.285 mm 

26,359,541 gates 
25.179 W 

218.808 mW 
25.398 W 

90nm/Generic Foundry

T ab le  4.10: InCyte Chip Estimator area and power estimates fo r  HW DVH-C and HWDVH-HP.

are not covered by floating-point cores, register space or SRAM. To account for these, miscellaneous logic 
was added to consume 20% of the core area in the final InCyte estimations. This value is borrowed from 
the work of Nah et al. [NPP’ ll] , who use a similar value for estim ating the overhead of miscellaneous 
logic in their traversal engine. In fact, the estim ation procedure presented here overall is not dissimilar 
from tha t of Nah et al.

Table 4.9 gives the full list of parameters given to InCyte for the two BVH hardware instantiations. 
All other values were left at defaults.

Estimation Results

Table 4.10 shows the resulting datasheets for both instantiations of the hardware, reproduced directly from 
the InCyte software. Even in 90 nm, it is clear th a t both instantiations of the BVH consume relatively 
little  hardware. Comparing to a recent manycore chip, the NVIDIA GTX T itan  (as was used in the 
TRBVH im plem entation in the performance comparisons of Section 4.3.1) utilises a 561 mni^ die size 
a t 28 nm, and die photos suggest th a t the vast m ajority of this space is spent on the program m able 
shader cores (i.e. the resources contributing to the performance of BVH construction on th a t platform). 
The values of 55.947 mm^ and 105.787 mrn^ for the die area estimations are significant, especially since 
they are measured using only 90 nm libraries. We can thus conclude tha t the hardware cost of the BVH 
hardware would be minimal if appropriately implemented in a modern technology, such as 28 nm.

Also interesting are the figures generated for Total Power. Since the thermal design power (TDP) of 
many modern processors is over 100 W in some cases, these figures are quite promising. However, rather 
than simply comparing to  the TDP, the author sought more accurate estimates for power consumption of 
competing implementations.

To achieve this, the Intel Embree ray-tracer was instrum ented with performance monitoring code 
to sample the running average power limit (RAPL) counters available on modern CPUs. This code was 
executed on two platforms; the first was the dual CPU Xeon E5-2620 system introduced in Section 4.3.1, 
and the second was a Core i5 3210M laptop processor. The Xeon system represents a high-end platform
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H W B V H -C H W B V H -H P
E m bree 

C ore i5 3210M
E m bree  

2 x X eo n  E5-2620
Marbles 0.0040 0.0041 0.03 0.11
Sponza 0.0437 0.0510 0.23 0.47
Bunny 0.0356 0.0367 0.23 0,46
Cloth 0.0482 0.0495 0.31 0.61

Fairy Forest 0.1434 0.1424 0.62 1.17
DragonBun 0.1841 0.1815 0.87 1.77
Conference 0.2320 0.2349 0.98 1.94
Armadillo 0.2101 0.2082 1.25 2.38

Dragon 0.6243 0.6170 3.03 5.62
Buddha 0.8004 0.7986 3.83 7.43

T able 4.11: Total energy expended (in Joules) during hierarchy construction by the core logic of two BVH  
hardware instantiations, and by the Embree running on both a mobile Core i5 processor and a dual-CPU 
server-class Xeon system.

HW^BVH-C H W B V H -H P
E m bree 

C ore i5 3210M
E m bree 

2x X eon E5-2620
Power Consumption 6 W 25 W 10 - 13 W 15 - 70 W

T able 4.12: Total power consumed (in Watts) by each of the measured BVH construction implementations. 
Power readings for instantiations of the BVH hardware are taken directly from the InCyte tool.

that is presuiriahly optimised for performance, whereas the laptop processor is very hkely optimised for 
power efficiency. Therefore, examining both systems should give an idea of the spread of power efficiency 
seen in modern nmlticore processors.

The RAPL counters allow for measuring the total accumulated energy (in Joules) over the course 
of BVH constniction. As Embree already reports the time to construct the data structure, we can easily 
obtain power readings in Watts from the energy readings in Jo>iles. Conversely, since InCyte reports only 
power in Watts, we can obtain Joules by factoring in the construction times for the various test scenes.

The RAPL counters allow for measuring different components of the processor power, including 
core, uncore and (in the case of the server-class Xeon system) memory power. As the InCyte estimates for 
the BVH hardware include only the core logic (and not memory power, caches etc.) the values measured 
with the RAPL counters are for core power only. In the case of the dual CPU Xeon system, the energy 
readings are the sum of the cores on both CPUs. Table 4.11 shows the energy expenditure of these 
platforms while constructing each test scene.

Since the HWBVH-C instantiation is designed to achieve high power and area efficiency (rather 
than majcimum performance) it is most appropriate to compare this instantiation to the mobile Core 
i5 processor in terms of power efficiency. Taking these two first in Table 4.11, it can be seen that the 
estimated energy expenditure of HWBVH-C in constructing the hierarchy compares very favourably to the 
measured energy expenditure of the Core i5. The difference is highly significant, being about a factor of 
4-5x less energy expended. Moreover, by examining the corresponding entries for power in Table 4.12, we 
can see how these energy readings are articulated in power itself. In this case, the total power consumption 
for HWBVH-C is around half that of the Core i5. However, these readings must be placed in the context 
of performance also, as the HWBVH-C iastantiation is capable of constructing hierarchies about one order 
of magnitude faster than the Core i5 mobile processor, while still drawing only half the core power to 
achieve this.
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Comparing HW BVH-HP to the dual Xeon system in term s of energy expenditure shows tha t 
HWBVH-HP consumes around one order of magnitude less energy than the dual Xeon system. ODmpariiig 
the HW BVH-HP to the Xeon system in term s of power is a little more complicated. The Xeon system 
shows significant variation in the power consumption across scenes. Power rises as a function of increasing 
scene size, so smaller scenes show lower values, and larger scenes consume more power.

This fact can be explained by the vsiriation is scalability of the binned SAH construction with 
increasing scene size. Small scenes cannot sufficiently engage a large number of cores, and so much of 
the processor is idle during their construction. This fact was verified by varying the number of threads 
during construction for all scenes, and recording the execution times. This also explains why such little 
variation is seen on the mobile Core i5, as this processor consists of only two cores, fn the case of larger 
scenes, much b etter utilisation and speedup is seen over 12 cores on the Xeon system. Even using very 
large scenes, such as the 4.3 million triangle Crown scene, did not increase the power much beyond the 
70 W  recorded for the largest scenes shown here. In practical applications, it is likely th a t scenes will 
be large enough to  engage a large number of cores (like the Dragon and Buddha scenes tested here). In 
these situations, HWBVH-HP consumes around 2 - 3x less power than the Xeon system, wliile delivering 
around 3x faster hierarchy construction. It can thus be concluded th a t HWBVH-HP is substantially uiore 
power-efficient than the dual Xeon system.

Comparison with Manycore Systems

One question which w'as not examined in detail is how power efficiency of the BVH hardware compares 
to manycore platforms, such as a typical GPU. However, we can get some sense of how it compares by 
examining the reported TD P of typical GPU  chips. In these experiments, the measured power of the 
multicore platforms was approximately half their stated TD P (35W for the Core i5 3210M and 95W for 
the E5-2620). Taking a specific example for manycore systems, the stated TD P for the GTX T itan GPU 
(on which the TRBVH implementation used in the comparisons of Section 4.3.1 executes) is 250 W. If one 
makes the assum ption th a t even a quarter of this will be expended by the core processor logic during 
BVH construction, the comparison is still highly favourable for the BVH hardware.

Another significant fact which should be restated is tfiat the power m easurem ents made in the 
InCyte chip estim ator were necessarily made in outdated 90rmi technology (due to the lim itations of the 
free version). Furtherm ore, it is highly likely th a t all of the commercially available processors featured 
in this section incorporate a significant degree of power-specific optim isations (such as clock and power 
gating), whereas the BVH does not yet incorporate such techniques, but certainly could do so. Therefore, 
these estim ates can be taken as highly conservative.

Summary

In this chapter, the subtree builder was profiled to  explore its behaviour under a num ber of different 
instantiations and leaf sizes. It was shown th a t different instantiations are more appropriate under different 
circumstances; in particular, the desired leaf size was shown to strongly determine the performance of a 
given instantiation.

Following this, two full BVH construction solutions were then presented, HWBVH-C and HWT3VH- 
HP, both utilising a fixed-function solution to constructing the upper levels of the hierarchy, and featuring 
a different number of subtree builders. The instantiations were shown to deliver high-quality hierarchies
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a t levels of performance far exceeding the state-of-the-art in top-down binned SAH BVH construction. 
Power efficiency was assessed for both instantiations and found to  compare very favourably with two 
modern inulticore processors running highly-optimised BVH builders.

The next, and final chapter brings the thesis to a close by placing these findings in the context of 
the original research question.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, the veracity of the original research statem ent laid out in Chapter 1 is assessed in light of 
the empirical findings of Chapter 4. Following this, several avenues for future work are discussed.

5.1 Conclusion

At the begimiing of this thesis, the research question was raised as to  whether a custom microarchitecture 
for the construction of BVHs for ray-tracing could offer significant benefits to an interactive rendering 
system in terms of performance and efficiency.

'lo  test thi.s question, the first ever published m icroarchitecture for achieving such a task was 
presented in detail. The design was implemented in full as a VHDL model, and was evaluated along a variety 
of metrics. The design was compared to state-of-the-art BVH construction algorithms running on modern 
rnulticore and manycore platforms, and was found to exceed the capabilities of these implementations by 
a significant margin in a number of im portant ways, including raw performance improvements of up to 
lOx, while consuming very few hardware resources and exhibiting high power efficiency of up to one order 
of magnitude less energy expended.

These findings are of significance to future graphics processors. The rise of interactive ray-tracing, 
the dawn of the mobile era, and the emergence of power efficiency as the principal limit to  processor 
scalability, all provide fresh motivation to incorporate fixed-function devices into future heterogeneous 
processors in order to reap the substantial benefits tha t they can deliver. It is the au thor’s opinion that, 
for the domain of graphics processors, and especially for ray-tracing processors, acceleration data  structure 
construction is a strong contender for one such subsystem for which fixed-function designs could be useful.

5.2 Future Work

Given the considerable variety of techniques employed in spatial index construction for ray-tracing, and 
the wide applicability of BVH-like structures in computer graphics and interactive simulation, a number 
of avenues for future work naturally present themselves.

The first area of interest would be to see if the BVH hardware could be adapted to also construct 
other types of acceleration structure. The most obvious candidate for this investigation would be the 
kd-tree, as it is quite a similar data structure and, importantly, would be of considerable practical utility. 
Spatial index structures can be combined very flexibly within a single scene, with some structures being
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more appropriate in specific circumstances. For example, the consensus in the ray-tracing community is 
tha t kd-trees still represent the best option for static or almost static geometry. The largest fundamental 
difference between constructing a kd-tree as compared to  a BVH is th a t a kd-tree necessitates strict 
spatial splitting, wfiich most often results in some primitives being referenced in multiple hierarchy nodes. 
Since the growth of the number of prim itive references is not entirely predictable, dynamic memory 
management would need to be employed to address this. This requirement is incompatible w ith the 
current subtree builder design, as it relies on only a fixed, predeterm ined num ber of primitives h>eing 
present in the partitioning buffers. The biggest challenge would therefore be to handle any such “overflow” 
of the prim itive buffers into main memory.

A second avenue for future work would be to begin to integrate the design into a full system 
comprising program m able comp>onents, other fixed-function components, and perhaps some form of 
reconfigurable hardware. Good candidates for such a host system already exist. In particular, the SGKl’ 
architecture [LSL*13] would be ideal, as it includes fixed-function BVH traversal hardware, reconfigurable 
hardware shaders, and a multicore ARM processor. If the BVH hardware was incorporated into a full 
system in this way, it would then be possible to implement many of the techniques discussed in Section 3.4, 
such as combinations of BVH updating and construction, acceleration of hybrid SAH/(H)LBVH builds, 
and lazy construction strategies.

Another area of future work would involve the implementation of several architectural and circuit 
optim isations which are already known to the author and are expected to have a considerable positive 
impact on system performance and efficiency. For example, tfie SAH Calculator unit (Section 3.3.4) could 
be broken into two smaller components (one unit to implement accumulation of the SAH bins, and a 
second to evaluate each bin) which would allow pipelining the two stages, rather than  the first stage 
remaining idle until the second has completed. A further example of a useful optim isation would be to 
implement more balanced thread creation in the subtree builders (Section 3.3.1), as it sometimes occurs 
that some threads persist significantly longer than others, which leeids to sub-optimal hardware utilisation 
since an insufficient number of threads is available to hide the latency of the SAH calculation. Related 
to these optim isations is the broader fact th a t no specific circuit design techniques relating to power 
efficiency have been utilised in the BVH hardware as of the  tim e of writing. Given the im portance of 
power efficiency in m odern processor design, it is highly likely th a t the competing systems th a t were 
compared to the BVH hardware in Chapter 4 have all been considerably power-optimised. Introducing 
such techniques into the BVH hardware would no doubt further improve the benefits dem onstrated in 
Chapter 4.

Finally, it would be interesting to apply the BVH construction hardware to other applications, 
such as collision detection, and to the construction of hierarchies for point sets, such as photon maps. In 
fact, it is easy to  envisage applications where the construction of m ultiple d a ta  structures for different 
components could all be managed by the BVH hardware.
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Appendix A

Additional Circuits

This chapter details some additional circuits developed over the course of this research, which are directly 
aj>plicable to ray-tracing hardware implementations.

A.1 The Ray-Tracing Pipeline

T he ray-tracing algorithm is conunonly divided into a num ber of distinct phases, with each one feeding 
results to the next. The first phase of the pipeline, ray generation is responsible for determ ining the 
direction and origin of each ray to be cast. The process of generating such rays depends on the algorithm. 
For example, in W liitted style ray-tracing [WhiSO], primary rays are formed by various vector operations 
related to the camera. In the same algoritiim, reflection and refrsiction rays are generated from intersection 
points according to the laws of reflection and refraction. In algorithms such as path tracing [Kaj86], the 
ray directions may be generated randomly. Therefore, this operation is algorithm specific.

The ray generation phase feeds into the second phase, A A B B  intersect. This phase is used as a 
quick pre-test to filter out any rays which have no potential of intersecting any scene geometry. W ith 
some d a ta  structures, such as the BVH this phase is built into traversal. However, with kd-trees, which 
do not explicitly store bounding boxes, it must be performed before traversal.

Those rays tha t have yielded a valid intersection with the scene AABB are then forwarded to the 
traversal stage. The purpose of the traversal stage is to  search the acceleration data  structure using the 
current ray in order to find leaf nodes of the structure  which may contain triangles with which the ray 
intersects. The list of triangles in a leaf node is then forwarded onto the intersection  stage which find 
exact intersections (if any) with the primitives in the leaf node. If no intersections are found in a given 
leaf, the traversal of the ray continues, potentially finding more candidate leaves and attem pting further 
intersections.

If any valid intersections are found, they are forwarded to the shading stage which determines the 
contribution of a given ray intersection to the relevant pixel colour.

At the early stages of this research, the possibility of investigating hardware traversal and intersection 
(as opposed to  acceleration structure construction) was considered. FYom this initial work, a number of 
circuits for some of the stages of the ray-tracing pipeline were created. In particular, circuits for AABB 
intersection and triangle intersection were created by the author. They are presented here as they may be 
useful to  others wishing to  pursue research in hardware ray-tracing.
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A d d itio n a l C irc u its

Ray Generation

Ray Intersection

Shading

AABB Intersection

Ray Traversal

F ig u re  A .l :  The Ray-Tracing Pipeline.

A.1.1 AABB Intersection Unit

The first question which must be answered before designing any hardware unit is to decide which algorithm 
it will implement. A number of AABB intersection algorithms for ray-tracing applications are known. 
Among the most efficient algorithms is th a t presented by [WBMS05], building on the work of [Smi98].

The hardware implementation of the AABB intersect is shown in Figure A.2. The unit takes in a 
ray and a bounding box a t the top of the pipeline and produces an entry and exit distance, aswell as a 
valid intersection flag to indicate if an intersection eictually occurred. For each eods, a divider calculates the 
reciprocal of the ray direction in tha t axis. Concurrently to this operation, the uni-dimensional distance 
from the origin of the ray to the near and far extents of the AABB is calculated using two subtracters. 
A com parator is used to determ ine which of these subtracters represents the near and far distance to 
the bounding box. The contents of the subtracters are then fed to two nmltipliers, the o ther input of 
w;iich being the reciprocal of the ray. The outputs of the multipliers then represent the tm in  and tm ax  
intersection values for the axis.
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Ray.originX Ray.originX RayoriginY RayoriginY Ray.originZ Ray.originZ

0 Ray.dirX Box.minX Box.maxX 0 Ray.dirX Box.minY Box maxY 1.0 RaydirY 0 RaydirX Box.miriZ1.0 RaydirX Box.maxZ 1,0 Ray.diZ
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Figure A .2: Microarchitecture of the AA BB intersection Unit.
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A d d ition a l C ircuits

A.1.2 Triangle Intersection Unit

As most interactive ray-tracers utilise triangles for scene primitives, a immber of ray/triangle intersection 
algorithms have arisen over the years. In particular, the Moller-Trumbore triangle intersection has been 
one of the most widely used [MT97]. Figures A.3 and A.4 illustrated a hardware implementation of this 
algorithm. The intersection unit is fully pipelined and can deliver one ray/triangle intersection per cycle.

Ray.direction V2 VO V2 VO Ray.origin VO

E2

E2_delayed T_delayed Ray.direction_delayed

PE1

MULT

Dot
Product

Dot
Product

SUB

MULT

Product

SUB

E1_delayed
Product

Dot
Product

MULT

1/x

SUB

Dot
Product

VALID
CHECK

Valid_Out T U V

F igure A .3: Moller-Trumbore Ray Triangle Intersection Unit.
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Figure A .4: Valid Check fo r  Moiler-Trumbore Intersection Unit.
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